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'OREWORD

The conference which is reported on in the
first part oi this monograph represents a prom-
ising experiment in utilization of research
results. It was concerned with the major sub-
stantive findings and policy implications of the
ieport which comprises the second half of the
volume.

The report which follows is a summary of
two doctoral dissertations written in the De-
partment of Economics, Harvard University,
under grants from the U.S. Department of
Labor. One, by Peter B. Doeringer, was entitled
'AU Theory of Internal Labor Marketa and the
other by Michael J. More, was entitled Techno-
logical Change and Structural Imbaknces in the
Labor Market. The two studies profited from a
good deal of joint field work in a number of
manufacturing plants. This report is designed
to present the research design and methods, the
analytical concepts developed, the results and
findings, and the implications for policy of
these two related studies.

These studies were begun in a period of
widespread public concern with a possible
growing imbalance between the characteristics
of the work force and the changing nature of
job requirements as influenced by technology.
These studies are completed in a period of high
aggregate demand when the fears of imbalance
of an earlier period seem in the main un-
warranted. This experience focuses attention
on the process of interaction and adjustment
between the labor force and job requirements
and the "costs" of these adjustments. This
study makes a significant contribution, in my

view, to the understanding of these processes
as they apply to blue-collar manufacturing-type
jobs, particularly in larger sized establishments.

These dissertations have elaborated and ap-
plied the concept of an internal labor market
to make it a significant tool of analysis, bridg-
ing the too often isolated worlds of irdustrial
relations and personnel on one band, and
economic analysis on the other. Not only does
"the internal labor market" help to illuminate
and to organize the interrelations between
technological change and the labor force, the
central problem of these studies, but the con-
cept may also be applied to provide significant
insights into a number of other questions: the
meaning and definition of labor scarcities,
seniority rights and equal employment opportu-
nity standards, managerial manpower planning
and forecasting, labor costs pressures, and
a variety of industrial relations issues. The
concept brings t1,1 discussion of inflation, labor
shortages, and costs back to the microlevel of
analysis that has often tended to be overlooked
in the preoccupation with the general level of
economic activity. It suggests why manpower
policies at the enterprise and aggregate levels
are necessarily concerned with both labor short-
ages and surpluses. It helps us to understand
and to appreciate how rich and variegated are
the processes of adjustment and interaction of
manpower and job requirements.

John T. Dunlop
Harvard University
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PREFACE

This monograph is one of a series published by the Manpower Adminis-
tration of the U.S. Department of Labor on research conducted under title I
of the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962.

The first part of this monograph represents the proceedings of a conference
on the processes by which private industry meets changing manpower require-
ments and the implications of these work force adjustments for manpower
policy. The conference was sponsoi ed by the Manpower Administration of the
U.S. Department of Labor.

The second part consists of the report on which the conference discussion
was based. This report is a summary of two doctoral dissertations prepared
under grants from the Manpower Administration.

Researchers undertaking rpsearch projects under Government sponsor-
ship are encouraged to express freely their professional judgment. Points of
view or opinions stated in the dissertation summary or by participants in the
conference are not to be construed as official opinions of the U.S. Govern-
ment or of the U.S. Department of Labor.
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MORNING SESSION

OPENING REMARKS

Curtis C. Mier, Associate Manpower Administrator
Arnold Weber, University of Chicago

DR. ALLER: The Manpower Administration is,
as you know, engaged in the support of man-
power research, largely through contracts with
universities and other organized research in-
stitutions. This represents a departure for the
Department of Labor, and our concern is to use
our limited resources as effectively as we can.
First, of course, we must try to select the areas
of research priorities with the greatest poten-
tial from the standpoint of policy development.
Our second concern is to secu7e competent
basic research. And our third is to make
effective use of the research results.

We are presently trying to determine or
discover effective ways of utilizing the research;
we are also undertaking experimental and
demonstration work. These activities are in-
novative. In a sense I conceive of the people
involved in them as brokers of ideas. Their job
is not only to try to discover effective ways of
suggesting policy for, and implications of,
research and experimental and demonstration
work, but to discover how to get these ideas
to the attention of people who may be in a

position to act on them. And I might ,,,ay that
we have thought of effective utilization of
research in terms of publication in books and
articles, talks at annual meetings, and the kind
of discussion we are having here today. Dis-
cussion is a very useful device, a kind of market
test; the printed publication is very slow in
terms of stimulating use for policy development.
Too often, the ideas become part of literature
of the subject and are studied by undergraduate
and graduate students, who years later, in one
institution or another, may be in a position to
utilize them for policy development.

Our concern is to short-cut that kind of lag;
to find, if we can, quicker ways lof putting
available research products into the mainstream
of policy makingin our case, Government
policy making. This conference represents part
of our effort to discover the most effective ways
of bringing research results not only to the
attention of people in Government but those
outside.

I might say that, to me, the work we are
discussing represents a very exciting develop-
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ment. I can recall hearing the precursors of
some of this work in seminars at Harvard
back in 1948; now, 15 or 17 years later, we
have a culmination of that. It is very timely
to sit down together and talk about the rela-
tionship of these findings to manpower pro-
grams and economic policy.

Not to limit discussion, but to saggest the
range of things we may want to talk about, I
want to read a list of possibilities that have
occurred to us. First, for example, what are
the implications of the notions of the entry port
for placement activities, and for job vacancy
data collect... and research? We are still in
the wilderness in terms of trying to get large-
scale support for regular job vacancy data
collection programs. Meanwhile, we are under-
taking considerable research on various aspects
of this subject, and it may be useful to think
of this research project in terms of possible
meanings for future development of job vacancy
work.

Second, who should bear the cost of on-the-
job training, formal as well as informal? I
might mention that we are organizing a high
level task force of public, industry, and labor
representation through the Departments of
Labor and Commerce, for the purpose of trying
to look at what I call the appropriate public and
private roles in the whole area of occupational
trends. And long overdue is a look at the impli-
cations of our early development of on-the-job
training as a Government program. What are
some of the consequences of that program in
terms of private training effort? May there not
be alternative and more effective ways of in-
volving the private sector in our total occupa-
tional training effort?

In a sense, what we hope to strive for during
the balance of the year is something approach-
ing consensus on public policy in this area, leav-
ing for later development the details, legislative
proposals, or administrative decisions that
might be needed. ..5o, this research is timely in
terms of broad questions we will be asking
during the balance of this year.

Third, do manpower planners and policy
makers underestimate the capacity of the pri-
vate sector to effect labor force adjustments?
This is a very real question. As a matter of fact,
we have begun to pay greater attention in
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recent months to the employer part of broad
manpower problems. Basically, as you know,
through manpower development and training
activities, wr: have been fundamertally retun-
ing the iabor supply, trying to teach
the attitudes, skills, and knowledge accept-
able to employers. Frank Cassell, the Direc-
tor of the United States Employment Service,'
has pointed out that this misses the larger part
of the problem. He has suggested that our real
oroblem is discovering how the employer can
accommodate to, adjust to, and use effectively
those unemployed workers who are now going
through our training programs. He believes
that if we were to direct our research and
policy attention to the employer's side, it
would be possible to achieve more effective
utilization of the excluded members of the labor
force, without the cost now involved in large-
scale occupational or skill training through
organized inItitutional training programs.
There are many aspects of that, and I hope to
come back to them during the course of the
day.

Fourth, what do we know about private
sector adjustment activities and how can such
knowledge improve manpower programs?

And, fifth, does divkling the labor market
into an internal and external market provide a
useful research tool?

Now, may I welcome Arnold Weber, chairman
for this morning, and turn the meeting over to
him,
DR. WEBER: Thank you very much. The focus
of lour discussions will be the report prepared
by Peter Doeringer and Michael Piore, under
a Manpower Development and Training Act
grant. The report, entitled Internal Labor
Markets, Technological Change, and Labor
Force Adjustment, has opened up new areas
of research and policy considerations.

Although there wereetwo separate studies,
they complemented each other nicely. One,
Peter Doeringer's, focused on the theory of in-
ternal labor markets ; the other, Michael Piore's
Studied various empirical aspects of techno-
logical change and labor force adjustments to
this change. In effect, the internal labor market

Since the date of the conference, Charles E. Odell has
become Director of the U.S. Employment Service.



constitutes the arena within which adjustments
to tech .ological change take place. As the
authors have indicated throughout the report,
and as Jona Dunlop specified in his pre-
factory remarks, there are two levels of sigmf-
icance of this approach. One is the concept of
the internal labor market. Although this con-
cept has been around for several decades, it
has not heretofore been given systematic treat-
ment in the sense of an attempt to identify
and bring together in a crherent system the
primary variables and operational aspects of

the labor market. Secondly, for policy purposes,
much of our thinking has been on an aggre-
gate level, The concept of the internal labor
market provides an empirical basis for dis-
aggregating the problems of labor market ad-
justment, an approach with which I am par-
ticularly sympathetic. The initial stage of the
program this morning will be devoted to brief
statements by the three principles involved.
First, John Dunlop will give us a broad over-
view of the concept of the internal labor market
and its role in labor force adjustments.



A BROAD OVERVIEW

John T. Dunlop, Harvard University

DR. DUNLOP : May I begin by noting that the
Manpower Administration dissertation program
is helping not only to attract young scholars to
manpower research, but alqo is encouraging
summarizing of dissertation work for distri-
bution and comment by such means as this
conference. I am very glad to see this innova-
tion.

It is important to recognize that training and
the development of a labor force, in the main,
are to be conceived as a part of the production
process. The labor supply side seems to have
been treated separately, as if it somehow be-
longed pAmarily to training directors and to the
vocational school system. This separation was
particularly true in periods of high employment.
But if we are going to live in a world of high
employment, the simple fact is that manpower
development and training is an integral part
of the production process; decisions on pro-
duction and manpower are highly interrelated
and cannot be separate. This is a fundamental
truth of the Doeringer-Piore studies, I like the
idea of an internal labor market because,
inteilectually, it helps to bring together econo-
mic and industrial relations, which are too
frequently separated. While seniority systems
belong to the area of industrial relations, they
are also a way by which manpower is moved
and developed in collective bargaining systems.
This approach helps tie together economics and
industrial relations.

A second point: As I get around the country
and talk with people, one critical question raised
is whether we have entered a full-employment
economy as a more or less permanent structural
change in our society. There are a few believers,
but most are unbelievers. We cannot readily
estimate the great institutional changes that
would take place in our business world, in our
unions, in our other institutions, if people be-
come persuaded that something like a 3- to
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4-percent unemployment rate is normal for the
future, Probably the only way to persuade
people is another 5 or 10 years of high per-
formance. I wish we had time to go into the
enormous changes in policy making that would
follow from a recognition of the fact that this
is not a temporary 1955-56 period, or a Korean
War or World War II period, but is a normal
state. For instance, the view on the temporary
or permanent nature of high employment affects
the size of admissions to apprenticeship pro-
grams; it affects the importance of training
and development in an enterprise and an in-
dustry; it influences hiring standards; it in-
fluences wage expectations. Indeed, it has to
do with every aspect that touches manpower.

A third point concerns the crucial importance
in our society of having a job. Once you have
a job in industry, office work, or transportation
and so on, many things follow. Adjustments
take place in the enterprise; adjustments take
place in the labor force. This underscores the
importance of preparing people to get a first
job, and I think this defines a major priority
for public policy.

A fourth point that everyone should bear
in mind is that here today we are talking
about larger scale enterprises. The world of the
small enterprise needs to be explored a great
deal more than was done in the work of Doe-
ringer and Piore, although they looked at some
small enterprises. Many things I said a moment
ago are peculiarly applicable to larger enter-
prises. But a significant fraction of the labor
force is in small enterprises, and manpower
development in this area needs exploration.

Now, my colleagues will summarize their
studies. I am especially interested in the
implications for policy and the avenues for
further work that are indicated by their report
and I'm sure we'll return to these themes.



THE INTERNAL LABOR MARKET AND

INTERNAL TRAINING

Peter B. Doeringer, Harvard University

DR. DOERING= Thank you, When we began
our research we were interested in analyzing
the impact of technological chage upon the con-
tent of production and maintenance jobs in
manufacturing. As interviewing progressed,
however, it became increasingly clear that we
were observing a labor force adjustment proc-
ess, going on in the short run, to changes in
technology. This is a dynamic process, inti-
mately related to production. Neoclassical eco-
nomic theory was not particularly well-suited to
analyzing it. We therefore attempted to develop
a new set of concepts, the internal labor market
model, to provide the framework for viewing
the process of adjustment to technological
change taking place within industrial enter-
prises. It also appeared to us that this frame-
work is applicable to problems of labor scarcity
and a number of other current manpower
problems.

The internal labor market is not new. It has
existed for as long as production processes
have been formally organized in any sense.
But with the advent of larger industrial units,
modern management practices, trade union in-
fluences, and the like, the internal labor market
has become more formalized and more visible.

When we use the term "internal labor
market," we are talking about an administrative
unit within which labor is allocated by
institutional rules. For purposes of today's
discussion, the administrative unit is the manu-
facturing plant.

The internal labor market is based upon the
distinction, made by employees and by em-
ployers, between the employment rights and
opportunities accorded to those workers who

are inside a plant or other administrative unit
and those who are outside. The internal labor

market is defined by a series of administrative
rules and decisions which give it structure, and
which define the interfaces between the jobs
contained within a manufacturing plant and
the external or conventional labor market of
economic theory.

Examples of these administrative rules are
found in promotion and seniority systems,
which basically serve to allocate labor within
many manufacturing plants. They define the
sequence of jobs that workers move through
as they are promoted, and also the on-the-job
training sequences within the plant. There are
hiring jobs or entry ports into these internal
labor markets. These are the job classifica-
tions that employers list with the Employment
Service and in help-wanted ads, or fill through
informal recruitment. They are the points at
which employers reach out into the labor market
to bring workers into the plant. For both entry
and internal job classifications there are various
hiring awl promotion criteria which are used
to screen out or to select workers to fill job
vacancies.

In manufacturing, the distinction between
the ins and outs really amounts to a distinction
between which job classifications are entry jobs
and which are filled internally through pro-
motions. In the industrial sector the range of
types of internal labor market or promotion
structures is wide. For example, in men's
apparel and in many shoe and textile plants
there is an open structure, so that practically
every production job is a hiring classification.
People are hired from the external labor
market and put into jobs where they remain
unless they are laid off; there is little or no
movement inside the plant. On the other hand,
in industries such as steel, petroleum, and
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chemicals, well-defined promotion sequences
and tall promotion ladders are found a worker
is hired as a yard laborer or other unskilled
worker and, through a series of promotions over
a period of time, works up into the semiskilled,
and often skilled, production and maintenance
jobs in the plant. This type of internal labor
market is largely insulated from the external
laboe market, because few jobs are filled by
hiring.

Most common is a mixture of these two types,
Employers in many industries will hire into
low-skilled entry job classifications and promote
into semiskilled production jobs. At the same
time they will hire into the more skilled main-
tenance and industrial craft classifications,

This structure is important in that it colors
the way in which the emplwer views the labor
market. It determines what kinds of skills be
trains for himself, and what kinds of skills be
relies upon some other training institution to
produce. This could be the public educational
system, M.DTA or 0E0 programs, or other
employers. Since the internal -market structure
determines, in part, where job training takes
place, it also influences the kinds of qualifica-
tions, skills, and experience an employer seeks
when recruiting labor.

A number of influences impinge upon the way
the internal, labor market is designed, and lead
to the distinction between the internal and ex-
ternal labor markets. The first is the fact that
there are a number of elements of job per-
formance which relate to information about
the way the plant operates: the layout of the
plant, the skills of the job, the kinds of experi-
ence the job requires, and the like, are unique
or specific to a particular plant. This is one
reason why employers prefer to fill certain
jobs internally. Related to this is the feasi-
bility, and veil' eften thco neeess:ty, of providing
certain kinds of skills and experience 'inside a
plant, on the job, by putting a worker on a
machine and training him as he produces.

There are, therefore, certain economic in-
centives to employers to develop procedures to
conserve the training which they provide, and
to minimize additional training. They may
attempt to reduce voluntary turnover by estab-
lishing formal lay-off procedures which give
workers some certainty as to the order in which
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they will be laid off and of the kind of job
security they have. This creates rights and
expectations to job security, and often rights
and expectations to promotion.

Similarly, judicious design of the internal
labor market structure will permit employers
to confine much of the remaining turnover to
a limited number of entry jobs where the cost
of turnover, in terms of training and recruiting,
is normally lowest. Since workers, especially
new entrants into the labor force, may not
know a great deal about the employer or the
type of work involved in a new job, much
labor market activity consists of exploring the
world of work. Employers, therefore, prefer
to limit job shopping to those job classifications
where the least training investment is required
for job performance.

There is also an element of worker appraisal
involved. Employers utilize scredning pro-
cedures and hiring standards as proxies for
underlying preferred worker characteristics.
These proxies suffice for initial selection, while
the probationary period provides a more
reliable measure of employee ability. Again,
economic incentives encourage the confinement
of on-the-job screening to job classifications
with the lowest training costs.

A second aspect of training which is re-
sponsible for structuring internal labor markets
is that skills acquired on one job may provide
a training base for skills required on other job
classifications. Thir internal transferability of
certain skills also permits an employer to build
up a reservoir or pool of pretrained or partially
trained workers who can be readily upgraded
when employment expands.

Lastly, there are pressures for employment
and income security generated by employees
and their representatives which tend to en-
courage or to reinforce the external-internal
labor market distinction.

It is our belief, basically, that the internal
labor market and internal training, as I
have outlined them, are an important, indeed
a critical, element in many industries, in the
process by which a rather generally trained
labor force is adapted to the narrower, specific
requirements of the job structure of the
economy. Because many of these processes are
informal, and therefore difficult to observe, we



think they have been ignored, or at least under-
estimated, in labor market and manpower
research and, as a result, to a large degree in
manpower policy making. They are evident
only in employee learning curves, worker pro-
ductivity measures, and recruitment costs. The
adjustments are often so informal, by their
very nature, that employers are not aware that
this kind of process is going on. To them, they
are solving production problems, not adapting
workers. In reality, they are doing both.

Our view of this process of adjustment is
that employers implicitly develop manpower
strategy. Thus, it is possible to identify certain
forms of employer behavior towards the labor
market as constituting instruments of private
manpower policy. Examples of these instru-
ments are changes in the job structure and the
nature of the work performed in the plant,
changes in the administrative rules governing
promotion and training sequences, changes in
formal training programa, changes in recruiting
procedures, hiring standards and screening and
testing methods, and changes in compensation.
To these instruments, over which the employer
has direct control, might be added modifications
in out-plant training programs operated by
other institutions, to the extent the employer
is able to exert influence over the curriculum.

The employer can select from these instru-
ments in a variety of ways. Some of the instru-
ments are substitutes for one another to the
extent that if you do one thing, you don't have
to do another. Others are complementary. In
short, there are a number of combinations of
instruments available. In the interest of con-
serving time, and in light of a major policy
interest of the Department of Labor, we would
like to concentrate on one specific instrument
internal training. We want to emphasize again,
however, that training is only one part of the
whole adjustment process. All of the other
instruments mentioned have to be considered
along with training.

If we assume, for purposes of discussion, that
the job structure of the plant is fixed, then
there are often technical relationships among
the jobs in the sense that natural training or
skill development sequences emerge. Once these
sequences are identified, an employer is faced
with a "make or buy" decision when he wants

to fill a job vacancy in the plant. He has to
decide whether to train for it by filling the job
from inside, or to hire a pretrained worker.
The outcome of this "make or buy" decision is
a function of (1) the kinds of skills required by
the production function of the plant; (2) the
nature of product market fluctations and shifts,
and staffing requirements over the cycle; and
(3) the nature of the skills and persons avail-
able in the outside labor market.

If union pressures, custom, and various costs
associated with turnover are introduced into
the system, then additional barriers are inter-
posed between the internal and external mar-
kets, and the natural training sequences become
reinforced.

Training is provided within the plant pri-
marily for two reasons: (1) Necessity as dic-
tated by the specificity of skills to a plant, and
(2) efficiency.

I have already touched upon certain aspects
of plant skill specificity, either real, in terms
of the nature of work, or institutional, imposed
by internal promotion policies generated by
union activity or by employers' unilateral work
rules. Where these kinds of specificity do not
technically require in-plant training, there are
often certain economies which internal training,
especially that occurring on the job, provides.

The first of these is that a lot of training
takes place by proximity to other jobs, or by
working on related jobs. This sort of training
is freean obvious economy.

Second, a lot of training for semiskilled jobs
takes only a short period of time-2, 3, or 4,
weeks at most. Moreover, the number of
trainees in a job classification at any one time
is normally very small. It is, therefore, not
economical to develop a formal training cur-
riculum or to have a formal instructor and
special training equipment.

Third, subtle changes that occur in the nature
of equipment and products affect training.
Workers and industrial engineers make minor
adjustments in machinery, materials change,
the nature of the final product's mix changes.
On-the-job training is very often the only
efficient way in which a training program can
be kept current of all of these changes.

Fourth, there is the obvious economy of
having a worker in an on-the-job training pro-
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gram and contributing to production as he
learns.

Fifth, internal promotion tends to create a
reservoir or inventory of skills inside the plant,
This feature of the internal labor market con-
tributes to the employer's ability to meet labor
scarcities. The fact that an employer has, when
he wants to expand employment, a certain num-
ber of pretrained or partially trained people
inside the plant who can be up-graded, facili-
tates expansion of plant employment. More-
over, in a recession, the internal labor market
can provide a place to stockpile trained em-
ployees while less skilled employees are laid
off first,

The last efficiency of on-the-job training is
that it is tailored to the individual's learning
ability and to the narrow skills required by the
job. A slow learner, by definition, gets more
on-the-job training since the training program
is geared to move along at the rate the worker
learns. Ma:eover, a worker is trained in only
those skills which are needed to perform a
particular job.

In addition to having certain efficiencies, the
internal labor market is flexible enough to per-
mit adjustments, within limits, to dynamic
changes in technology and in the external avail-
ability of skills. This flexibility occurs largely
through the ability to stretch out learning
curves as poorer quality people are hired, and by
developing staffing patterns for new jobs which
utilize skills already in the plant. Such flexibility
is, of course, especially important in the case
of the first generation of a new technology
when it is impossible, by definition, to hire
trained people,

When the need arises, internal training can
also be formal. A rapid increase in employment
or a radical change in technology may encourage
formal programs. Sometimes these formal pro-
grams are only temporary, being designed to
teach employees the jargon of a new technology
and to orient them to a new machine. At a
later date, as more of the new machines are
placed in the plant, most employers talk in
terms of substituting more informal training
procedures for ,1,e formal program.

If the hiring te is increasing, either because
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employment is expanding or turnover is high,
formal training programs may permit the cap .
tare of some of the economies of scale which
are typically associated with such programs.
even in these cases, however, formal programs
often become a duplication of on-the-job train-
ing procedures with production, in some plants/
being routed through the "school." In at least
one apparel plant surveyed, the trainee, with
his sewing machine, was moved from the pro-
gram to the plant floor, an example which
dramatizes the importance of machine idio-
syncrasies in the acquisition of skill and in
worker performance rates.

Despite its advantages, internal training is
not without constraints, nor is it entirely free.
Internal training may run into problems, especi-
ally in tightening labor markets, because, by
ite very nature, it reduces productivity and
diverts resources from production. A machine
may be operated by a trainee at a time when
the full production from that machine is needed,
and supervisory effort may be diverted at a
time when plant and equipment have to be
pushed to the very utmost. These factors con-
strain the number of people who can be in
training on the job at any particular period,
and the rate at which a plant can absorb new
trainees. Recently, some employers in expanding
enterprises expressed the feeling that this con-
straint has become operative and that they are
now slowing down their hiring because they
cannot train people any faster. In such cases,
there is a stretching out over time of the labor
force adjustment that takes place.

The costs to the employer involved in the
adjustment process therefore are reduced pro-
ductivity, material wastage, machine down-time,
and supervisory skills. There are also adjust-
ment costs associated with recruitment and
changes in screening procedures. One way an
employer selects his manpower strategy from
among these adjustment instruments is to
appraise, informally, the costs involved.

I think at this point, I should stop and leave
it to Michael Piore to tie together the loose
ends of this discussion by telling you about the
process by which an employer may develop his
manpower policy.



MANAGEMENT REACTION TO CHANGED CONDITIONS

Michael J. Piore, Massachusetts institute of Technology

DR, FIORE: My job is to pick up the pieces and
direct them toward the problems of public
policy. I would like to do this in terms of
management's reaction to a tightening labor
market and the absorption of disadvantaged
groups. I do so partly because these seem to be
the problems of most immediate policy concern;
partly because the nature of the firm's adjust-
ment to changed conditions can be seen more
readily in terms of these problems than in
terms of the problem of adjustment to techno-
logical change, which we focused upon in our
report.

A tightening labor market means, to plant
management, increasing difficulty in meeting
its labor requirements; job applications tend
to decline and turnover to rise. Management
may react to these pressures through adjust-
ments in any of the variables connecting the
internal and external labor markets: screening;
recruitment and training procedures; hiring
standards; and, of course, compensation. Or
management can sit tightaccepting higher
turnover, working overtime, or, perhaps, cur-
tailing production.

Some of these reactions are more conducive
to the achievement of the Nation's economic
goals than are others; some reactions are, in
other words, more desirable than others. The
basic strategy of public policy is to induce the
plant to react in a socially desirable manner.
Under most circumstances this means through
reduced hiring standards and increased train-
ing. These reactions tend to relieve underlying
labor scarcities. A reaction through increased
wage rates, in contrast, will tend to set off a
wage spiral in the community but does little
to increase the total labor supply. In labor
surplus areas. increased recruiting efforts may
be desirable, but such efforts frequently lead
to a situation where plants draw labor from

each other, generating a turnover spiral in the
community which, like a wage spiral, does
little to relieve the underlying scarcity.

If plants are to be induced to rely more
heivily upon reduced hiring standards and
increased training, it is necessary to under-
stand management's views of these two
variables.

Let me begin by emphasizing the character-
istics of the in-plant training encountered in
our study. The important characteristics are
threefold: (1) The training was highly in-
formal, (2) it took place on the job, and (3) it
took place in the process of production. Of these,
the informality of the training process was most
striking. Plants clearly are not reproducing
the educational process that goes on within the
schools. Even where the material taught is the
same, the process through which it is taught
is qualitatively different. But management
typically does not know what that process is;
they tend to describe it in such vague terms as
"osmosis," "exposure," "hanging around" and
"working your way up through promotion."

Formal material which could be connected
with training was seldom used. Job descrip-
tions, for example, were primarily instruments
of wage administration and hiring policy, not
training. Instruction manuals were rare, and,
when they existed, actual training usually short-
cut the manual procedures in one way or
another.

Thus, to stylize the in-plant training process,
it is the direct transmission of job skills, orally
and by demonstration, from the incumbent (or
experienced) worker to his inexperienced
successor.

The training process frequently involves
temporary substitutions in the process of pro-
duction. The initial job is, in effect, broken into
skilled and unskilled tasks. The trainee per-
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forms the unskilled tasks; the experienced
worker supervises the trainee and does the
more highly skilled components of the original
j9b. As the trainee progresses, he is given in-
creasingly highly skilled tasks; the experienced
worker takes back some of the lesser skilled
parts of the job. In the end, the original job
has been reconstructed and the new worker
fully trained. There is, in other words, a short-
run change in the character of the jobs which
leads to a longrun change in the character of
the labor force.

This is, as I said, a stylized view of the pro-
cess; there are a number of variations.
Frequently it is the foreman, rather than an
experienced operator, who does the training.
Vestibule training is fairly common. It amounts
to little more than a separate production line
for new workers, paced to their capabilities
and closely supervised by experienced person-
nel. Some programs are formalized, in the sense
that the trainee is moved through a preached-
uled series of jobs. In all of these variations,
however, the basic characteristics remain
essentially unchanged. In formal training pro-
grams it is the sequence of job assignments,
not the training process, which is formalized.

The nature of the training process has
several implications for managerial decisions
in a tightening labor market. First, as Professor
Dunlop saidand I don't think you can over-
emphasize this pointtraininr is, from manage-
ment's point of view, a byproduct of production.
On a theoretical level, It is true, training and
production are joint products; they are pro-
duced together. But this is not the way manage-
ment views the process. Management regulates
production; training happens automatically.

This leads to a second point: Management
finds it difficult to separate training costs from
production costs, and does not usually do so.
The costs of training appear as production
costs; they are not separately identified. The
cost of production is identified and training
costs are diffused throughout various produc-
tion indices: labor productivity, materials con-
sumption, machine downtime, and the like.

This leads one to view with considerable
skepticism programs lesigned to subsidize
training or to insure employers against the
risk of higher training costs associated with the
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employment of disadvantaged groups. Such pro-
grams attempt to provide a cost incentive for
management to train when it does not view
training explicitly as a cost item. In fact, the
programs attempt to get management to change
a procedure which it does not recognize as a
procedure at all.

More fundamentally, we would like not only
to induce plants to lower standards and engage
in additional training, but also to make it

efficient for them to do so. Actually we are ask-
ing the plant to develop new techniques for
training people with whom it has not dealt be-

fore. We are trying to get plants to innovate,

to speed up the training process, to reduce its
costs, and to adapt training to new kinds of
people, just as a manufacturer tries to speed
up production, reduce its costs, and adapt its
products to new uses. But we are looking for

innovations in a process which we don't begin
to understand as it currently operates.

I don't mean to overemphasize this point.

Plants do, under some circumstances, recognize
training explicitly, attempt to identify its costs,
and look for innovations which will reduce costs.
They do this when a new plant is opened and
the direct transmission of skill between genera-
tions of workers is disrupted. They do so where
major technological changes occur. And some
plants which have been under continuous labor
market pressure for a long time have done so.
But these cases are unusual, and under normal
circumstances the pressures required to induce
plants to reexamine training may be intolerable.

Let me turn from training to hiring stand-
ards. The problem of inducing a firm to reduce
its hiring standards is very similar. Most
hiring stanlards are not really hiring stand-
ards at all, but screening procedures. They are
designed to select from the applicants a group
of people with a high probability rd successful
performance on the job. The selection is often
done through the use of proxy variables;
variables not functionally related to job per-
formance, but which the plant knows from
enerience to be correlated with job perfor-
mance. A high school diploma, for example, is
frequently required not because of the material
taught in school but because people who have
completed 12 years of education generally show
up on time for work and are not absent too



often. In many cum, management does not
even know this much about what makes a
worker "good." When you ask a firm to reduce
it hiring standards, therefore, you are asking
it to enter unknown territory. And, in this
area, management has great fear of the un-
known.

The existence of the internal labor market
tends to increase resistance to lowered hiring
standards by imposing a barrier to experimen-
tation. It does so, first, because once you get
somebody into the plant, you cannot get him
out. In union plants, disciplinary procedures
confine the employer's right to discharge a new
employee after a limited probationary period.
In non-union plants, similar restrictions are im-
posed by custom; other workers get to know a
man and, once they do, it is extremely disrup-
tive to plant morale to fire him.

A second barrier to experimentation is "pro-
motion from within." When you are hiring a
man into a promotion ladder, and he will reach
the top of that ladder in 10 or 15 years, you
won't know the effect of reduced hiring stand-
ards until the end of that period. Small-scale
experiments lasting 6 months to a yearhow-
ever successfulare unlikely to induce a whole-
sale revision of hiring standards.

Resistance to lowered hiring standards has
been further strengthened by World War II
experience. That experience convinced econo-
mists that hiring standards can be reduced.
And it certainly does show that, under extreme
pressure, they will be. But the lesson which
employers draw from the wartime experience
is that such adjustments can be disastrous.
They understand that lesson in very specific
terms: they speak of it in terms of individuals
whose work is completely unsatisfactory but
who entered the plant in World War II and are
still around.

I would like to add two or three general
points about how to induce plants to absorb
groups of workers they have previously barred.
First, both in training and in reducing hiring
standards you are trying to get plants to do
something they have never done before. This
is a process, first of discovery, of looking for
new techniques ; and, second of demonstration,
of convincing management that the new tech-

niques, once discovered, work. The second prob-
lem, that of demonstration, is, in many ways,
as difficult as the first. To me, this remains one
of the great mysteries. But I do think I can
identify certain ideological barriers that must
be overcome. One of these is the belief of almost
every plant and company that it is different.
If you come to a manager and say, "You ought
to try this new training technique; such and
such a plant used it very successfully; they like
it a lot," the manager will tell you about his
company's unique corporate philosophy. In
developing aid diffusing new techniques, it is
important not to be taken in by the mystique of
plant uniqueness. There is, of course, some
truth in this mystique; but there are also
general factors, common to all plants, and it
is these general factors that we must look for
and emphasize.

A second ideological barrier to diffusion is
the belief that the only good things are the
things which you pay for. This is one of the
major barriers to the diffusion in private in-
dustry of techniques developed by Government
under the Manpower Development and Train.
ing Act and the Office of Economic Opportunity.
Because the Government developed these tech-
niques, and they are free, they can't be worth
much. I don't know how to overcome this.

I would like to end with a few words about
the large company-small company dichotomy.
We looked primarily at plants owned by large,
multiplant concerns. There is a great danger
in overgeneralizing from a sample of this kind.
But there are, I think, certain aspects of small
company policy for which our work may have
relevance. There appears to be a kind of turn-
over syndrome in the low-wage sector of the
economy. Plants in this sector hire people with
poor work habits, people with a tendency to
job hop either because they can't adjust to
regular employment or because they pose dis-
cipline problems and are repeatedly discharged.
But these poor work habits are reenforced by
managerial policies. The low-wage sector is
composed largely of small plants which are not
well managed. The executives wear many hats.
There is no personnel manager and little atten-
tion is paid to personnel policies. These plants
have no orientation program for new workers
and make no attempt to train their foremen.
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Young men sometimes leave jobs, for example,
when they get sick and miss a day's work only
because they think that if they miss a day,
they are automatically fired. It is possible fox'
a man to work in a whole series of these low-
wage plants and never be told about "calling
in" when he is sick. The plants, on the other
band, ascribe their high turnover to the charac-
ter of the labor force. The low-wage sector, in
other words, is a sector in which it appears
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that the character of the plants reenforces the
character of the labor force.

This is an important area for further re-
search, It should be possible to reduce labor
turnover significantly, increase labor produc-
tivity, and improve the work habits of the labor
force simply by applying in small concerns the
personnel techniques already known and utilized
by large concerns.

On that note, I will turn the program back
to the chairman.



DISCUSSION

DR, WEBER: The main concepts and ideas have

been laid on the table, and I think we should

proceed to a discussion of some of the implica-

tions. First, shall we address ourselves to the
queation of the adequacy or analytical validity
of the concept of the internal labor market as
it was developed in the report and restated in
general terms here. Then, given the acceptance
of the analytical and operational validity of

this concept, I'd like to turn tbe discussion to

policy implications.

MR. ARNOW: I have no question about the valid-
ity of the concept. I think the questions which
arise are how to define and apply it, and how

broadly it should be viewed.
The discussion has opened up some interesting

new areas. From the point of view of public
policy, I suppose it is fair to say that such

policy is generally concerned with the market,
whether it is aggregate policy or policy with
respect to specific aspects. It assumes the
operation of institutions and is concerned with
how changes are effected at marginal points.
I was glad to see, in this respect, that Mr. Piore
takes the general internal labor market ques-
tion and brings it down specifically to the
marginal areas that are particularly concerned
with public policy. At some future time we may

be concerned with broader aspects, but certainly
the main focus of attention is at the margins
at this point.

Still, several questions arise. Looking at the
internal labor market from the point of view
of the employer and his instruments leaves
open the public policy questions +hat are par-
ticularly related to workers at the margin. What
happens to the people screened out through the
various processes at work? What happens to
those who are let in during periods of high
employment? What happens to them as they
progress through the plant, and what can be

said about them in terms both of what we know
and of what additional research efforts we can
mount? Why are they now let out and to what
extent should the standards applied to the
screening processes be subject in some cases to
reexamination in light of what we know? Work
is going on in this area of supply. There are
some very interesting things being done in the
area of discrimination.

I was interested in the proposition that many
of the training programs of the Government
are, in effect, a substitute for screening devices

that their main purpose is not necessarily to
train but to screen. The idea is that because a
person has gone through a training program,
although he might have been ruled out by an
employer's test, he is now accepted as being
appropriate for consideration, We might ask
whether there are other areas to which we
might apply the same rules. A person, for ex-
ample, bas not gone through high school and
would fail a test, but he bas served in the Armed
Forces and been given an honorable discharge.
Under what circumstances should be be re-
garded as having an equivalent of a high school
diploma from tbe poitt of view of testing?

But several other ranges of problems that
relate to what you might call the adjuncts of
internal labor market policy come into the
picture, particularly when we think of the prob-
lems of the disadvantaged and the fact that
often and increasingly they, as a labor supply,
are not located where the plants are. This
raises problems that go beyond the areas of per-
sonnel policies, which are essentially the areas
considered in the discussion. Is plant location
policy, for examplewith plants locating miles
from available housing or transportation for
the disadvantageda factor that must be con-
sidered from a different and broader point of
view? Is this an area which Government policy
should affect? In some respects, plant policy



has been concerned with such things. It is a
truism that a plant locating on the outskirts of
the metropolitan area buys as much or more
land for parking facilities as it does for the
plant proper, Parking is given attention, Years
ago, housing was given attention, Do housing
and transportation have to come back into the
realm of internal labor policies in an area of
full employmmt?

A series of problems relate to points that
Mr. Fiore mentioned concerning the hiring of
the disadvantaged. They were hired during
World War II, of course, and in many cases,
may have reached the top of the ladder, par-
ticularly in plants with plant-wide seniority.
Being at the top of the seniority level auto-
matically entitles men to certain positions that
management may feel they are not ready for.
What specific techniques of training or what
special techniques of adaption can be applied
as people come up the ladder? There is also the
special problem of dual or discriminatory
seniority ladders that exist where there are
discriminatory actions against any minority
group; and then there is the problem of pension
plans that in fact discriminate against older
workers and close possible ports of entry to
them.

I have a few other questions relating to the
report's conclusion that adjustment to techno-
logical change seems to be working out in a way
which indicates that concern over such change
in the recent past was exaggerated. I think it
was exaggerated, but I think the conclusion
boldly stated in the report is also exaggerated.
It tends to minimize the problems of techno-
logical change that go beyond those which can
be handled by an internal plant investment
policy. Many problems of technological change
affect not only the internal plant but the entire
industry. These, in a way, are key problems
the process of technological change on the farm
giving rise to movement of people to the larger
cities, this in turn giving rise to the number of
disadvantaged, and so on. This must be
recognized, or the statement can be used out
of context.

DR. FINE: I am an industrial psychologist and
not an economist, and that is the way I have
been listening here. In that context I find that
much of what I have been studying, learning,
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and teaching in training programs for the past
25 years as a personnel psychologist is given
a new name, the internal labor market. I am
trying to understand what value this has, It
probably has value, because one of our prob-
lems over the years has been trying to demon-
strate to industry that training actually has a
cost. We, of course, had a selfish motive. We
used all kinds of selection and testing techniques
and we wanted to prove that we were intro-
ducing something efficient which would reduce
training costs, But we never made a very good
case because we never bad accurate figures. Now
that the economist is concerned about the issue,
we may be able to get cost figures and demon-
strate the worth of industrial psychology
practices.

As far as implications are concerned, it seems
to me that w have been dealing with what you
are talking 41)out (without calling it internal
labor market) for a long time. Back in 1989,
in order to deal with the labor market, the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles was published,
with perhaps the naive assumption that workers
could move freely in and out of every one of
the more than 20,000 job categories listed. Very
quickly we found that this was not so, and we
bad to develop an entry occupational classi-
fication system, along with the whole concept
of entry occupational categories and require-
ments. In the process of doing so we became
extremely conscious of the different entry prob-
lems for different areas of the labor market.
Over the years these findings have been de-
veloped and systematized considerably and now
they are built in as an integral part of the new
occupational classification system. The second
part of the code in the new system, for example,
shows the movement of people from lower or
entry levels of skills into higher levels. My point
is that we have been pursuing the implications
of your concept of the internal labor market for
a quarter of a century, and have developed a
better understanding of the fact that there isn't
free movement in and out of all jobs but that
there are very definite ports of entry.

DR. SOMERS: There aee some key questions
concerning the port of entry which must be
answered if this concept is to be a valuable
operational tool in analyzing the working of



the labor market, For example, it is very
important to know how long workers, newly
hired, stay in port of entry jobs. It is quite
possible that employers who hire these workers
are really thinking not of the job they are hired
into but of two, three, four or five jobs up
ahead. If workers stay at the port of entry
briefly, this makes a very different situation
than that in which they stay there permanently.

I wonder if the authors picked up any data
on the length of time workers stay in the ports
of entry. If ses true that most employers do not
expect the worker to stay there for any length
of time, then the port of entry concept under-
goes change, and factual data on this point
would be useful in making the concept more
operational.

The second point concerns the effect of full
employment, as discussed in their study. The
study was conducted in a loose labor market,
and most of the questions we are talking about,
most of the policy implications for training and
so on, are germane to tight labor markets. It is
almost a truism to say that training finally
comes into it; own when many job vacancies are
to be filled. What happens to the ports of entry
as the labor market tightens? Do the ports of
entry increase very substantially, as I suspect
they would when there are scarcities every-
where along the line, when the employer can
move a worker from job "A" up to job "B" in
the internal labor market only by creating a
serious shortage at lower levels? I would think
that if he could find workers with any skill in
the external labor market to fill these open jobs,
he would hire them when he has a labor
situation as tight as it is now, let us say, in
Milwaukee. Employers will hire workers from
the external labor market for almost any job
if they can find skilled men who come anywhere
near the required qualifications.

There are also counter arguments. It may be
that the actual hiring into ports of entry is
reduced, and employers concentrate more on
internal training when the external labor mar-
ket gets tight. These two items then need more
empirical work : the length of time workers
stay at ports of entry, and the effect of a
tightering labor market on ports oi entry.

DR. WEINSTEIN: ": strikes me that the firm's

problem in manpower is analogous to the firm's
inventory investment problem, only the capital
stock here is human capital. Three possible
external conditions affecting the demand for
labor are decline, steady state, and growth,
each with varying expectations. Thus, the firm
can meet the ch4nging, say increasing, demand
by utilizing its capital more intensively through
overtime, or by hiring workers at var;ous points
along the line. The options are numerous, and
the concept of the entry point should not be
fixed. As said repeatedly in the report, these
points are not immutable.

As Dr. Somers said, an area very much in
need of research is how these entry points will
alter under various economic conditions. The
model to determine the optimum seta of policies
a firm might adopt to meet ita needs may well
be quite complex. Such variables as the state
of the national economy, as well aa relevant
subeconomics or markets, would undoubtedly
be significant. The entry strategy of a firm in
a small community, where it may be the only
source of employment for some skilled trades,
will differ from that of a firm in a metropolitan
labor market where it faces the alternatives of
bidding away skilled workers from other em-
ployers, as well as training raw recruits. In
meeting these needs, I see the firm as a mecha-
nism more sensitive to cost than was ap-
parent in the paper prepared for this session.

DR. WOOL: I found the report's theoretical
formulation quite challenging even though, as
has been mentioned, the substance of the inAi-
tutional process described and the elements of
this process have in fact been the subject of
intensive study by separate disciplinessuch
as industrial psychology, industrial engineerlig,
cost accounting, production engineering and
personnel management. An important contribu-
tion is the fact that the economists are attempt-
ing to look at the internal personnel process
as a system, as a model, and in turn, comparing
this with the alternatives available for man-
power development and training.

In the Department of Defense we have the
largest internal labor market in the country,
perhaps in the world. It has certain unique
characteristics.

DR. DUNLOP: Certain ports of entry too,
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Da. Wool,: The ports of entry are narrow. New
entrants come in in two streams, with minor
exceptions. They come in at the bottom of the
enlisted ranks or the bottom of the officer ranks
from two very different sources in the civilian
population, and the whole process, subse-
quentlywith some exception in recent times
has been one of internal progression. All terms
used here, the strategies concerning recruiting,
selection, advancement, career management,
and training, are very much a part of this sys-
tern, and clearly have costs and ciearly have
alternatives. We in the Department of Defense
have a mass of internal data, with vast poten-
tial for analysis. We do have one major obstacle
from the standpoint of economic analysis, and
that is the production function, which is ex-
tremely difficult to measure. In other words,
given the nature of the outputs involved, it is
extremely difficult to measure the ultimate
"pay-off" from different input strategies.
Within this very serious limitation, the people
who have studied this process have faced up to
the need for a total model, particularly in terms
of certain policies and programs which have
received top administration attention.

For example, in our project called Project
One Hundred Thousand, we are deliberately
lowering mental and educational entrance stand-
ards and generating in this process a cycle of
consequences for the entire personnel system.
We are also establishing a huge data bank in
which we are, literally, going to measure what
happens to each individual accepted under these
standards, as compared to control groups. If
you take this one key decision, the change in
selection standards, one has various possible
criteria in attempting to measure the conse-
quences for the "firm." From the standpoint
of the unit commander or the line supervisor,
who doesn't normally consider what it costs
to develop and train his men, the concept of
"optimization" is to get the best trained man
he can for the job he bag to do. For the military
service as a whole, there are various other
costs to be considered. For example, the more
educated man, who is higher up tha ladder in
terms of training and adaptability, is also the
least likely to stay with the military. You thus
have a trade-off here of the cost of the greater
turnover generated by higher standards, which
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has to be considered As part of the system.
Finally, and an equally important measure,

from the standpoint of a government agency,
18 the possible fiscal cost to the Federal budget,
narrowly derived, or the social cost to the
economy A4 a whole of alternative selection
policies. Viewed in terms of budget costs, the
fact that the Federal Government haa adopted
responsibilities for manpower development and
training means there are measurable cots in-
volved in not training people in military service,
and in training them under other programs.
A relevant question is: Which is more effective
in terms of attaining overall governmental
objectives? You can even broaden this choice
to social costs outside the narrow framework
of the budget. I think that what we are trying
to reach for here is a 'itotal model including all
of these variables, an attempt on the part of
top management, whether within a firm or
within the Government, to get the full cost
consequence of these alternatives in a broader
sense.

MR. MCMILLEN: Was there any attempt made
by the authors to analyze or take a look at the
contributions being made by individuals trained
by the Defense Department through vocational
education or MDTA programs, or in private
industry? How will the people already trained
in an entry level occupational skill affect the
port of entry, and what are the contributions
they are making to the labor force? How many
individuals now in the labor force have com-
petencies acquired through public and private
training activities and how do they affect
the in-plant training problems discussed? When
these individuals are employed, are their skills
and abilities considered in terms of the immedi-
ate and long-range needs of business and in-
dustry, and what is the relationship of their
competencies to the in-plant training programs?

DE. WEBER: It is appropriate now that Dr.
Doeringer, Dr. Piore, and Dr. Dunlop comment
on some of the remarks that have been made.
However, before that let me summarize some
of the points.

One is the point that the internal labor mar-
ket is most significantly viewed within the
framework of the total personnel system.

Two, there is some concern about the theoret-



fail basis for cost calculations in deciding
various policy alternatives and adjusting them
in the internal marketparticularly, social
costs and the private cost.

Three, there were comments associated with
better definitions of the concept of the "port
of entry," What is it? How does it vary?

Four, there is some feeling that although we
are talking about the internal labor market, we
have to keep in mind certain relationships be-
tween the internal labor market and charges
in external variables. One of the important re-
search problems is to identify the relationships
between the two.

Last was a comment that the theory as
presented implies that all entrants into an in-
ternal labor market are equal but in fact, each
person comes to an internal labor market with
a different stock of skills or potentials, which
reflect prior training from various sources
MDTA, vocational education, learning at
mother's knee, and so forth. Therefore, in as-
sessing the nature and behavior of internal
labor markets and the performance of
victuals in these labor markets, account must be
taken of these prior individual differences.

Well, with that, let us go ahead.

DB. DOERINGER: Let me address myself to two
segments of the discussion. One is rather nar-
row and technical, relating to the ports of entry.
I would expect that any attempt to identify and
codify entry jobs in a manual such as the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles would run
into the problem that, once written down, they
may change in response to certain predictable
changes in the economic environment, That is,
if you identify entry jobsand you can't do it
by just looking at skillsyou must identify the
jobs hired into for certain industries, or Identify
some classification in a large group of industries
that have common types of entry ports. But
this can, and perhaps does, change over the
business cycle. Therefore, you may be talking
about a different manual for each phase of the
cycle. For that reason, I would be interested in
hearing some more aboul, how persons respon-
sible for putting together such a manual take
care of the dynamic aspects of the internal
labor market.

In response to the more direct question of

what happens to ports of entry over the cycle,
we did not address ourselves to that question
in this report because we did not have much
of a cycle during the research period. More
recently, however, we have been able to get
some kind of a feel for this question and it
doesn't appear that there is too much change,
in terms of the formal structure, on the basis of
a narrow sample. Small changes take place,
mostly when an employer has the right to hire
at different levels in the job structure, subject
to the qualification that promotions be made
from within if an employee is qualified. This
whole notion of qualifications, or when you can
hire and when you have to promote internally,
may be sensitive to the cycle.

You can argue that, where there is much
unemployment, offering a job vacancy to some-
body who hasn't been in the plant and doesn't
have any employment rights is going to be
a tritty thing in terms of industrial rela-
tions, During the expanefon phase of the cycle,
if the limits of the internal training process are
reached, a dual system of both internal pro-
motion and the establishment of some new
entry ports may emerge, with some "one-shot"
vestibule training to provide the skills and
experience normally developed through on-the-
job upgrading. That does, in fact, occur to some
extent for semiskilled jobs in situations where
there is a very rapid expansion in employment.
You also find in tight labor markets that em-
ployers who normally hire skilled workers from
the outside market may have entry ports for
electricians, machinists, painters, carpenters,
arid the like, but that they are inoperative be-
cause these skills are not available. Instead they
may be trained for internally. In the auto in-
dustry, for example, they have institutionalized
this process so that, to obtain tool and die men
in tight labor markets, the hiring process is
supplemented by a special upgrading program
My feeling is, therefore, that some very slight
changes in entry ports occur, but probably only
under great hiring strains.

DR. DUNLOP: That is right, but I think you
stated the point a little sharply. If the ports of
entry are so fluctuating that they change at
random or change very greatly, then the idea
isn't any good. The reality is that there is great



stability in the ports of entry. The rates of flow
through the ports may vary here and there and
you may get some adjustments, but in general
there is considerable stability.

There is a whole part of this research not
reported on here, which has to do with the
configuration of various types of internal labor
markets. For instance, the market-wide
apprenticeship committee is an internal labor
market with a port of entry through the joint
committee. A seasonal industry has very dif-
ferent patterns, and the internal labor market
is analytically easy to explain. Why is it that in
seasonal industry you have a great many ports
of entry? Because with seasonal changes in
employment, a cutter cannot all of a sudden
become a seamstress, and a seamstreb.,
transfer from machine to machine and preserve
efficiency. You lay off employees into the ex-
ternal market, and you have entrances at all
of these points in seasonal industry. On the
other hand, in industries with very expensive
capital equipment, there are typically long
ladders of promotion to save costs as employees
move up or down. You can examine various
types of internal labor markets and explain why
they have their particular configuration, and on
the whole there is considerable stability in any
one type. There is some adjustment, of course,
as the external market tightens or loosens.

I agree that employers do not hire people
with the immediate job alone in mind. Indeed,
one of the most interesting industrial relations
questions concerns whether an employer can
refuse a promotion to a man who ^an meet job
"C" on a promotion ladder but is unlikely to be
able to meet the job requirements above that.
That is a standard question under agreements
and a question raised in arbitration, There are
very different philosophies as to whether, to be
promoted, an employee is to be judged in part
upon the capacity to reach jobs above the
immediate one in question. It is a crucial ques-
tion in terms of the way internal labor markets
work.

Now, regarding the discussion of the mili-
taryI quite agree with what Mr. Wool said.
In fact, in a paper prepared for a New York
conference in 1965, I developed the notion of
the military as internal labor market. Professor
Thomas Shelling and I have been working on
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this over the last semester. You can apply the
concept to a university, a church; the rules
relating to internal allocations of manpower are
applicable to many situations. But if the ports
of entry do not have a high degree of stability
the concept is of little value.

BIERMANN: What I am going to say is
basically from experience in the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance in dealing with
minority groups. I don't intend to imply that
our experience covers all the people that the
Manpower Administration deals with. We have,
however, come to two conclusions in seeking
to find equal opportunities for minority groups.
One is that certain institutions minority groups
face are sometimes more "discriminating"
than management. Seniority, for instance, may
be based on job seniority or departmental sen-
fority, and the minority employee may not have
had an opportunity to get into that job or into
that department. In such a case, the system be-
comes a discriminating institution. When you
have dual lines of progression, with Negroes and
Mexican Americans in one and whites in
another, that, too, is a discriminatory institu-
tion. So, I don't think we should propose train-
ing programs for Impoverished people but ex-
clude from our concern these kinds of institw
tions as being untouchable.

Secondly, I don't think management is
satisfied that it is getting the kind of people
it wants through the screening process. We
have found that institutions cause more trouble
in getting minorities hired than any manage-
ment we have ever had to deal with. Let me
refer specifically to testing. I am sure you
found in this study that management relies
more than ever on the ability of the applicant
to pass test requirements, And I will sayand
use a conservative figurethat in 90 percent
of the cases such tests have never been vali-
dated. There is no reason to believe any
relationship exists between performance on the
test and performance on the job. Usually the
minority candidate fares in a much poorer
manner in tests than the nonminority candidate.
As a result, the minority candidate is not hired,
or if he is in the work force, he is not promoted,
because many times promotion is also based up-
on testing. So, the Office of Federal Contract



Compliance is in the process of issuing an
order that requires Government contractors,
before they continue to use tests which have
resulted in disproportionate failure rates among
minorities, to have those tests validated in
a professional manner. The implementation
of that order is going to take some time and
we are not in the business of telling all
American industry they have to stop testing.
But we are saying that invalid fests should
not impede minority employment and promotion.

Institutional organizations, in addition to
the desire of management to adopt training
programs, should also be a cause for discussion.

think, for instance, that a testing program is
as much an impediment to a poor person as to
a minority person. Our experience is that the
port of entry itself, as an institution, should
be cause for study and possible change.

MR. WILLIAMS: I would like to pursue Mr.
Piore's statement that he doubted the validity
of insurance schemes to get firms to hire dis-
advantaged workers. Let me start from the
premise that most of the jobs we are talking
about at the entry level are well within the
competency of most of the disadvantaged
people we would hope to reach in an insurance
program as well as other antipoverty programs.

D. DOMINOES: It depends upon how you define
competency. Do you mean in terms of manual
activity?
MR. WILLIAMS: I am talking about competency
to do a first level blue-collar job. Here again,
Mr. Somers' and Dr. Dunlop's comments as to
the level of jobs at which people are being
hired is relevant. Are people whose qualifica-
tions seem to indicate promotion several steps
up the job ladder being hired? If you are going
to plan to make the disadvantaged person more
desirable, you have to know the hiring criteria,
and what those criteria are meant to screen
out.

The authors make a statement relevant to
this problem of the criteria that seem to rule
out many of the poor: "Firms imposed educa-
tional qualifications for employment because
they believed that these qualifications would
select a group of candidates who would perform
well on the job. They knew surprisingly little,
however, about the relationship between the

formal educational curriculum and job per-
formance. At best, the hiring standards were
derived from crude and unusually intuitive or
'horseback' correlations between educational
attainment and performance."

I would go one step further and say we
know little about the relationship of demo-
graphic factors and job performance. So, in
a sense, what we are talking about is not any
hard and fast standard, provable in empirical
terms. Rather, what seems most relevant is the
employer's perception of the disadvantaged
person. Then the key program question becomes,
How do we do something that affects the per-
ception of the employer in terms of these
disadvantaged people?

Skipping back a minute to the point con-
cerning the need for developing methods of
risk reduction, since hiring disadvantaged
people is perceived as high risk, some of the
antipoverty and training programs aim at a
form of risk reduction. For example, the skill
component of work experience in the New
Haven Community Action Agency NYC pro-
gram was less important to employers than the
evid3nce that the person was dependable. The
New Haven Community Action Agency had
built a reputation in the community for giving
good information concerning the individual
participant's work habits. In a sense, the or-
ganization was a risk reduction factor.

In any insurance scheme the key question is,
What are we insuring against? What is A that
employers fear? Certainly it is not the lack of
skill on the first job. This seems clear from the
Doeringer-Plore report, I think what bothers
employers is whether the disadvantaged will
fit in, and whether they can progress up a job
ladder.

Let me close by saying it is pretty obvious
that the immediate delivery point, in the port
of entry, is not too important. People meet these
slell levels; that is clear. What are the other
things that confront us beyond this first skill?

DR. WEBER: Thank you. Let me just say that
both the report and the discussion are replete
with generalizations concerning employer be-
havior. I think the time is ripe to call on
management people to see if the academic
approach, whether in Government or universi-
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ties, accurately describes the behavior and
perception of management. So, if I may, I
would like to call upon Mr. Smith from Western
Electric and Mr. Fryer of Xerox.
MR, SMITH: I find that based on forty years
experience, the conceptual papers presented
here this morning are a reasonably accurate
description of what actually goes on in a large
manufacturing concern.

I agree that the testing process is :.ot an
evaluation of the potential skill generally re.
quired for port of entry into blue-collar jobs.
It is a screening process which, combined with
the interviewing process, is designed to weed
out the dull, the not alert, those not judged to
be competent, under simple instructions, to
learn and perform satisfactorily. Business
does not have precise cost figures on some of
its operations. It has historical data developed
for reference purpose, but I defy anybody to
set up, for example, a precise cost of the
introduction of a new product into a production
line. A new product has to be conceived; it
has to be engineered it has to be debugged,
and all of these have in them elements of cost.
I agree with Mr. Dunlop that industry views
these as costs of production even though it
doesn't know precisely what the costs might
be. I think the concept is sound and the
description of the internal labor market
accurate. The port of entry theory depicts what
goes on externally in large industry. Certainly
in our industry, 90 percent of our hiring in
the blue-collar area is at our first two levels
of skill. Of course, in the professional areas,
we look for other things. I think the papers we
heard present a sound concept.

DR, FRYER: The experiences we have been hav-
ing in Xeroxand I was amused at the point
that most companies think they are uniqueare
spreading very rapidly and are of concern for
companies trying to grow very quickly. This
kind of growth condition within a company,
let alone within a labor market, has a very
definite impact on internal movement, and all
of the adjustments that are possible. I think
perhaps this group is a bit too harsh on the
testing institutions. If you look at institutions
in terms of discriminating, you can go much
beyond testing. Testing makes a lovely target
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and those of us in the profession have our own
problems to live with.

What is happening in industry is, perhaps,
not as pure as one would expect. We should be
searching for criteria to convince management
of the demonstration value of concepts. I
suggest that, in fact, the incidences which con-
vince management are not necessarily economic
models but tend to be day-by-day significant
values. For example, we deliberately put to-
gether a program for upgrading the skills of
disadvantaged people to meet the higher rather
than the lower standards. We had quite a few
sceptics within the company as to whether this
would work, even though we were using the best
orientation training. One turn of events swung
them. A blizzard forced us to shut down and the
word went out that the plant was closing. Five
of our 16 trainees didn't get the word. They dug
their way out of the blizzard and arrived at the
plant ready to go to work. Nobody else was
there. Next day there was a perceptable change
in attitude on the part of the managers, the
foreman, as to the attitude of those trainees. I
grant you this doesn't have the empirical beauty
we strive for, but it does have value.

M. PINE: Perhaps the most significant con-
tribution to policy would be to list the things
that hit management and get a point across to
them. Our research is not going to do much good
if we don't get it across to management.

I want to go back to a question which is
implicit in the points raised by the preceding
speakers. Why are there internal labor markets
in the first place? I think it is true that the
structure of the internal labor market does not
readily respond to economic conditions, that
ports of entry and promotion districts remain
relatively stable. Two factors are important in
producing this stability. One of these is insti-
tutions we left that out of the whole discussion.
The point was raised by the gentleman from the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance, but we
didn't get into it there.

The structure of the internal labor market
is institutionalized. Institutions can and do
reflect economic forces. But institutions cannot
change rapidly; they change only gradually
over time. The process of institutional change
is critical to the whole adjustment problem. We



need to know a great deal more about this
process and how policy can speed it up.

I do believe that a tight labor market, if
sustained, will eventually effect changes in the
structure of the internal labor market. The fact
that you have different internal structures in
seasonal and relatively stable industries, that
plained by differences in the economic environ-
ment, suggests that economic forces do affect
the structure. But it takes time. The tight
labor market is of relatively recent origin. The
interesting question, it seems to me, is not
whether the institution will change, but how
long it will take for it to do so.

There is an altcrnative to waiting for
institutions to respond to economic pressures:
Institutions can be changed through legislation.
But it is also important to recognize that
institutions have to function. Seniority, for ex-
ample, is not an accident. It is designed to
achieve certain social values that we have
thought important. When we evaluate senior-
ity, we are weighing the social values of the
past against the new social value of integration.
I don't know how you balance these two things.

Let me add, just to round out the picture,
that it is not only institutional rigidities that
have made for the stability of the internal
labor market; an economic calculus is also in-
volved. One of the things holding up change
now is the belief that the tight labor market
will be of short duration. The Vietnamese war
may be particularly important here. Although
we might have reached the present market
without the war, most people believe that the
war is the primary causal factor, and hence
believe the market will last no longer than the
war does. They are not going to make funda-
mental changes in their equipment and pro-
cedureschanges including heavy investment
for a market that may loosen at any moment. If
we had had a tight labor market during the
whole postwar period, the decision made in
World War II wouldn't seem in retrospect to
have been a mistake. Many of those decisions
would still make economic sense.

DR. DOERINGER: Employers do tend to respond.
You begin to discover employers facing the
tighter labor market situation and reacting to
signals of internal labor market problems.

Signals do not usually appear on the coat
accounting sheet, but they may become visible
in other ways. Employers do tend to be sensi-
tive to things such as high turnover, In a
defense company, for example, there may be
a job that keeps tossing out defects which are
related to turnover. As the labor market tight-
ens, these and other signals begin to appear and
employers detect them and try to formulate
solutions. Thus the employer begins to deal with
signals that reach him; not cost signals, but
turnover, hiring difficulties, and quality prob-
lems.

Most employers have procedures for inter-
acting with the labor market. These are typ-
ically developed through dealing with a fairly
loose labor market situation. The initial reaction
to tightening labor markets is to do things the
old way. This may mean a more expensive
recruitment effort to deal with an immediate
production problem, Through a process of
searching and experimentation, the employer
often finds, as turnover and hiring difficulties
continue, the old way of solving a manpower
problem doesn't work. Production foremen
complain that they have job vacancies or that
the training process is inefficient.

In the process of search, each employer
has to solve a particular set of operating prob-
lems. Employers are sensitive to shortrun prob-
lems. Only when they begin to think that their
shortrun problems are recurrent will they be
directed to more longrun solutions.

Right now we are still in the stage where
employers are searching for adjustment tech-
niques. Some are innovationsin training, in
supervision, in dealing with turnover problems.
And they are beginning to think in a more
sophisticated manner about labor problems, in-
cluding recruitment, testing, how to go about
finding new sources of people to bring into the
plant, including active recruiting among minor-
ity groups. Ali this is occurring in response to
the discipline of the tightening labor market.

One implication of this search activity is that
the Labor Department can discover new meth-
ods of adjustment, or perhaps generate experi-
ments in labor market adjustment which can be
adopted more generally. A host of experiments
are being run now, some by the Government
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and some by private groups. They need to be
publicized more actively to short cut individual
trial and error.

MR, CHAYRID: I get the impression from the
papers of Dr. Fiore and Dr. Doeringer that
employers respond quickly to the job market
conditions and develop programs to resolve
their manpower shortages through, presumably,
training, promotion, and reductions in hiring
specifications. I find it difficult to reconcile this
observation with the trend in job vacancies
information. According to estimates made by
Garth Mangum and Sar Levitan,2 there were
over 1 million job vacancies in the tirited States
in the spring of 1966. Based on other infor-
mation, such as unfilled job openings at the end
of the month in the public employment offices,
this figure of 1 million is probably twice the
size it was 2 years ago and may well be three
times the size it was some 5 years ago when
unemployment rates were much higher than
at the present time. It would seem to me that
if employers planned ahead, we would not have
a substantial number of job vacancies at the
present time, especially when we have some
4,000,000 unemployed. I would like to know if
the authors found whether or not the employers
from whom they obtained information did plan
their training programs ahead for some period
of time, so as to assure that they would have
an adequate supply of trained manpower within
their plants.
DR. PlortE: In all frankness, I think that when
we wrote the report we were more optimistic
about adjustments taking place automatically
than we are today. At least, I feel that way. The
labor market was looser at the time we did the
research upon which the report is based, and
that biased both our sample and our thinking.
We tried to correct for the bias but we were
not completely successful.

Now, one of the problems is that we don't
know what a job vacancy means. That is true
in the following senseand this relates to Dr.
Somers' point about whether, as the labor
market tightens, employers do more internal
training or less. In a tight labor market, some
employers do more internal training. Under

"coming to ("rips with Unemployment," The Reporter,
November 17, 1060, pp. 44-64.
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these circumstances, what does a vacancy mean?
There is a job which is normally filled from
outside. If a qualified man came to the gate, he
would be hired. In that sense, the job is vacant,
and, if asked about it, a vacancy would be re-
ported by the employer. But that does not mean
that the job is sitting idle, That job is covered,
typically through some kind of arrangement
that involves training. But the arrangement
often means more employees doing the work
and, in fact, more unskilled employeesthan
if the skilled worker were available. Those
skilled workers who are available supervise
several unskilled trainees. In effect, the job is
split up during the training process and un-
skilled are substituted for unavailable skilled
workers. This may be part of the answer to the
point you are raising about job vacancies.

DR. DUNLOP: If you look at job vacancy statis-
tics in Rochester that come out of the Labor
Department or the National Industrial Con-
ference Board, you will find a great many are
job vacancies outside of production and main-
tenance jobs in manufacturing. They are pro-
fessional jobs : teaching jobs, jobs in hospitals,
and others outside the manufacturing sector.

In the early stages of our research, we got
together with the NICB people, 15 or so major
firms in the 'United States engaged in manpower
planning. We asked them to share their methods
on the technical side. I found it very interesting.
A great deal of work has been done in pro-
fessional and technical areas, but a more limited
number of firms are doing manpower pro-
jection work for production and maintenance
jobs. My objective would be to have every
large-scale enterprise in the 'United States
engaged in such work.
DR. DOERINGER: First of all, talking about an
increase in vacancies in blue-collar manu-
facturing jobs, you would expect that, even if
an adjustment process were taking place, a
vacancy in a skilled positiona skilled main-
tenance mechanic or a skilled machinst, for
examplewould initially be listed as such. If
an employer has never given training for
skilled jobs, he has to get in the frame of
mind to do this. When he finds that he cannot
hire outside, he then must find an alternative,
such as training. A skilled job vacancy should



dioappear, over time, as the training and up-
grading adjustments are being made, without
anybody hired into the skilled job. The only
way I have of validating this is by asking an
employer what his job vacancies are. Uaually
they say: "I would like to hire such and such."
You then ask what they mean by a job vacancy
and it turns out that the job is being done in
spite of the vacancy, but in a slightly different
way. The concept of the vacancy is very tricky.
lt is registered at a point in time, but to under-
stand the adjustment process, it should be
traced over time.

In answer to the comments on manpower
maragement, we hope to look at some of the
major corporations in the country to see what
kinds of difference5 there are between man-
power planning in a looso and in a tight labor
market. I have found recently two bits of evi-
dence that make me suspect that manpower
planning is becoming more common in a tight
labor market. Firstly, employers seem to have
done planning in the past for those occupations
in "scarce supply" and with long training times,
such as scientific and professional occupations.
Secondly, a number of employers mentioned
that they were surprised by the tightening labor
market and were beginning to do some planning,
in a very broad kind of way, for blue-collar
skills in order to increase the lead time of re-
action to labor scarcities.

DR. WEBER: I must say the trend of discussion
here is interesting. Two alternate formula-
tions have been presented. One, training solves
all problems, so no planning and vacancies are
present, and two, there are vacancies and
management isn't paying enough attention to
training. They are inconsistent, or at least
superficially conflicting.

D. DOERINGER: In the "longrun" world, of
course, training works out all right without
planning. I think the question is, Can planning
and more attention to the adjustment process
that takes place in a natural fashion enable the
adjustment to take less time?

Da. WEBER: But in terms of efficiency, I under-
stand one of the focal points is to provide wider
opportunities for people presently looking for
jobs. In fact, as Mr. Chavrid indicated, he has

a problem to get disadvantaged or minority per-
sons hired, especially in view of the barriers
presented by testing.

MB. CHANTRID: Referring to my first observation
about job vacancies and the need for training
programs, I agree with the comments made by
the authors that the existence of job vacancies
in any one plant may not necessarily hinder
production schedules, The employer may in-
crease his hours of work from the "standard"
40 to a 46-bour week, but give his "vacancies"
figures on the basis of 40. The increase in the
hours of work often results in greater labor
costs. The employer, it would seem, would much
prefer to have a "standard" week where no
premium pay for overtime would be necessary.
MR. MYERS: I should like to say two things
about job vacanciez, First of all, hiring stand-
ards are not fixed or rigid. If an employer
interviews someone he likes, he will often make
the adjustments necessary to fit him into his
organization. The hiring standards given by
the employer for a specific job vacancy are
usually minimal. The person hired may be
better qualified, with respect to experience or
education, and may receive higher pay than
the stated, minimum rate. Thus detailed job
vacancy information may be misleading as to
the range of opportunities available and may
also be a poor indicator of the ports of entry.

The second point is on the statement that
when a firm has job vacancies, it has neglected
to forecast and prepare for its manpower needs.
We have two pieces of evidence readily avail-
able on the difficulty of forcasting manpower
requirements. The first is the comments in
the Doeringer-Piore report on the inability of
employers to forecast the future manpower
needs associated with specific technological
changes. The second is from the conference on
manpower planning at the company level, re-
ferred to by Dr. Dunlop, where employers re-
ported that the best they can do is to forecast
the number of persons they will need, with no
breakdown on occupations or qualifications.

MR. CHESTON: I thought the major conclusion
of the study, the one that interested me most,
was the efficiency and reliability of plants'
adjustment to technological change. I sense a
backing off from this. Mr. Piore said he was
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not ae optimistic now as he had been. I think
that deserves more comment,

DR. PINE: If I am going to answer that ques-
tion, I must go into the whole thought process
that led up to what appears on paper. This is a

very difficult kind of researchat least it was
for us. We were trained in pure economic

theory. Professor Dunlop managed to qualify

our theoretical training somewhat. But we
didn't fully appreciate the qualifications. That

is, we had already learned them once, but they

were not driven home until we went into the
plants.

Given that kind of background, we didn't
expect to find the kinds of adjustments in the
plants that we did find. And, at first, what
impressed us most, and what we concentrated
on, were the kinds of adjustments taking place.
An additional factor, as I said, was that we
were initially looking at technological change,

and technological change is something that
firms expect to adjust to.

So, to be quite frank, it was not until we
turned from the problem of adjustments to
technological change to that of adjustments to
a tightening labor market, that we began to
see limitations upon the process of adjustment.
We realized that it wasn't a question iof ad-
justment or rigidity, but rather a question of
the speed with which adjustment took place;
that there were the alternatives of curtailing
output, accepting turnover, recruiting in
Canada. And we realized that the automatic
reaction to a tight labor market need not be the
absorption of disadvantaged groups.

DR. DUNLOP: That is a different problem, There
are limits to the capacity of an internal labor
market to absorb large quantities of the dis-
advantaged, particularly in short periods of
time.

DR. DOERINGER: I think the basic tools of the
adjustment process can be applied to disadvan-
taged groups. Integrating such groups into the
job structure of the economy poses a new kind
of problem which management must learn to
cope with. In a period of transition to full
employment, there are problems of adjustment
which do not occur during full employment.
How well the adjustment process works may
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be a function of the rate of progress through
the transition period.
D. ZEISEL: I didn't read every page of the
report, but the point appears to be made that
a sort of internal institutional structure domi-
nates and maintains the ports of entry at fairly
low levels in the skill scale, It occurs to me that
the level of the port of entry is a fun ;Von also
of both the demand for and supply of labor,
The rigidity of the ports of entry reflects the
fact that the company's demand for labor is
usually not so tremendous as to force a change
in the pattern of hiring. On the other hand,
when the pressure of demand becomes intense,
the labor market usually has tightened up so
substantially that there is no supply of skilled
workers and virtually no entry of blue-c-ollar
workers above the lowest levels. So, you have
a kind of built-4n rigidity in both loose and
tight labor markets. But, what about a arua .
tion where demand for manpower is consider-
able in a loose labor market, for example in a
firm that is growng extremely rapidly such as
Xerox. I suggest in that case that ports of entry
would become flexible and exist up and down
the skill scale. If trained manpower is made
availablefor example, through training-4nd
prosperity is maintained, limited ports of entry
would not offer a problem to the employment of
these workers.
MR. ARNOW: Let's look at the concept of the
internal labor market and the external labor
market and relate the job vacancy question to
it. It is at the ports of entry that the external
meets the internal, and while I agree that the
ports of entry tend to be stable, it is important
from a public policy point of view to know the
ways in which they move with respect to the
circumstances and kinds of industry that are
subject to variations. For example, we have
basically, I suppose, two groups of workers
who loom large in our social problem : the
young people and the old. For the young people
the port of entry is a lesser problem, in a sense,
than for the old. I think we need to know the
margins and possibilities for change.
DR. SOMERS: We must make a distinction, in
a tightening labor market, between whether the
port of entry is open or closed, and how much
traffic goes through it. In discussing job



vacancies and the lengths to which the employer
is willing to go to fill them before resorting to
the outside labor market, we must recall that
even though steps may be taken as temporary
adjustments, they are not necessarily satis-
factory. One would expect that most ports of en-
try are potentially open in a tight labor market,
but that very few people are coming through
them; and this is most significant from the
standpoint of policy toward disadvantaged
people. The fact that ports of entry are open
in a tight labor market provides the opportunity
for getting disadvantaged workers into those
openings if they can be given proper training
and motivation.

MR. SMITH: The port of entry in our industry
is very. stable, In the blue-collar field, if you
exclude the industrial craft and electrical tech-
nicians, we hire 95 percent of our people, at the

first two grade levels, and there is a constant
churn at the plant where I am located, We
manufacture over 10,000 equipment products
and over 75,000 component products, and there
is never a time when we don't have job vacan-
des at some point, or people for whom there
are no jobs at another point. And, although
data show that our employment levels at the
beginning and the end of the year are constant,
still, during that year, every other person in
the plant has been moved once, on the average.

I would like to make one further declaration.
It is my belief that manufacturers will do as
little or as much training as they need to pro-
duce their product and sell it on a competitive
marketno more or no less.

DR. WEBER: Thank you. We will now adjourn
the morning session.

AFTERNOON SESSION

DR. ALLEM Only a few .minutes ago we got word
from Dr. Duesenberry that he was called to the
White House. Therefore, Gerald Somers from the
University of Winer/sin has very agreeably said
that he would serve as a substitute chairman for
the afternoon session.

Dn. SOMERS: Thank you. The focus for the after-
noon session is on policy. There is no more impor-
tant issue in the whole field of manpower policy
than the interrelationship between the public and
private spheres. A discussion of this issue has
emerged in almost every manpower conference I
have attended in the last year or so. The question
inevitably arises as to the proper role of public

authorities in the field of vocational education
and training, and the appropriate place of the
private sector. Some are willing to ascribe almost no
role to the public sector in the field of vocational
education and manpower retraining. They are
willing to accept general public education on one
hand and private on-the-job training on the other,
and see nothing in between. Of course, many
others place a very strong emphasis on the public's
role in vocational training.

Our first speaker, Garth Mangum, will discuss
the role of public manpower training programs.
Dr. Mangum is Research Professor of Eco-
nomics at the George Washington University
and is directing an evaluation of Federal programs

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN TRAINING

Garth Mangum, National Manpower Policy Task Force

Dn. MANOXIM: My most impressivequalification
was missed. I am the only retrained coal miner
in this town, and there is no other evidence that
it can be successfully done. I think that is some-
what relevant to the subject because I was asked
to discuss the four comments on the last page of
the report summary in which the authors set forth

what they consider to be the justifications for
public participation in private industrial training:
(1) When the broad skills of computation and com-
munication are provided; (2) when the cost of
training has inflationary implications; (3) when
the training provides an experimental and dem-
onstration function: and (4) when results of the



experience are exchanged among private parties.
These points raise some important questions

about the justification for public intervention in
this whole training and internal labor market pro-
cess. There are broader justifications for public
intervention, though narrower than the tendencies
have been at the Federal level in the last few years.
The basic principle is that 4 social benefit, in
excess of private benefit and at least equal to the
social cost, must accrue. Basic education contrib-
utes to economic development by producing a
skilled labor force. For that purpoae, most of us
would allow a somewhat broader role than simply
the teaching of reading, writing, and arithmetic.

The second point, that, of underwriting inflation.
ary training costs, I find hard to understand. Under
what circumstances should the cost of training be
picked up by the public sector in order to prevent
inflationary pressures? Why would training be
less costly if paid for by the public? However,
this point does get at an important justification
for public intervention in the training area: a
situation in which the employer's reluctance to
hire the available labor force might be inflationary.
The employer has several alternat'ves: (1) He
can employ the unemployed at whatever cost
that might impose, train them if neeessary, or
put up with their relatively low productivity if
that happens to he the problem; (2) be can coin-
pete with othee employers for those who are
already employed; (3 \ he ean use his present
labor source for longer hours, and more intensively;
or (4) he can simply not meet the demands of his
customers. Any of the four may have inflationary
implications. I think there is a justification for
public intervention at that point in either one or
two ways: either trying to make the available labor
force more attractive by remedying its deficiencies,
or subsidizing the use of that less attractive labor
force sufficiently to make it attractive to employers.

That relates very closely to a thirdlunctionwhich
was the focus of much of the discussion this morn-
ing, though not mentioned in the paper. This is
the central concern of public manpower programs in
recent years, the problem of getting the "left-
outs"those members of the labor force who
are competitively disadvantagedinto the sys-
tem. Our major manpower efforts fit into these
categoriesr We try either to make the idle members
of the labor force sufficiently attractive that the
employer will take them, or subsidize his employ-
ment of them through some semantic subterfuge.

Each of these approaches is reflected in training
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programs, the first in institutional training and the
second in on-the-job training which is getting in-
creasing attention and is no longer solely
a function of MDTA. Under recent legisla-
tion, the Neighborhood Youth Corps can also
do on-the-job training. The Economic Oppor-
tunity Act's Title V program for welfare recip-
ient; has always had the legal authority to
use on-the-job training and has been criticized
recently for its failure to do so. The new Special
Impact program could, within its bread authority,
provide on-the-job training. In light of this report,
which focused primarily on ore.the.jub training
and these legislative developments, a discuseion of
the relative advantages of institutional and on-
the-job training should be useful. How do they
fit together? When is public intervention justified

either in doing the training, or paying the employer
to do it, and how might these methods be coupled?

The institutional route can be justified, just
es can general educatiea, by baying that education
has social benefits cefer and above the private
benefite, The inetiiedienal programs provide basic
educetion, peeve cational training, and skill train-
ing which iaay be much broader than that which

emp )yer would provide for his own needs.
The traming is intended to make an individual
attractive to many employers, rather than to some
particular one. It is conceivable that you might pay
an employer to do this broader training, but it is
not being done. We are subsidizing on-the-job
training by providing what is ostensibly reimburse-
ment of the cost of training, but from the em-
ployer's standpoint it is probably no different
than a wage subsidy. He is looking at the labor
cost of a particular kind of employee. In effect,
the Government says: "We will pay you $25
a week on the average which we will call a pay-
ment to cover the cost of training. But, whatever
it is called, the purpose is to make this group of
people more attractive to you."

To make the point clear, the only way one can
justify public underwriting of the costs of on-the-
job training, when that training is no broader than
the training that the employer needs for his own
particular purpose, is to get an employer to hire
people he would not otherwise be interested in.
It is to redistribute existing jobs in favor of
those who face various disadvantages. To that
extent, institutional ;IA, on-the-job training are
trying to serve the same purpose, and the issue
is which is the most effective, the most efficient
way of accomplishing that purpose?



have been playing with numbers in this area
the last few days. I don't have all of the informa-
tion that I would like to have, but I have a few
preliminary notions. MDTA, in the earlier years,
was criticized for taking the cream from the avail-
able unemployed. This policy was not surprising,
under the circumstances. For one thing, there was
a lot of cream in the unemployed. In 1962 and
1963, many experienced people were unemployed.
As the labor market has tiphtened, there has been
an attempt to dig more deeply into the disadvan-
taged groups. Congress has been critical anumber
of times in the intervening years of the failure to
use on-the-job training to the extent they thought
desirable. Therefore, there has also been an attempt
to shift more of the burden to on-the-job training.
As a result, at the beginning of fiscal 1967, the
decision wm made to have 65 percent of the train-
ing go to the disadvantaged and 35 percent to
the solving of labor shortages; at the same time
on-the-job training was to be increased from a
very low proportion to half of the program. The
two decisions work against eachother. Institutional
training has been digging more deeply into the
disadvantaged group, but on-the-job training
has moved in the opposite direction.

OJT brings in relatively few of the under-
educated, the older and younger, the inexperienced,
and the minority groups. Therefore, at first blush
it would look as if one should concentrate on
institutional training. But that is an oversimpli-
fication because on-the-job training has some
very clear advantages. It is cheaper, and once in
on-the-job training, there is a high probability of
continued employment. By adding these two fac-
tors, OJT appears potentially, but not currently,
more efficient in bringing the disadvantaged into
emp:iyment. For instance a Negro has half the
chance of getting any available on-the-job training
"slot" as he has of getting an institutional
one. But once in training, he has about two-thirds
more chance of getting placed in a permanent
job as a result of OJT than of institutional train-
ing. Since CJT costs only a fourth of what insti-
tutional training costs, you could well argue that
on-the-job training is twice as effective a route, if
it were not for another consideration. An un-
known but apparently quite high percentage of
the people who are filling these on-the-job train-

lng slots are current employeesso-called "pre-
ferred nominees" selected by the employer, osten-
sibly because the man was going to be upgraded,
opening a place underneath him that would bring
in the disadvantaged. There has been no adminis-
trative device for assuring that would happen.
If half of the OJT trainees weie preferred
nomineesand it might go that highthere is
not a great deal of difference between the effec-
tiveness of institutional and on-the-job training
as a method of placing the disadvantaged.

However, which route is the most likely to get
a man into a job is one problem; which is most
likely to give him the best long term career is
quite another. Do you give the man the most
promotability and the best long term career by
taking him into institutional training, where you
can give him some adult basic education and
broader skill training, and then into a job, or by
taking him the OJT route, where apparently he
would get nothing more than just what was
needed for that particular job at the entry level?
The miy way one will ever answer that question
is by following some of these people a few years.
Unfortunately, so far as know, there is nothing
really underway to accomplish that.

I will summarize by saying that the only way
to justify public involvement in training people
for the internal labor market, and particularly
for that which is precisely within some particular
firm's job structure, is to use it to bring the dis-
advantaged into successful competition for jobs
in the mainstream of employment. If we can't do
that, we ought not to be in the business, and we
aght to be trying to evaluate all of these pro-

grams on that particular ability or lack of ability.

Dn. SOMERS: Thank you very much. This excel-
lent presentation raises another important issue to
discuss later this afternoon. To what extent should
the pubic involvement in manpower training be
only for the disadvantaged? Vocational education
people spend much of their time on nondis-
advantaged groups, and I am sure Mr. McMillen
will want to say something about this later. To
continue the discussion about the relationship
between the private adjustment process and public
training programs, our next speaker is Dr.
Forrest Fryer of the Xerox Corporation, whom we
met this morning.
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MANAGEMENT AND MANPOWER PLANNING

Forrest W. Fryer, Xerox Corporation

Dr. Fryer brings a good combination of aca-
demic and management background to bear on
this topic. He received his doctorate at the Uni-
versity of Maryland in Psychology. He held the
position of Manpower Management Administra-
tor when he first joined the Xerox Corporation
in May of 1963 and in that position was respon-
sible for setting up, evaluating, and maintaining
the manpower planning functions of the corpora-
tion. He is now Manager of the corporation's
Personnel Research Sub-section.

Da. FRIMR: Thank you. I was interested, Dr.
Dunlop, in your comment concerning how much
better shape we are in, apparently, on managerial
manpower planning than planning on blue-collar
manufacturing jobs; especially since many persons
at a conference on managerial manpower planning
which I chaired last week felt we were in pretty
poor shape on the managerial side.

First, I would like to : ay that, as a practitioner
in industry, I am extremely pleased with the
review of the Nation's internal labor market by
the Harvard group. Although I am not an econo-
mist, I feel this kind of model is conceptionally the
framework necessary for effective planning of man-
power within the private sector. The key to
effective manpower planning is the personnel
system. For too many years, personnel functions
and activities have been taken at face value by
some managements and rejected by others. There
has not been enough attempt in the personnel area
to recognize that most managetnents look upon
support overhead functions, tat& as personnel,
from the viewpoint of their contibution to profits
in production and, in some managements, how
they may contribute in society. Part of the diffi-
culty, however, in management's view of man-
power planning is that for years it has been empha-
sizing only those factors internal to the company.
These are the most convenient and possible to con-
trol or influence. For years many firms have
shown little concern for replenishing the labor sup-
ply. They simply dip in and take what they need.
This has brought abnut some of the comments
this morning as to need for compl'one controls,
and certainly it emphasizes the netti for public
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support. On the other hand, I think, just as indus-
try can perhaps be indicted, so can Government in
the sense that it seems to have emphasized the ex-
ternal factors in the labor market such as total
labor supply. Management simply does not have
the context within which to use effectively such
data and, thus, often they are ignored.

I was asked to discuss briefly the four objectives
outlined in the research report. It goes without
saying that my comments are going to reflect the
bias of my training and my 8 short years in
an h.dustrial environment. I think the key to the
report is the point made as to whether the Federal
Government is to become more heavily com-
mitted to subsidizing adjustment. I think the
question appropriately is, To what extent can the
Federal Government afford not to get involved
in and committed to subsidizing some kinds of
adjustment. You have all heard the old argument
that industry is able to take care of itself, and
certainly experience shows that some industries
have operated on that assumption. I say that, in
recent years, corporate responsibility to social
problems and more enlightened management
are more prevalent themes in American indubtry,
and this should be fostered, nurtuced, and en-
couraged. There is a real problem, however, in
translating this corporate enlightenment down to
the managerial foreman level, which is where the
action is.

Concerning the first objective, that of provid-
ing general training outside the plant in basic
math and verbal skills: It is hard to speak against
treining, whether inside or out. I think one of the
difficulties in the training programs, no matter
how they are subsidized, no matter who supports
them, is that training can fall into some of the
same traps as testing, as mentioned this morning.
Training is often accepted at face value, espeeially
in a dynamic situation. We need validation of
training programs just as we need validation of
testing programs. For example, our recent in-
plant program in Xerox, to teach math and read-
ing skills needed to meet the regular standards for
industrial employment, is meeting with interest
from other companies. Also at this broad level



are action programs, such as Rochester Jobs
Incorporated, which is certainly arousing the
interest of many employers in the Rochester area.
This is a recently announced arrangement formed
by 40 companies which have agreed to hire 1,500
hard-eore unemployed. It is this kind of program
which really in part supports objective number one.

Concerning subsidies for training, to help pre-
vent the need for price increases by the plants
' hang up, quite frankly, on measurement of
training cost. A considerable amount of training
is taken at face value, and the quantified payoff
seldom, to my knowledge, links directly to price
determination. What we really need is a measure-
ment of training cost and evaluation of its impact,
and then perhaps we can relate it to price.

The third objective is the best area for both the
private and public involvement. This concerns
subsidizing experimental training, screening and
recruitment programs as an incentive to develop-
ing new in-plant adjustment techniques, It is too
easy for routine personnel activity to become an
uncoordinated, competing sequence. Furthermore,
the adjustment process can be one of misunder-
standing, misconception, and shortsightedness.
The most classic case in my experience was a
situation several years ago where a personnel
department and line manager were protesting
vigorously that the scores required for some in-
coming employees for port of entry jobs were
entirely too high. Yet when we took a look at the
situation we found that the test scores were elim-
inating only 20 percent of the people who were
not hired and the other 80 percent (except for a
few on physical examinations) were being dim-
inated in the interview.

This morning, looking at the institutions sur-
rounding ports of entry or personnel actions, we

put the spotlight on testing, but other institutions,
such as screening, also need a much closer look.
In this process, all the biases operating in manag-
ers and other individuals will come into play.

Objective four, communication among plants
about adjustment techniques, is a logical out-
growth of knowing more about those techniques
and, of course, it is important. It is the only way
in which we will gain maximum value from earlier
efforts. Conferences such as this do this to a
certain extent, but I am disappointed that only
two industries are represented in this meeting.

In overview, it appears that the private sector
has had a limited view of manpower, and is only
beginning to recognize and act on its responsibility
in the area of replenishing and upgrading the
labor supply. In all good faith, I would like to take
a slightly different point of view from my counter-
part, Western Electric's Paul Smith, in this
morning's session.

I shudder to think that a typical American
firm would do no more or less than was demanded
of it, and it is important to note that management,
is now increasingly saying that some activities
within industry will not be judged only on a value
return basis. And the extent to which they are
doing that is significant.

Da. Somus: Thank you very much, Dr. Fryer.
I share your concerm that only two industry men
are here. I certainly wish more were with us today.

Our next speaker, to carry on this discussion
with emphasis on the public role in aiding the
disadvantaged, is Judah Drob, Chief of the Divi-
sion of Program Utilization of the Office of Special
Manpower Programs, Manpower Administration.
One of his principal functions is to see what we
can learn from demonstration projects carried on
under MDTA.

UTILIZATION OF RESEARCH AND

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Judah Drob, Manpower Administration

Mu. Duo!): Thank you. I want to illustrate the out of the kinds of insights, the kinds of knowledge,

approach necessary if we are to get utilization that this sort of study produces. For that purpose
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I am going to ask a few questions, and suggest
some answers, You have many more answers than
I have; my suggested answers are going to be
illustrative only.

The first question we have to ask is, What else
that is relevant is being done? This particular
piece of work doesn't take place in a vacuum. We
want to know what kind of floor of knowledge is
under us. I would like to mention a few things and
I am sure you will have many others that are
important as parts of our floor of knowledge.
There is a Manpower Administration research
program called "Gatekeeper" which is relevant.
It is a primary investigation into the ways in
which the people who determine who will be hired
exercise their prejudices in selecting people. Dr.
Fryer's comments about the interview, of course,
are very relevant here. The man who developed
"Gatekeeper" has some elaborate ideasfor
reeducation of the gatekeepers. He has interest-
ing ideas on the use of closed-circuit TV for this
kind of reeducation.

We are involved in JOBS NOW, an approach
which goes on the assumption that a significant
nunler of employers can be persuaded to take
on hard-core unemployed, meeting, with some
help from outside, whatever difficulties come with
trying to absorb such people into their regular
work forces.

Mr. Smith of Western Electric is here because
he is involved in another very interesting activity,
which certainly deserves attention. It is called
the Business and Industrial Coordinating Council
of Newark. Here a large number of employers are
accepting responsibility for training disadvantaged
people for jobs in shops other than their own.
This activity in which his corporation is engaged
refutes the generalization that he made earlier
today.

These activities I am describing are all funded
under the Manpower Development and Training
Act. Another activity is Skill-Advancement in
New York. It is helping small employers up-
grade their low-skilled employees. And, it is the
intention of this particular experimental and dem-
onstration project to leave behind a cadre of
trainers in each of these small outfits who can
carry on the upgrading activity. This relates very
much to Dr. Piore's remarks about problems of
the small concern.

The Jewish Educational and Vocational Service
of Philadelphia is refining a work-sample technique
which we hope will be a good substitute for the
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kind of pencil and paper tests that we find are
so diseriminatory right now. We are helping
foster, in a good many communities, a kind of self-
help activity in which minority groups are or-
ganizing themselves to prepare members of their
own group for employment. These activities in-
clude, first of all, Opportunity Industrialization
Centers on the Philadelphia model, established
first by the Reverend Leon Sullivan, and in the
southwest a program called SER which is com-
posed of Spanish-spealdng men and women. There
are many others.

I want to mention a few other activities which
are federally funded but not necessarily funded
under the MDTA. We have an expansion of the
notion of work experience from the Neighborhood
Youth Corps to encompasq adllts as well, through
the Nelson and Scheuer amendments to the Eco-
nomic Opportunity Act. This is being administered
by the Bureau of Work-Training Programs in the
Department of Labor. We have Human Resources
Development, a major program of the United
States Employment Service, under which we hope
State employment services will pay individual
attention to as many of the hard-core unemployed
as they can reach. We have the Concentrated
Employment Program, again a Department of
Labor activity. Then, in the new Department of
Housing and Urban Development, we have the
Model Cities Program and Neighborhood Multi-
service Centers. These and other aspects of the
same kind of activity all look toward what we
have been considering here delivering a work-
ready person to the entry port. We have been
talking about two aspects of this problem, a
demand and a supply side. And the supply side
has to do with delivering a work-ready person.
As Mr. Chavrid pointed out, the chances are
that any work-ready people we can deliver will be
employed. So, the problems in this area are very
important.

The next question I would like to raise is,
What are the target audiences for this kind of
knowledge, and how can they be involved in
absorbing the new knowledge developed? How do
you get anybody involved in doing something?
That obviously is a major problem and one that
we certainly can't claim to have solved. One of
the techniques that is important, and Dr. Fryer
pointed out how important it is, is consultation.
If se don't have industry representatives here,
we can't hope to have much influence on them.
Consultation recognizes that the one you are



consulting with has knowledge; he has problems
that must be taken into account when you try
to apply the new knowledge. He can help refine
the new knowledge and, in so doing, he can develop
a stake in using the refined product. That cur-
rently is our thought about useful means of getting
people involved in using new knowledge.

The Business and Industrial Coordinating
Council and others in Newark have discovered to
their chagrin that there is another way to get
people to use new knowledge, and that is with
pressure. As Mr. Smith could testify, this has, at
least in that case, resulted in a careful reexamina-
tion of what his corporation had been doing. I
think the response of BICC is a very important
one.

Another method of getting people involved is
participation of the poor, which is stimulated by
the Economic Opportunity Act.

Still another devicea very useful one, we
thinkis the use of indigenous people in the
various services provided to help people prepare
for employment. I think that the use of indigenous
aides can go way beyond the pubic sector. Many
corporations could find useful places for what we
call the indigenous aide. I hope sometime they
will have a chance to look into that.

How do you speed institutional change partic-
ularly? How do you get policy executed by people
at the lower levels? This is a problem both in
government and in industry. Mr. Smith could
testify to the fact that the problem can be licked,
and that it is possible to get lower level people
to carry out policy. It takes surveillance by top
management. It requires rewards for performance.
It requires training. It sometimes requires a
signific.ant incident such as Dr. Fryer described.
But let's not assume it is automatic, because we
know you can have institutional dinosaurs al well
as biological ones. Public school systems, for
example, present the possibility of becoming in-
stitutional dinosaurs.

Another question is, How do you get people
to use available tools? Dr. Mangum described
what is available under MDTA. There is much
more. MDTA has been amended several times,
most recently just last year. The new sections of
MDTA could be used and could help solve some
of the problems we have been talking about.

One of our chief problems is how to get indus-
try to accept on-the-job training, and we cer-
tainly haven't licked that yet. Now, what we
get down to is a very serious question: How do
you produce work-ready people out of the dis-
advantaged population? I don't think it is easy,
and I don't think you can toss off the answer as
training or anything like that. It is time to
challenge the conventional wisdom and to start
looking seriously at whether the kinds of training
and counseling that we do currently are really
any help. Some experimentation, demonstration,
and research suggest that much of what we do
in many of our projects is counter-productive.
And this suggests to me that we had better have a
open mind on the subject of how to produce the
work-ready person to present at that entry port.

One of the ways we will continue to get
the kind of knowledge we need, and get it into
use, is by further experimentation, demonstra-
tion, and research. We are hoping that in the next
year, for example, we will be able to put a fair
amount of our effort into increasing employer
involvement in training and preparation of people
for work. We need ideas from all of you as to the
kinds of things that we could be trying in this
experimentation and demonstration area. But
my final question: What else needs to be done?
We agree, and our authors wee, that they haven't
given us the last word on the subject.

Let me repeat the questions that I raised.
Probably there are others. What else that is
relevant is being done? What are the target au-
diences? How can they be involved in absorbing
new ideas? And what else needs to be done?

Dn. SOMERS: Thank you. You have not only
raised very serious questions but you have helped
to provide the answers. One of the difficulties
in Mr. Drob's answering the questions he raised,
is that this is what Dr. Dunlop was supposed to do
next. As a matter of fact, the mimeographed pro-
gram seems to have anticipated just the right
questions for him to talk about: Responsibility
of private and public sectors for easing skill
shortages; utilization of the hard-core unemployed,
and adjustment to technological change. These
are certainly the issues that have emerged from
this morning's discussion and again from this
afternoon's.
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FOLLOWING UP ON THE INTERNAL LABOR MARKET

John T. Dunlop, Harvard University

DR. DUNLOP: I am a strong believer in the impor-
tance of the interrelationships, between analytical
ideas, empirical work-- including statistical work
and policy consideration. And I was interested in
the area of the internal labor market because
the analytical concepts we have developed facili-

tate empirical work and policy discussion. Like

all tools, they have limits, but the bringing to-
gether of integrating ideas and experience, is one
of the principal reasons some of us stay in uni-
versities.

I should like to list, if I may, a few areas of
further work that seem important, that grow out
of the concepts of the internal labor market.

The first problem concerns probationary periods,
Why are they typically 30 or 60 days in most agree-
ments? In one experiment that I know of, in deal-
ing with the hiring of disadvantaged groups, the
union and the management changed the customary
60 days to 9 months. I thought this a very interest-
ing idea. It is clear that marginal groups from the
labor force point of view often involve considerable
risk to an employer. One way to increase oppor-
tunities for their employment in the internal
labor market is to increase the period of time be-
fore the final decision on their permanent attach-
ment to the firm is made. The logic of the proba-
tion periods, their duration and so forth, is an area
that could stand more work.

Second, we have identified today the importance
of the small-plant problem. We need much more
information on the extent of training feasible in
the small enterprise, on an industry basis or a
locality basis as distinct from an enterprise
basis. For the large enterprise, which was the sub-
ject of this particular study, I think we have
learned some things. There are sectors of the
economy, types of labor markets, and sizes of
plants that may require training on either a com-
munity or an industry basis. Other countries have
experimented with such arrangements, and we
need a good deal more work here.

Third, the method of manpower projection on
an enterprise basis for various occupations and
categories of manpower is another area I would
stress.
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Fourth, I have been experimenting with a con-
cept which I feel is important to further work in
the manpower area; I have called the idea the
"breadth of training." I don't think we know very

much about this area. How broadly trained should
an employee be? The view of the employer may
be quite different from that of the worker. The
view of the worker at one point of time may be
quite different from his view on a career basis, and
the breadth of training for entry may be quite
different from the training a person ought to
have to progress up promotion ladders. I think it
is possible to quantify this idea of the breadth of
training. Breadth of training is related to vul-

nerability to technological displacement. It is
related to adaptability and versatility. It is re-
lated very much to career choice, and there are
real needs to explore this concept. In a sense,
internal seniority systems and promotion ladders
constitute methods of training which influence
the breadth of training. It is important to analyze
the views of the unions and employers on how
broadly trained people should be.

A fifth area would be to develop some classi-
fication of internal markets and to use the analysis
on a series of different markets. We have talked
about the military, university, and nonprofit
institutions. The longshore market and the market
in many branches of construction are different
types of internal labor markets from those in
manufacturing, and a comparative view of these
types of markets has analytical value.

Sixth, I would also be interested in a study of
the differences in internal movement patterns of
workers, and the rules governinn them in the same
industry and in the same size plants, between
union and nonunion establishments. I feel the
differences between large-seale union and non-
union plants are much less today than they were
25 or 30 years ago. While this may not be of
much interest to people who are concerned purely
with manpower problems, those of us who are in-
terested in industrial relations find that manpower
and industrial relations questions are not entirely
isolated.

A seventh area that would interest me has been



identified in terms of entry jobs. Which ones are
they? How stable are they? I have indicated my
views about that. Is there some way of redesign-
ing them? This is a part of the whole problem of
redesigning seniority districts in a number of
plants to accommodate technologiezi change, to
accommodate to the need for greater mobility over
geographical areas, and greater opportunities for
disadvantaged people. Entry jobs, and what can
be done with them is a matter of great significance.

The suggestion that is explicit in this report
about the transfer and study of techniques and
training is obviously also an area which requires
a good deal more work.

Another thing we might do is to reflect on
what we know about the experience of countries
of Western Europe, where you have had pro-

longed periods of high employment. One thing I
would be interested in speculating about is the
extent to which the job broker will become more
important in our society. As high employment and
perhaps even overrun employment become charac-
teristie of many jobs, we may see the growth of
labor brokers whose job is to pick up disadvan-
taged and other people and to provide relatively
stable employment for them by serving a number
of different employers. This sort of thing is grow-
ing in some of the Western European areas, and
a look at this problem in our own situation would
be useful.

These are some of the principal areas of work
that I think would be a start in following up on
the internal labor market.

DISCUSSION

Dn. &Alms: Thank you very much. You have
raised important areas for further research.

This is a good place to begin general dis-
cussion on various questions.

Mn. SMITH: I would like to say that perhaps Dr.
Pryer and I are not as far apart as my original
generalization led him to believe we might be.
When I said that industry will do the training
that it needs to do, no more and no less, I was
referring to industry hiring people who are below
the entrance level on qualification paying them
a salary and training them or providing skills
within the plantfor whom they could not see
a reasonable short term need. I would agree com-
pletely that it is an appropriate use of corporate
funds for any business to be a good corporate
citizen in the community and to further the work
to which Mr. Drob referred. About 15 or 20
businesses have dedicated some $300,000 on the
basis of matching State and Federal funds on
general projects in Newark to train underpri-
vileged people. This project is getting off to a
very successful start. It will be some time before
we can get a qualitative evaluation of our pro-
duct in the actual work situation.

I must comment on Dr. Mangum's observations

that the underprivileged people cannot get jobs,
and that industry should provide jobs for them.
I suspect each of us around this table has a job.
It is logical for us to assume that everybody wants
a job and is willing to work. But this simply isn't
so. And, I don't know what has to be done to moti-
vate people in areas where it is so urgently needed.
If people want to work, will behave, and will per-
form satisfactorily in a job, they can be trained
to work.

The program now underway in Newark has
been in operation for 3 months and our experience
to date is that 25 percent of the people who sign
up for the training program never show up at the
training quarters. Those who enter the program
are judged by the people who recommend them
to be qualified to absorb the training; neighbor-
hood youth organizations, the Urban League,
the State Employment service, churches, all
have recommended candidates for this training.
Once they enter the program, 25 percent decide
that they are not interested in the mechanical
trades, but still want to learn a trade, and they
are spun off into other programs such as garden-
ing, shoe repair work, and the like. Twenty-five
percent can't accept the training discipline of the
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program. And we actually are turning out only
25 percent of the original group that applied for
entrance into the program. Of the 25 percent who
have graduated, over 90 percent have been place -1
in jobs at rates of pay from $1.90 to $3,25 an
hour. We don't know how they are performing in
the jobs. We hope to find out through followup.
The point I am trying to make is that there is an
opportunity for hundreds of people to get a mean-
ingful skill in an area where there is an urgent
employment need, and jobs are waiting, but we
get only 25 percent of the initial trainees to stay
with the program.

DR. MANGUM: I can only say I am not surprised.
The numbers are not atypical.

MR. Surrn: We as citizens and taxpayers are
getting short-changed in our investment in the
public school system today. The schools do a
pretty good job with the college-bound youth.
They rate themselves on their ability to get those
who want to go to college into college, They pay
little attention to the employment-bound youth.
Business, industry, and Government can make
a significant contribution in getting the school
system to do a better job in this area.

Dn. ALLER: I am happy to announce that Dr.
James Duesenberry, of the Council of Economic
Advisers, has come in and will now speak to us.
Dr. Duesenberry.

Dn. DUESENBERRY : Thank you. I am sorry to have
been late but I am glad to get in on the discussion.
I hope you will help if I find myself lacking in in-
formation on what went on before. I have been
asked to say something about the Council's
views on trade-offs between employment and price
levels, and how manpower programs fit into that.
This is a familiar subject and I won't take much
time.

As you know, there is a lot of history behind
a discussion of the interrelation between fis-
cal and monetary efforts to change demand and
entry rate employment on one hand, and man-
power programs to fit qualified people for em-
ployment programs to fit qualified people for
employment on the other hand; there was some
controversy on the subject a while back. I think,
as it turned out, we got considerable distance with
the main emphasis on the aggregate finance side
with assistance from manpower policy, up until
last year. It was the Council's view last year, and
it still is, that we have about reached the end of
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the rope as far as the prospect of reducing employ-
ment by just creating more demand with no fur-
ther assistance from the manpower side. It is our
feeling that the labor market last year suggested
that further reductions in unemployment with the
present characteristics of the labor market would
be accompanied by very substantial labor short-
ages and inflationary pressures. These, we think,
are politically unacceptable and wowd be counter-
productive in terms of our longrun employment-
production goals.

Our current view is that further reductions in un-
employment are contingent on improvements in
our labor market structuremainly, through man-
power training efforts, but also through other
changes in the labor market structure, particularly
improvement in the effectiveness of the public Em-
ployment Servicewith the understanding, of
course, that these have to be accompanied by ap-
propriate expansion of demand. One can't just
train people, and generate the demand required
to create the jobs for those trained. These things
have to keep pace. There are different views as to
how fast we can hope to reduce unemployment
through this route. But I think there is fairly
general agreement that we have to put heavy em-
phasis on manpower training and other reorganiza-
tion of the labor market, if we hope to get unem-
ployment significantly below its present level while
keeping tolerable levels of price change. That is
our view of how these two things fit together. I
think, by now, there is some agreement on that, al-
though within the Government there is not always
agreement on the prescription for any particular
moment's policy. I leave it at that and open up
the discussion on the report.

DR. DOERINGER : What you are talking about,
and what we talked about this morning, was really
that much of the adjustment in the structure of
demand for, and supply of, labor takes place in the
plant in response to pressures to get the work out.
Without getting into the whole controversy over
what causes unemployment, what recent evi-
dence has the Council been discovering to indicate
that we are at the point where we must seriously
consider that adjustments within the private
sector will cease to be adequate as the unemploy-
ment rate drops below 3.7 percent? I suppose the
policy question really is, Which of the manpower
institutions that provide such adjustment in our
society are going to have to bear the brunt if we
reduce the unemployment rate in the future?



Da. DUNBZNBERRY: Well, let me give just one
plece of an answer through the insertion of a
point I left oat. It is wrong to think about ten-
sion in the labor market as being neatly measured
by the level of unemployment. Much of the labor
force change we generated last year did not merely
reflect the fact that we got unemployment down
below 4 percent. A very large number of jobs were
also created, and there was then a strain on the
capacity of indu.3try to adapt itself to those cir-
cumstances and train already employed people
for higher grade jobs and then take in new people.
In some ways a remarkable job was done, but
there were some places where the process needed
more time than we had, so a labor shortage
developed. That means that we would pre-
sumably have considerably less labor shortage if
we stayed al 3.6 or 3.7 percent unemployment
than occurred in the year when we got to that
figure from the 4.7 rate. We went down just about
1 percent in a 12-month period. And in thecourseof
that, a large number of people were brought into
the labor force oir of farms. While most of them
got work, we were left with substantial shortages.

Our view is that we had much too much labor
shortage last year. Wage pressures arose, quite
outside the negotiated area, and if employment ex-
pansion settles down to a slower rate which only a-
bout keeps pace with the growth of the labor force,
much of the tension will evaporate and there will
be less wage pressure than there was. That will
get us back to the kind of price stability that we
need, but it doesn't leave anything to spare. So
we don't think demand can be created at a much
faster rate than the rate of increase in the labor
force.

The other thing is that the remaining un-
employment consists of two big segments. One
is true frictional unemployment, associated with
entry and reentry into the labor force, voluntary
quits, and so on. This adds up to a great part of
the total number of weeks lost. There is not
much you can do about this. The Employment
Service can whittle it down some, but, in any
ease, this is not a great social problem. If a man
is out of work for 3 or 4 weeks, he is not a big
social problem.

Now, the other partthe special problems.
There are problems of special areas that are also
difficult to deal with in the aggregate, and thett
finally there are the people who have got all kinds
of personal troubles, who are not oriented with
the job market, who lack skills and education and

are just not employable. When you create a mil-
lion jobs, you create a spectrum of jobs. You
can adjust by training some people already em-
ployed for higher grade jobs, and by introducing
new people at the bottom. But there is a limit as to
how much you can do that. The unemployment is
disproportionate among people who need training
and education. It isn't going to work out methodi-
cally that you can make adjustments to bring
them into steady jobs very fast. So we need work
on that group, although I think we also need work
in stepping up internal promotionfor instance,
training illiterates who have steady but unskilled
jobs, who therefore are blocked from promotion
and have to have help so they can move up and
other people can take their places at the bottom.
That is only one example. But, I do think we
need emphasis on training programs in order to
make this adjustment of skills to the demands of
the labor force, both inside and outside the plant.

Da. WooL: One of the areas for internal labor
market analysis noted by Dr. Dunlop is the mili-
tary. Along the lines of what Dr. Duesenberry
has mentioned, it's a lot easier for the military
than for most employers to lower standards at
a time when they are expanding and hiring a mil-
lion new men a year. Under these conditions, they
can set up a fairly ambitious target of taking a
hundred thousand men in qualitative categories
which they hadn't tapped previously. This would
amount to only 10 percent of their total input.
However, in a more normal period, when their
hiring rate is 500,000 men a year, this number
would represent 20 percent of the input. Just as
in the rest of the economy, they would then be in
a looser labor market. When the military com-
mandant knows that better people are available,
he is going to try to get the best men he can. This,
of course, again gives you a problem of balance
between social costs and the costs to the individual
employer or supervisor, as he sees them.

Secondly, the problem of choosing between on-
the-job training and niore formal training has
many interesting analogies in the military. In a
sense, one can say that all military training is a
form of on-the-job training because it is geared
to some specific occupational requirement. How-
ever, because of the scale of the operation, if
nothing else, you really have within the military
very massive formal training programs of a voca-
tional type. The cost of formal occupational train-
ing for enlisted men alone is about a billion dollars
a year. This, of course, does involve a good deal
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of scrutiny and determination of the situations
where on-the-job trainingthat is, taking men
after basic training and putting them directly into
a unitis preferable to formal school training.
In the military, as in the case of any individual
civilian employer, on-the-job training is not sep-
arately budgeted, and its costs and relative
efficiency are elusive. Even though we can con-
ceptualize this cost, actual measurement has not
been made. We thus have a close analogy here
with the situation of any private employer. There
are some interesting observations about the insti-
tution as it works which I think could help pro-
vide a great deal of insight to alternative manage-
ment strategies. On the other hand the unit com-
mander, the user of trained manpower, would
prefer to get the training establishment geared to
his specific job requirements as closely as possible.
This reduces his own supervisory problems. From
the standpoint of the service as a whole, you have
a dilemma because of the problem of massive
mobility, within the establishment itself, gen-
erated by rotation, career management, and turn-
over. The military thus finds it desirable to train
men in somewhat broader job categories. This
involves more of the academic vocational type of
training and imposes somewhat more of a burden
of training upon the unit than when the school
graduate comes in and only has to become
familiar with specific equipment and specific
routines. Over the years there has been a con-
tinuing clash of interest which can be observed
ever since massive formal training programs began
in World War II.

One of the more obvious considerations, though,
is the length of expected service and the probabil-
ity of the individual staying with you for a suf-
ficiently long period of time. If you have a force
in which a large percentage of men are going
to be for 2 years, 3 years, or 4 years and they have
only one or two assignments, the logical strategy
would be rather specific training for a specific
job or two. If your objective is a career force and
you are gearing both your standards and your
training to upward mobility over a 20-year career,
the strategy becomes very different.

MR. HENLE: I found very provocat ve the statis-
tics that were furnished dealing with the tentative
results of the Newark Project. What Dr. Somers
was saying is that those results are probably typical
of that kind of situation. Now, as I recall, the first
quarter consisted of people who did not show up
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even for the initial training, the second was a
group which fell by the wayside because they
could not take disciplinary training, and the third
group became interested in other than mechanical
training.

MR. SMITH: The third group found during the
training that they were not fitted for work in this
field and they spun off into other programs.

Ma. HENLE: In terms of dexterity?

MR. Slam Their motivation, their desire and
flair fo machines, and a lot of factors.

Mn. HENLB; And finally there was the fourth
group which did accept the training, graduated,
and at this point appear to be successfully placed.

Mn. SMITH: Ninety percent of them.

Ma. INNLB: The first point to make is that for
the third group, the training they received at
Newark might well have been valuable in terms
of their later development, even though they did
not prove adaptable for one reason or another
to mechanical types of training. The individuals
may have acquired certain work habits and a
certain interest in a job that might prove useful
later on. At some point in time, somebody should
find out what happened to this particular 25
percent. However, let us look at the remaining
50 percent where, seemingly, a well-organized
program developed to attract people, with full
community support including the best recruit-
ment techniques, did not succeed. In this con-
nection, let me suggest that we shouldn't neces-
sarily insist that everyone work. Sometimes in
discussions of training programs, the underlying
assumption seems to be that work is automatically
the best or only activity tliat people should en-
gage in. However, not everyone may agree. We
are very proud of the affluent society we have
developed, but this affluence also means that cer-
tain people can get along one way or another
without working. They can scrounge off friends,
relatives and neighbors, or they can obtain in-
come through illicit or other means. At any rate,
they may find that their best way of adapting to
the present society is to not work rather than to
work. I see no reason in eases of this sort for soci-
ety to insist tha'6 these people work. I do say that
the opportunity has to remain open to them at all
times.

Finally, in many of these cases, particularly
where young people are involved, it may well be
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that, over the course of years, attitudeswill change.
It is important that the way be kept open, hut I
suggest that we don't have to consider training
a failure if not everyone decides that he likes
training and wants a job.

ME. Slam] : I think the point to make in this con-
nection is that this 50 percentif this is what it
turns out to bewho do not want to work are
part of the 3.7 unemployment rate about which
we are so concerned. If we have an unemployment
rate of 3.7 percent, and 50 percent of those counted
among the unemployed don't want jobs, we do not
have the tragic unemployment situation we think
we have.

Mn. }UNIX : I go along with you part way on that
However, I don't think it is at all certain that
these individuals are among those who, in answer
to a household inquiry, would indicate that they
have been actively looking for work during the
last 4 week,. This is our unemployment test.
I think many of this group would be classified as
"not in the labor force"a small but growing
proportion of adult men who are not counted as
either employed or unemployed.

Dn. Pxonn: I am very concerned about the high
turnover group, the people who don't seem to
want to work. We hear comments about this group
wherever we go. And it is not just employers who
talk about it. People who are interested in man-
power problems from the workers' side talk about
it, civil rights workers talk about it. Thus, it
appears that there is something more to the com-
ments than a prejudice on the part of employers
against disadvantaged workers.

To some extent it is a problem, not of "wanting
to work," but of basic habits which enable people
to work; many people are not accustomed to
steady work and cannot stay on the job. Ideally,
we would like to teach people work habits; but we
don't know how these habits are acquired. When
we talk about literacy, we know how literacy is
acquired; we know the kind of process that goes
on. But we really know nothing about what is
involved in "wanting to work." This is an area
in which we need a great deal more research.

It is possible that this group of people who "do
not want to work" are a component of frictional
unemployment. It appears that many of these
people do work; but they keep changing jobs,
moving in and out of the labor force, and they
are picked up in the figures. They may be respon-

sible for a considerable portion of what we call
frictional unemployment. Hence, if we could solve
their problem--which is really a structural =em-
ployment problemwe might reduce frictional
unemployment as well.

Dn. DIU:UNDER= We do have some numbers
that make it look as though there is not as large
a population as many people think that isn't
showing up as participating. We have some esti-
mates of the undercount, and I don't think you
can arrive at a conclusion that there is any very
large number of people who don't want to work
most of the time. There may be 500,000, but it
isn't an enormous number.

Dn. nom: Perhaps this isn't an undercount
problem. Perhaps these people actually are in
the labor force.

What I basically question is the definition of
"wanting to work," of being in the labor foree or
out of it. The thing is, these people do work. They
go out, look for a job, take it, and then quit. If
you ask them why they quit, they say, "The
foreman was nasty," or "I didn't get along with
the other workers." But if you talk to the fore-
mansometimes even if you just question the
man for a whilethese explanations don't hold
up. In other words, the man has a specific reason
for quitting and he may even bel eve it, but it
does not square with the facts of the situation.

DR. Smuts: I wonder if we can do more to relate
this afternoon's session on the disadvantaged
worker to the discussion this morning on the
internal labor market. I think Dr. Mangum has
put his finger on the dilemma of the time. We
know the advantages of on-the-job training. Dis-
cussion of the benefits of internal adjustment with-
in the plant indicates that on-the-job training has
many advantages from the standpoint of cost,
likelihood of employment, and future security on
the job. And yet we know that if we want more
disadvantaged people trained, on-the-job training
doesn't seem to be the way to do it. Employers
are not eager to take on disadvantaged Negroes.
The discussion this morning leaves a rather
pessimistic implication that if employers can
adjust fairly nicely to their needs, they may never
reach that desperate point in which they hire large
numbers of disadvantaged people for on-the-job
training. This might be induced by a subsidy, but
there is the further pessimistic note raised this
morning that a subsidy mry not do any good.
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I would like further discussion on this question,
becaus I feel that one of the great needs of the
day is some imaginative formula for a subsidy to
employers to encourage them to accept dis-
advantaged workers for on-the-job training.

Dn. WEBER: I drew exactly the opposite conclu-
sion from this morning's discussion. Dr. Piore
and Dr. Doeringer have clearly demonstrated the
strength of on-the-job training, and have shown
that on-the-job training is a viable part of the
employer's strategy. Therefore, when the demand
for labor increases and the supply of experienced
workers is highly inelastic, employers will invest
in on-the-job training. So it seems that we should
be optimistic concerning management's ability
to absorb marginal workers. However, we may be
pessimistic concerning the generation of sufficient
incentives to give employers momentum to use
this capability.

DR. SOMERS: I think we are not so much in con-
flict. My point is that because their adjustment
process seems to be so successful, they may never
be pushed to that desperate stage at which they
will finally take on disadvantaged Negroes. When
they can get new entrants to the labor force, the
hardcore remain unemployed.

Dn. WEBER: I might answer that there is no
evidence in this study about management at-
tempting to differentiate systematically among
labor market conditions. We don't know what
the marginal rates of turnover are. In Chicago it
is clear, given the fact that unemployment is
down to 2.3, that changes in institutions and at-
titudes toward certain segments of the work force
are taking place. Employers are picking up dis-
advantaged groups. In Chicago I think unem-
ployment among Negroes was something like
4.5 percent.

Dn. SOMERS: For Negro teenagers?

Dn. WEBER: Not for teenagers but for all Negroes.
Companies like General Electric, for example
have hired Negroes for the first time. Motorola
is now demonstrating actively that they have
never discriminated. What I am saying is that
we really haven't let the forces of full employment
operate.

Dn. DUESENBERRY: I can see people sitting around
in Turin saying that the Calabrian won't or
can't do productive work. But, given the fact that
they have the opportunity to go to Germany or
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Switzerland to find jobs, such marginal groups
have been pulled into the labor force and have
found jobs.

Dn. SOMERS: Talking about Chicago, what about
the recent findings that Negro teenage unem-
ployment has reached 25 to 30 or 40 percent in
large cities even though we are down below 4
percent in national unemployment? It seems to
indicate that employers don't see the need to hire
Negroes and don't respond to encouragement to
accept disadvantaged workers. And if it is true,
as was said this morning, that employers don't
know and don't calculate their cost of training,
a subsidy isn't going to make much difference.
I think this is a very pessimistic finding in regard
to absorption of the hard-core unemployed.

MR. DROB: Employers don't take the subsidy
now available under on-the-job training.

DR. DUESENBERRY: I think there is something
we ought to say about the subsidy under OJT.
The pressure on the people who are administering
OJT is to fill OJT slots, not particularly to fill
on-the-job training slots with a particular kind
of person. If you had pressure to fill OJT slots
only with a particular kind of person, employers
might react differently. Another thing you have
to say something about, of course, is the level
of subsidy. If one subsidy won't do it, that doesn't
mean another subsidy won't.

Dn. Prom: After all they are businessmen, they
must respond to some subsidy. From the em-
ployer point of view, however, I think that re-
sponding to a subsidy is viewed as going out of
the business they are currently inthe business of
producing goodsand into the training business.
A toothpaste manufacturer views responding to a
training subsidy very much as he would view go-
ing into food processing. Of course, quite apart
from its size, one of the problems with the subsidy
now offered for on-the-job training is the book-
keeping. Employers claim that in order to parti-
cipate they must set up a uhole 1".ew set of books.
And they insist it isn't worth it.

Dn. DOERINGER: You also run into that in re-
search, I might add. A lot of the on-the-job training
programs that have been set up require the em-
ployer to do something different in the way of
running his business. Moreover, just as he can't
readily identify the cost of informal on-the-job
training, he is suspicious that many of the costs



associated with on-the-job training under MDTA
will not be discovered or reimbursed.

Many of the employers I have talked to have
considered an MDTA program. One of the main
constraints is that they fear they are not going
to be subsidized for the full cost of the program.
They don't know what the full costs will be, but
they feel they are not going to be able to identify
all of the costs and then write them down on an
accounting form and present the Government
with the bill.

I would also like to make one remark regarding
the optimism or pessimism with which the inte-
gration of disadvantaged groups into the job
structure of the economy might be viewed. Dr.
Piore and I have somewhat different views on this,
but I feel that employers, under the pressure of
demand, are interested in reaching out and getting
labor. If they discover that there are workers
available in urban ghettos and they are having
trouble recruiting, then they become interested in
these groups. They begin to wonder what it takes
to get them to the plant. They see some very easy
things, like lack of transportation, and they begin
to search for solutions, This is cause for optimism.

Employers, however, continue to think in tgrms
of adjustments that theyalreadyknow how to make.
They have had experience with certain kinds of
adjustments in looser labor markets. The current
labor market in some areas, especially Chicago
and Milwaukee, requires employers to develop
brand new ways of dealing with brand new prob-
lems. A Negro high school dropout living in a
ghetto 15 or 20 miles from the site of the job is
a new problem. This learning process which e:n-
players must go through because they haven't
succeeded in solving the adjustment problem is
a cause for pessimism. You find that many
employers are not getting people from the ghettos
into their plants through their own activities.

Given enough time and labor market pressure,
employer's will discover the necessary labor market
innovations. Here Government programs can con-
tribute by helping provide employers withinforma-
Non about successful techniques, so that they can
develop appropriate strategy, and thereby short-
cut the trial and error process.

Da SO5111118: This is a good investment for an em-
ployer from a philanthropist's standpoint. Many
employers are taking on Negroes because they
think it is their public duty, but I don't think

that is ever going to rolve the problem of Negro
unemployment.

DR, DOERINGER: Look at statistics for Plans
for Progress, for example. The number of Negroes
that Plans for Progress has brought into the plar .0
is disappointing. So I think that, in terms of
charity or public interest, employers are not going
to deal with the proNem in a significant way un-
less, in their own self interest, it becomes neces-
sary for them to recruit aetively among less pre-
ferred groups.

Da. MANOUM: I would like to add one note re-
levant to the question of need for subsidies. There
has been a mat deal of interest in Chicago in the
JOBS NOW program. Here is a program that is
taking in approximately a hundred boys every 2
weeks; it is having a 25-percent success rate with
what is a real tough group. This is probably not
a bad record. The Labor Department, I under-
stand, tried to give these people money to amplify
their program and they refused it. They said,
"We think we might come up to 125 boys every
2 weeks but we don't have the staff for more;
more importantly, we think we have just about
exhausted the willingness of Chicago to hire these
boys under the present program." I suggest that
this is not an awful lot of boys. Some employers
have been socially minded, but not many. Some-
thing more would have to be added to get very
many more boys into this kind of experience.

Ma. MeMiumn Another approach, it seems to
me, offers some promise. For example, the Mil-
waukee Vocational and Technical School has
started a new program I am sure you are familiar
with. It's called a "Continuation School," lo-
cated in a new facility adjacent to the present
school, serving disadvantaged white, Negro, and
other minority youth= 500 potential school drop-
outs each year aged 14 to 18, enrolled in a unique
program before they drop out of school. Many
of these young people have long lists of failures.
They have a history of various types of juvenile
delinquency problems, and other identifiable dis-
advantage preblems. The school is running them
through an extensive counseling and debriefing
program to try to remove some of th hostility
factors that have developed from environmental
and other conditions. Then, hopefully, they are
moved into a program of intial training which will
eventually qualify them for employment. You
will also be interested to know that similar pro-
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grams on an experimental basis are now underway

in a number of schools throughout the country.
The Milwaukee experimental program looks very
promising in preventing young boys and girls
from dropping out of school, and for eventualy
finding them employment, because it has the full
cooperation of business and industry in the Mil-
waukee area. The aim is to work very closely with

all community groups in an effort to rehabilitate
youth through a preventative typo of program,
which is one of the critical needs of the disadvan-
taged,

As many of you know, before the passage of the

Vocational Education Act of 1963, vocational
education programs were not reaching these kinds

of students. The George-Barden and Smith.
Hughes Mts were specific in the kinds of occupa-
tional training programs covered. They had to be

used for programs of agriculture, home economics,

distribution and marketing, health, technical, and

trade and industrial training and could not be

used for establishing occupational training in other

areas, particularly in new occupational areas

especially relevant for the disadvantaged.
Under the 1963 act, programs for the kinds of

students we are talking about here are specifically

included, and States are starting to move in
developing programs in these areas. In 1965,

28,000 were enrolled in programs for persons with
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special needs; 52,000 were enrolled in 1966; and
an enrollment of more than 300,000 was projected
for fiscal 1967. In these programs, disadvantaged
youth are enrolled in programs geared to their
interests and abilities, This will certainly have
an impact on all disadvantaged youth, as wel, as
on the probable million school dropouts each year,
before they reach the point of dropping out of
school and becoming unemployed. There is real
hope in this preventative approach by our public
schools for meeting the needs ofthe disadvantaged,
both white and minority youth, in urban and
rural areas.

DR. ROBEY: I, for one, would say that the Man.
power Administration is extremely pleased with
what we have been able to get out of this parti-
cular conference. We have enough research ideas
for the next 10 years, and this is one of the reasons
we held this meeting. I believe we have really
discovered a very good method for communicat-
ingand for stimulatingresearch ideas.

Those of you who are interested in manpower
research have been given our guidelines for sub-
mitting research proposals. If this meeting has
stimulated your thinking or you have some in-
novative ideas for research in the manpower field,
we would be pleased to receive proposals. Thank
you for participating in this meeting.



INTERNAL LABOR MARKETS,
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

AND LABOR FORCE ADJUSTMENT



SUMMARY

The central theme of the present study is

that differences between the skills and abilities

of the labor force and the requirements of

blue collar jobs in manufacturing are recon-

ciled through a series of instruments over which

the employer, alone or in conjunction with a

labor organization, exercises discretionary con

trol. It presents a model of the process of

adjustment between the labor force and the

requirements of blue collar manufacturing jobs

which has been derived from material gathered

in interviews with management officials in a

sample of lirms. While it has broader appli-

cations, the report focuses upon the process of

adjustment to technological change.
The model departs from the conventional

view of the labor market by recognizing a
market internal to the manufacturing plant

which is connected to the external labor market

at a limited number of entry ports. The

operation of the model may be characterized

by eight variables:

The job structure of the plant.
The administrative rules governing the

internal allocation of labor.
The size and character of the labor

force outside the plant.
Recruitment procedures.
Screening procedures.
Training procedures.
Hiring standards.

Compensation.

These variables constitute both major determi-

nants of the plant's labor costa and tin instru-

ments through which the plant adapts to
changing technology and labor market con-
ditions. Since each variable has a cost attached

to it, the mode of Adjustment selected by the

plant will presumably reflect attempts to mini-

mize these costs.
In neoclassical labor market models, the job

structure of the plant is assumed to be respon-

sive to differential availabilities of various lam'
skills as measured by relative wage rates. This

atudy, however, does not support that aesump-

tion, at least during relatively loose labor market

conditions. While employers considered possi-

bilities of substituting capital for homogenous

labor inputs, they did pay close attention to the

possibilities of substitutions among different

grades of labor. In examining the factors which

influence the changes in the job structure,

relative market constraints did not appear

significant. Indeed, the technical difficulties in

identifying qualitative manpower requirements

for new equipment privr to its installation on

the plant floor make it unlikely that such con-

straints will become operative. For purposes

of labor force adjustment, therefore, changes

in technology may be viewed as evolving auton-

omously from relative wage rates (or more

generally relative labor costs), rather than as



a factor cooperating with other adjustment
instruments. The variable which appears to
carry the major burden of adjustment is in-
plant training, although recruitment, screening,
and hiring procedures are also relevant.

The study indicates that private adjustment
mechanisms reliably and efficiently eliminate,
at least for blue collar jobs in manufacturing,
imbalances between job requirements and the
characteristics of the labor force. It appears,
therefore, that the concern in recent years with
the contribution of technological change to the
structural components of unemployment has
been misplaced. Since these mechanisms oper-
ate at a cost, however, there may be cause for
concern with their effect upon the price level.
The study suggests that Federal manpower

programs should be directed toward the fol-
lowing objectives:

I. To provide general training outside the
plant in basic mathematic& and verbal skills.
Programs of this kind will capture economics
of scale in formal training and enhance the
occupational flexibility of the labor force.

2. To subsidize in-plant training programs
where there is a likelihood that adjustment
costs will be translated into price increases.

3. To subsidize experimental training,
screening, and recruitment programs as an
Incentive to developing new in-plant adjust-
ment techniques.

4. To develop procedures for increasing the
flow of Information among plants about the
various adjustment techniques currently being
utilized and their relative costs.



1. INTRODUCTION

This project was originally designed to in-
vestigate the impact of changes in production
techniques upon production and maintenance
jobs in manufacturing, and to gage the labor
force adjustments these changes required. The
study was conceived within the confines of
conventional economic theory and was to be
based upon material gathered from a sample
of manufacturing plants. During the early
plant visits, however, it became apparent that
the conventional analytical apparatus could not
comprehend the processes of technological
change and labor force adjustment. The focus of
the study therefore shifted to the precedent task
of developing a more satisfactory analytical
framework, Such a framework is presented
in this report. While the problems of technol-
ogical change and the adjustments to it are
examined, the analytical teamework is, we
believe, applicable to a wider range of economic
and industrial relations problems. In this sense,
the discussion of the problems associated with
technological change may be viewed as an ex-
emplary application of a much more general
approach.

The analytical framework centers upon the
concept of the internal labor market. The
salient feature of the internal labor market is
a set of rules governing the allocation of labor
within an administrative unit, such as a manu-
facturing plant. These rules distinguish be-

tween employees within the plant and workers
in the external market by according to the
former certain preferential rights in the filling
of plant jobs. Their existence implies that the
function of labor allocation, performed in theory
by the market, has to a degree been internal-
ized within the plant. The internalization of
labor allocation is accompanied by the inter-
nalization of a number of other functions.
Among these are the pricing, training1 recruit-
ment, and screening of labor.

Given the existence of the internal labor
market, the relationship between the firm and
the external market may be described by a
series of eight variables: (I) The job structure
of the plant; (2) the administrative rules of
the workplace; (3) the size and characteristics
of the labor force outside the firm; (4) recruit-
ment procedures; (5) screening procedures;
(6) hiring criteria ; (7) training procedures;
and (8) compensation. These variables consti-
tute the major determinants of the plant's
labor costs. They also constitute instruments
through which the plant adapts to the external
market, For example, if the character of the
externally available labor supply changes, the
firm should seek to adjust these instruments so
as to minimize its costs. In addition to external
market conditions, the costs of the various
instruments are affected by a variety of tech-
nical and institutional constraints, changes
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which will also induce adjustments within the
firm, Production technology may be viewed as
one of these constraints. The concept of the
internal labor market is developed in chapter
2, and the various instruments of adjustment
are discussed in sequence in chapters 3 through
6, the administrative rules in chapter 3, re-
cruitment, screening, and compensation in chap-
ter 4,the job structure in chapter 5, and train-
ing in chapter 6.

Since, from the point of view of the firm,
these variables are competing modes of adjust-
ment and the decisions concerning their use
are interrelated, Home justification for the pres-
ent approach is called for. In part, a separate
discussion of the variables is dictated by the
impracticality of attempting to discuss them
all simultaneously. The particular sequence of
discussion, however, reflects to a large extent
the decision-making process within the firm.
The firm solves what is in principle a set of
simultaneous economic equations through a
series of separate decisions. In general, deci-
sions concerning changes in technology are
made separately from those concerning recruit-
ment, screening, compensation, and training.
The firm then provides the requisite adjust-
ments to the job structure through these in-
struments. The rules governing internal labor
allocation also tend to be considered separately
by the firm. They are subject to institutional
constraints that permit them to change only
gradually. In the short run, therefore, such
rules are relatively inflexible and tend to be
treated as fixed inputs in decisions relating to
other variables.

The study is based upon a series of interviews
with managerial officials in 20 manufacturing
plants belonging to 14 different companies.
Interviews were also conducted at the corporate
headquarters of nine of the companies. In ad-
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dition, interviews ,v ere conducted at the cor-
porate headquarters of a company producing
aluminum and aluminum products and with
officials of a custom engineering firm designing
power generating stations and chemical pro-
cessing plants. In the main, the officials inter-
viewed were either engineers or personnel and
industrial relations managers. Brief conver-
sations were held with departmental foremen
during plant tours. The interviews were open
ended, the majority lasting 2 to 3 hours. Most
of the visits to the plant lasted for a single
day; the longest visit covered 3 days.

Because of the extensive nature of the inter-
views and the sensitivity of the areas of inquiry,
considerable cooperation on the part of the
plant management was required and personal
contacts were needed to obtain it. A scientific
sampling procedure was not, therefore, feasible.
An attempt was made, nevertheless, to select
a heterogeneous group of plants. The character-
istics of the plants are summarized in table 1.
The attempt at heterogeneity was only partially
successful. While a variety of industries and
several different types of labor markets are
represented, most of the plants are large units
in still larger multiplant corporations. Only
three single-plant companies are represented ;
two other companies in the sample had two
plants each. The range of labor market condi-
tions encompassed in the sample is also narrow ;
save for certain craft skills, all of the labor mar-
kets were, at the time of the study, relatively
loose. rhe range of experience encompassed by
the study has been somewhat expanded by ref-
erence to the literature and by encouraging re-
spondents in the interviews to compare current
practices with those under different labor
market conditions in which they had worked
and in other industries about which they were
knowledgeable.



TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANTS COVERED BY SURVEY

Industry

Number of
production and

mint-mama
employees

in plant

Location of plant Character of community1

Mrcraft engines
Plant A 4,200 Middle West Large metropolitan area

Plant B 350 Middle Atlantic Large metropolitan area

Apparel 350 Middle Atlantic Large metropolitan area

.... Mt Or 600 Mhldle West Small city

Electrical equipment
Large power gonerating equipmont...... 6,600 Middle Atlantic Large metropolitan area

Comumer appliancos ...... ..... 1,700 New England Town

Electronic parts and equipment
Plant A. 7,000 New England Town

PlantB...... ..... a .......... 4,600 Middle Atlantic Small city

Food Processing
Plantit. .... aaragegvaameaamerma, 1,300 Middle Atlantic Town

Plant 13......CS a ir.eiRse ea0 76 New England Town

PlantCa lowerseocrecreescrvesea ..... grosairwetorsterse 450 New England Large metropolitan area

PlantD.11mte vs 0 000014111,04.. ...... ..... 40,111 900 Middle Atlantic Large metropolitan aro%

Foundry
Automobile 2,100 Middle West Large metropolitan area

Heating equipment, Replacement parts 300 Middle Atlantic Town

Shoes
Mon's

Plant A 1,7 12,4,14111Mf 1.=, .514,111,14000.4 600 Now England Small city

Plant13. CI IsVieil.acit ......... ate a OOSIS. 350 Now England Town

Women's
PlantA..... ............. 600 Now England Town

PlantB ........ ........... 600 New England Small city

Toilot articles
Plant A 150 Middle West Large metropolitan area

Plant B 250 Now England Largo metropolitan area

Aillachine ...... MO 11, AO 3,000 Middle West Large metropolitan area

Others:
Custom engineering firm New England
Aluminum company Middle Atlantic

MINIVII/MWINIMag=r110111.MIIMINO

I The communities aro ciamilled by population in 1060 as follows:
Towns: loes than 15,000 population; Small cities: loss than 100,000: Lora*
metropolitan areas: over 10000,000 population.

Data not available,
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2. THE INTERNAL LABOR MARKET MODEL'

The imernal labor market is an administra-
tive unit within which are performed the
market functions of pricing, allocating, and
often of training labor.2 It is governed by a set
of institutional rules which delineatethe bounda-
ries of the internal market and determine its
internal structure. These institutional or admin-
istrative rules define relationships between
jobs for purposes of inter.lal mobility and any
privileges which accrue to workers within the
internal market. Thus, neither jobs nor workers
in the administrative unit may be considered
independent of one another. A single or multi-
plant enterprise, a union hiring hall providing
manpower for a number of different enter-
prises (as in longshoring or construction), and
a branch of the military service are all examples
of such administrative units. In many cases

'Some of the material in this and the subsequent chapter
appears in Peter B. Doeringer, "The Determinants of the

Structure of Industrial Type Internal Labor Markets,"
in Industrial and Labor Mations Review, (Ithaca: Cornell
University), vol. 20 No, 2, (January 1067).

I See John T. Dunlor, "Job Vacancy Measures and Econo-
mic Analris," in The Measurement and Interpretatim of Jab
Vacancies, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1060),

pp. 27-47. Dunlop defines the internal labor market as, "the
complex of rules which determines the movement of workers

among job classifications within administrative units, such

as enterprises, companies, or hiring halls. These movements

may be transfers, promotions, demotions, or layoffs to the

exterior labor market; they may be temporary or permanent,
which may affect the operation of the rules," (fn. p. 32).

these units may be further divided into internal
submarkets for broad categories of workers
such as umnagerial, clerical, maintenance, pro-
duction, and the like, each of which is governed
by its own specific set of rules.2

Internal labor markets have geographical,
occupational, and product dimensions. The ad-
miniotrative regulations and procedures control-
ling the hiring and internal patterns of allo-
cation of labor create a distinction between the
employment rights and opportunities of those
workers within the internal market and those
in the external labor market. Workers within
the market typically have the opportunity to
express preferences and exercise priority rights
over internal jobs which are denied to workers
in the external market. In manufacturing
plants, for example, the rules that apply to
seniority districts, promotions, layoffs, internal
grievance procedures, and the like, reflect the
preference, and frequently the obligation, of
employers to fill certain jobs from within the
plant.

Each internal labor market contains one or
more jobs or positions through which workers
in the external labor market, those workers
without preferential employment rights who
are seeking jobs, can enter. Examples of these

3 These patterns of struture are not rigid, but rather are
a function of a number of influences of both an economic and

a noneconomic nature.
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"ports of entry's are hiring jobs in manufactur-
irg markets and apprenticeship programs and
journeymen qualification examinations in craft
groups. Admission to the internal labor market
is based upon the existence of one or more
ports of entry and the possession of certain
qualifications or selection criteria that are
usually establiehed as conditions for entry.5

In most internal labor markets, however, the
number of ports of entry is limited by the
practices of internal promotion and upgrading
of apprentices. Moreover, once the worker
gains entry into an internal labor market his
tenure in the market is secure against under-
bidding by workers in the external market,
providing that he continues to meet required
work performance standards. Once the direct
entry from the external labor market into
certain jobs is limited or closed, the distinction
between workers in the external and internal
labor markets becomes significant.

Attached to each entry port are a variety of
selection preferences of hiring officers for
various types of training and experiencd, which
constitate entry criteria designed to screen out
unacceptable entrants. These criteria, ex-
pressed often in terms of educational attain-
ment, aptitude test performance, experience,
physical fitness, and so forth, create perceived
"quality" and availability distinctions among
workers in the external labor market. Entry
standards may vary with the tightness of the
labor market, as well as with the nature of the
work to be done.° The opportunity to select
workers from different quality levels to fill a
particular entry job adds another dimension
to the process of acquiring an internal labor
force.

Similarly, ports of exit from the internal
labor market exist. Tn all such markets, with
the possible exception of those under military

4 Clark Herr, "The Balkanization of Labor Market," in
Labor Mobility and Economic Opportunay, E. Wight Bakke
et al. (contributors), (Cambridge: Technology Press of M.I.T.,
1954), p. 101.

I The location of entry ports and the nature of entry quali-
fications are a function of variables such as the job content
relationships of the internal job structure and the external
availability of skills.

See Richard A. Lester, Hiring Practices and Labor Com-

petition, Princeton Univerrity Research Report No. 88,
(Princeton: Princeton University, 1959).
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regulation, the worker is nominally free to quit
his job, to relinquish his union affiliation, or
to remove his name from a labor referral sys-
tem, and to leave the internal market. Thus,
the internal market is completely open for
purposes of voluntary exit including volun-
tary retirement or the exercise of disability
options. There are, however, a number of
rules which determine the location of the
exit ports in the job structure of the market
and the conditions under which involuntary
exit and the loss of job rights will occur. Rules
relating to temporary and permanent layoffs,
sabbatical leaves, termination for lack of work
or disability, discipline and discharge, and
compulsory or early retirement all control the
exit of the worker from the internal labor
market.

The scope of the internal labor market and
the location of the ports of entry and exit are
not immutable, nor are the internal rules which
control movement and eligibility. The contours
and entry ports of a particular internal labor
market will be determined, in part, by such
variables as the size of the plant, the technol-
ogy of the work performed, the product market
conditions, and the availity of suitable skills on
the external market. As these internal and ex-
ternal environment variables change, the con-
tours of the internal market and also its
internal structure may be adapted to the new
conditions.

The boundaries of the internal market and
the internal system of employment rights may
also vary with the particular purpose for which
the market is being used. The relevant internal
market unit for layoffs will often differ from
the unit for promotions or lateral transfers.
Similarly, the internal movement patterns fol-
lowed for temporary promotions, layoffs, and
transfers may not be the same as those used for
permanent moves./ Moreover, one set of allo-
cation rules may apply to the filling of vacancies
in an existing job structure, while a different
procedure may be used if new jobs, depart-
ments, or even plants are established.

7 See Sumner H. Slichter, James J. Healy, E. Robert
Livernash, Tho Impact of Colkctive Bargaining on Manage-
ment, (Washington: The Brookings Institution, 1960), pp*
154-210, for a discussion of various internal market patterns
for promotions and layoffs.



Within each internal market a number of
subma '-ets may exist, These may be broad,
internal market divisions such as managerial,
clerical, production, and maintenance, or they
may be broken down further into departments
or other narrower groups. The pattern and
sequence of movement within these subgroups

and the linkages between them constitute the
allocative structure of the internal labor market.
The scope of the market for each such subgroup
need not be the same. In multi-plant companies,

for examplo, supervisory personnel are typi-
cally transferred over a wider geographical
area than are production workers.

Once the rules determining the routes for
internal movementthe internal allocative

structureare established, they must be sup-
plemented by a set of rules that rank the
workers in the internal labor force in order of

their priority for movement for purposes of

rationing job vacancies. Commonly these rules

rely upon various combinations of ability and

seniority for determining the sequence of move-

ment./ Craft-type internal labor markets use
seniority less frequently than manufacturing
markets, but may employ referral criteria
based upon frequency of work, attachment to

the labor market, need, and the like. Some
plants rely primarily upon length of service in
determining, within each line of progression in

the production and maintenance subgroups,

which employees should be given the opportun-

ity for upgrading.
Among other factors, the structuring of the

internal labor market in many cases may re-
flect the influence of training requirements and

training costs. The progression ladder from
apprentice to journeyman is an example of a
vertical pattern of movement based upon the
acquisition of certain skills. In many manu-
facturing plants an attempt is made, whenever
possible, to construct promotion ladders and

progression lines that follow natural training
progressions. By "natural" is meant here the
development of skills and experience that derive

from the technology and requirements of the

s See E. Robert lAvernash, "The Internal Wage Structure,"

in George W. Taylor and Frank C. Pierson, New Concepts in

Wage Delermination, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1957), pp.

140-172.

jobs in the production process. Moreover, it
includes the practice of providing temporary
replacements for employees who are absent,
sick, or on leave.

Internal training may be either formal or
informal, The major part of the training which
takes place within the internal labor market is
informal, relying principally upon on-the-job
training occurring as part of the normal process
of promotion and lateral transfer to fill internal
job vacancies. Maintenance trainees, production
workers, and executives and technical personnel
receive a substantial part of their specific job
skills by this method. The importance of on-the-
job training and the costs of such training to
the internal labor market present a marked
contrast to the neoclassical model, in which
training is acquired outside of the work
relationship.

Where such training, both formal and on-
the-job, is provided within the internal labor
market, it enables the employer to develop the
specific skills required by the job structure of
the market. By adjusting the quantity and type
of training offered to workers within the
market, the employer may be able to vary both
the skill level and the quality required of new
entrants to the market, While this process
introduces an additional factor into labor
costs, it permits the market to select an in-
ternal structure from among a number of
alternative hiring, training, and promotion
patterns, each with different costs attached to
them. It also removes a potential constraint
upon the introduction of new machinery, since

the employer need not rely exclusively upon the
availability of particular skills on the external
market. This ability to respond to changing
conditions in technology, product markets, and
labor markets through the training variable
is essential to the operation of the internal
labor market.

Just as the boundaries of the internal labor
market are subject to change, so i3 the internal
structure. The creation of new jobs may require
the modification of promotion ladders a decline
in employment opportunities may result in
broader layoff districts. A shortage of main-
tenance skills on the external labor market may
produce new training programs or training
linkages between production and maintenance
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subgroups, One automobile plant, for example,
has established a temporary, skilled-crafts job
through which production workers may be up-
graded to maintenance jobs when such skills
are unavailable on the external market. Ana an
electrical equipment plant opens an automatic
screw-machine operator's school whenever
requirements for this skill cannot be filled by
hiring on the outside.

The rules governing the ordering of workers
for internal movement may also change. The
relative weighting of ability and seniority may
be modified as internal skill requirements shift,
Specific educational and aptitude criteria or
previous job experience requirements may also
be revised as the nature of jobs changes. Entry
criteria may be modified in a similar way in
response to the same variables,

The ability to vary recruiting methods, hiring
standards, and other entry criteria, the quantity
and quality of internal training procedures, and
even the job structure, through changes in
machinery and work methods, permits the in-
ternal labor market to adapt itself, structur-
ally and operationally, to changing conditions
among the variables that affect it. These vari-
ables each have costs attached to themcosts
that arise in the process of adapting and
distributing the internal labor force among the
jobs in the internal market. To these costs must
be added the cost of labor turnover, the re-
placement cost of workers who leave the market
either voluntarily or involuntarily. Wage level,
structure and methods of wage payment, work-
ing conditions, pensions, health and welfare
plaits, employment security provisions, and the
like, all influence the rate of voluntary attrition
and may be viewed, in part, as a means of
reducing the costs ot turnover.

Rules relating to retirement and other forms
of termination control the rate of involuntary
separation from the market, The costs assnei-
ated with the various rules governing entry,
exit, internal movement, training, and wage
setting suggest that these structures may be
evaluated, at least by economic standards, in
terms of their cost per unit of output.

While the internal labor market has been
described in terms of the economic influences
upon the fabric of rules governing internal
labor mobility, training, and remuneration,
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which so markedly distinguish it from the
neoclassical model, there also exist certain
social forces that may contribute substanti-
ally to the functioning of the internal market.
In the internal labor markets where jobs can
be expected to be reasonably permanent,
social employment relationships will be de-
veloped that are predicated, either formally or
informally, upon the expectation of continuous
employment.9 Such continuity assumes a set
of market rules that are in some sense con-
sidered equitable by the parties in the market.
Where such equity is absent, the continuity of
the work relationship is likely to be quite ten-
uous. The social environment of the internal
labor market need not necessarily produce
peaceful relations between the parties. Indeed
it may be characterized by conflict and mutual
antagonism, but such conflict must, in the long
run, be limited by the ability of the market
to survive it.

These social factors, which influence internal
labor supplies, productivities, and costs, are
not easily integrated into an economic model.
Especially whore the administrative regulations
of the market reflect bargaining compromises,
personnel philosophies, customs, and traditions
which are influenced by noneconomic objectives,
the structure of the internal market may appear
inefficient and perhaps even irrational by
objective economic standards. Some of the
diversity of structures found in internal labor
markets operating under similar economic con-
ditions may be traced to these social forces. The
internal labor market model, when used as a
tool of logical analysis, is based upon the
assumption of economic rationality. It recog-
nizes the existence the noneconomic forces,
but it is limited in its ability to integrate them
adequately into its system in order to predict
the balance with the economic forces, which

Hicks states the conditions for the appearance of such
social atpects of work as: "(1) that the worker should be free
to change his employer . (2) that employment should be
regular." (John R. Hicks, The Theory of Wages, [2d ed.,
London: MacMillan and Co. Ltd., 1083), p. 317). The per-
manency of a job, however, is not a necessary condition for
such a social work relationship. Many of the same principles
apply to casual jobs, such as are found in the construction

and longshoring, where work "teams" may remain to-
gt-ther from job to job.



produces the observed structure of an internal
labor market.

Probably the most familiar type of structured
internal labor market is the industrial enter-

prise. The types of allocative structuring within

the internal labor markets of such enterprises
may be characterized by a threefold classifi-
cation scheme: (1) by the degree of openness
to thQ external labor market, as determined by

the number and location of the ports of entry,
(2) by the dimensions, both horizontal and
vertical; of the units for upgrading, down-
grading, lateral transfer, and layoff, and (3)
by the rules that determine the order of pri-
ority in which workers will be distributed
among the jobs within the internal market.

Ports of Entry

Ports of entry into the internal labor market
occur within each broad internal submarket
blue collar, clerical, managerial, and the like.

The location of these entry ports is not fixed,

however, but will typically respond to changes
in the labor market conditions, in the rate of
expansion of job vacancies within the plant,
and in the technology of the production process.

For purposes of classification, two extreme
types of internal market structures, closed and

open, may be postulated. The closed internal
market has only a single entry job classification,
all other jobs in the plant being filled intern-
ally through upgrading. While no plant in this
study exhibited such a closed structure, it is not
impossible to find examples of plants that norm-
ally hire into a single job classification for
all production and mdntenttnce work. Some
plants, notably in stccl and petroleum, prefer to
develop most of their blue-collar skills, including
maintenance and repair skills, internally and
so follow a practice of hiring exclusively into
low skilled jobs."

At the opposite end of the classification
spectrum is the open internal labor market,

10For a Mudy of nn internal labor market that &Mops
all of its maintenance and operating skills through internal

training and upgrading, see A rase Study of a itodernized
Petroleum Refinery; (Washington: P.S. Department of Labor,

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1057), Report No. 120,

which fills vacancies in all job classifications
from the external labor market. Again no ex-
ample of such a completely open internal labor

market structure was encountered in this study.

A men's clothing plant, however, did demon-

strate a considerable degree of openness in its
production job structure. Vacancies in any
stitching job classification and in most of the
pressing job classifications were filled directly

from the external market.
In most industrial plants, however, the pro-

portion of entry job classifications lies some-
where between these extremes. Typically the

hiring ports into production and maintenance
jobs are located at the low skilled levelsuch
as maintenance trainee, sweeper, oiler, packer,
assembler, and the likeand at the journey-
man level. Most semiskilled and highly skilled
production jobs are closed to the external
market.

In clerical internal submarkets, the number
of entry job classifications is usually greater
than in blue-collar submarkets, often with each

skill or occupational grade providing an entry

port. Mai!clerks, clerk typists, stenographers,
secretaries, and executive secretaries may all
be hired from the external labor market,
although some formal internal clerical pro-
gression ladders do exist in which only the
bottom jobs in the progression are filled from

the outside. Examples of such progressions
would be blueprint machine operator to address-

ograph operator to reproduction machine
operator and junior payroll clerk to senior pay-
roll clerk.

For most management and professional, jobs,

a policy of internal training and promotion is
followed where possible, although experienced
executives, scientists, engineers, and the like
are hired when suitably trained or experienced
employees are not available for upgrading.
Professional personnel, such as lawyers and
physicians, are often brought directly into the
plant to function in a specific occupational
capacity at a skill and pay grade commen-
surate with their education and experience.

Formal inplant training programs may pro-
vide another, albeit rather specalized, port of
entry. Some companies run training programs
to prepare entrantq for particular jobs or
progression patterns, usually of a okilled



nature. For example, entry training programs
for management trainees usually consist of
formal training lectures and orientation pro-
grams combined with rotating job assignments
designed to give the trainee broad exposure to
all or part of the company's functions, Pro-
duction or maintenance training programs, pro-
viding skills such as drafting, planning, com-
puter programing, computerized equipment
maintenance, and the like may also serve as
entry ports. The purpose of hiring into these
training programs, as opposed to entry jobs,
may be twofold: (1) to provide the plant with
needed skills, through formal training pro-
grams, more quickly and efficiently than
through alternative routes in the internal labor
market, and (2) to provide special entry ports
into the production and maintenance sub-
markets, which have higher educational and
aptitude requirements than are found neces-
sary for conventional low skilled entry ports,

Patterns of Movement
For purposes of internal movement, jobs in

the internal labor market are grouped into
progression lines, departments, plantwide and
multiplant districts, and so forth. The dimen-
sions of these job groupings define the scope
of the district within which an employee may
be upgraded, downgraded, transferred, or laid
off. The contours of these districts may vary
with the type of movement (i.e. promotion,
layoff, etc.) and are determined by the techno-
logy of the production process, predictable
fluctuations in product demand, external labor
market conditions, and such considerations I 1
equity and custom. For purposes of classifying
industrial internal labor markets, the vertical
dimension of the movement districts is defined
by the range of the levels of job content within
the district and the horizontal dimension by
the number and degree of specialization of the
job classifications within any level.

In this study, the broadest district for up-
grading encountered in the production internal
submarket was plantwide. Within such a dis-
trict, any production job vacancy is opened to
all the production workers in the plant. Ern-
ployees are then assigned to or have the
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opportunity to fill the vacancy according the
internal application and selection procedut, of
the plant. Since the number of applicants usu-
ally exceeds the number of job vacancies, the
internal selection procedure serves to ration
the limited vacancies among the excess supply
of workersoi The plantwhle districts are typi-
cally associated with production job structures
containing a relatively small range of variation
in levels of job content and low proportion of
specialized jobs.

A somewhat more narrow district for up-
grading involves the division of production
jobs into departments. The division is based
upon the production process, the nature of the
occupations, the product type, or the admini-
strative organization of the plant. In somc
plantssteel, chemicals, and petroleum for ex-
amplethe districts for upgrading are even
more narrow, consisting of specific lines of
progression within each department. These pro-
gression lines may be only one job wide or may
consist of several branches. When upgrading
districts are narrow and interjob mobility link-
ages careiully defined, the upgrading sequences
usually reflect a skill development sequence.
The range of job content and the proportion of
specialized jobs is usually greater in those
plants with narrow upgrading districts than
in plants with broad districts.

The extreme type of narrow internal labor
market district consists of only a single job
classification and emphasizes the uniqueness or
independence of each type of job in contrast
to multiclassification districts, which recognize
the skill and experience relationships among
the jobs in the internal market. These single job
districts appear when the job classifications
in the plant are highly specialized. An example
of such narrow districts is found in the pro-
duction subrnarkets in men's clothing manu-
facturing.

The production jobs in this internal labor
market can be separated into three main cate-
goriespressing, stitching, and cuttingcut-
ting being the highest skilled and stitching
being the largest. While the jobs within each
category have certain common elements of

11 See E. Robert Livernash, "The Internal Wage Strueture."
in Taylor and Pierson, op. cit., p. 143.



skill, only in cutting and in some pressing clam-
fications do upgrading progressions exist; all
vacancies in stitching classifications and most
of the pressing jobs are filled directly from
the external labor market.

Since substantial training times, sometimes
as long as a year, are required :f achieve job
proficiency, and a piece rate method of wage
payment is used, the disruptive effects of in-
ternal mobility upon efficiency and earnings at
least partially explain the existence of internal
market districts containing only single stitching
or pressing job classifications. Moreover, the
industry has followed a philosophy of work
sharing, within certain limits, so that down-
grading and layoff patterns have not tradition-
ally been important.

While the patterns of movement have been
discussed in relation to upward mobility with-
in the job structure of the plant, technological
change, changes in product models or product

mix, and declining output may lead to down-
gradings and layoffs. In some plants the down-
grading and layoff districts may coincide with

the upgrading districts, but this is not neces-
sarily the case. In a number of the plants
studied, the layoff districts, and often the down-

grading districts, were broader than the up-
grading districts in order to enhance the em-
ployment and earnings security of some groups
of surplus employees. When progression lines
were used within department districts for up-
grading, for example surplus employees might
be allowed to exercise seniority-lpied bumping
rights into jobs within their departments which
lay outside of their progression lines. In some
plants surplus employees in job classifications
that cut across departments, such as main-
tenance mechanics or welders, were allowed
to bump laterally within their classification
into other departments. Similarly, one plant
in this study developed a "trial job" concept,
which defines specific interdepartmental down-
grading patterns for each job in the plant,
although upgrading is always intradepartmen-
tal.

For layoffs many plants have established
interdepartmental transfer linkages among low

skilled jobs, which allow surplus employees
in one department to bump less senior employees
in another department, so that the least senior

'IIIIMMMIIMOIRIMMINSIM=M=Mmax

employees within a multidepartment district
are laid off. Presently in the basic steel industry,
for example, the interdepartmental linkages in
some plants AMMO the form of a labor pool

or "pan," containing the bottom three or four
job grades, which a number of departments
share in common. Workers exercise their bump-
ing rights within departments until they reach
the labor pan, where their bumping and layoff

rights become interdepartmental or even plant-
wide." Even when employees are laid off, how-

ever, they maintain an internal market at-
tachment. While employees on layoff are not
at work, they still have "jobs" in a significant
sense, especially when layoffs are of a tempo-

rary nature, since they nossess recall rights to
employment,

Priorities for Internal
Movement

The final dimension of the classification sys-
tem for industrial internal labor markets is the
set of rules governing the priority of movement
within the internal market. The rules that de-

fine these priorities and rank workers for pur-
poses of internal movement rely primarily upon
the factors of ability and seniority. These rules
decide the order in which employees within
relevant internal groupings of job classifications
seniority district, progression ladder, depart-
ment, or the likewill receive promotions,
transfers, downgradings, and layoffs. u For pro-
motions such rules are supplemented by others
governing the type of choice permitted em-
ployees in selecting or accepting internal re-
assignment; for downgrading they are supple-
mented by the nature of the bumping rights
possessed by the employee.0

n' See Sliehter, Healy, and Livernash, op. cit., pp. MAK
u These rules, especially those relating to reniority, may

also be used for establishing other forms of priority rights,
such as vacation periods, parking privileges, shift preferences,

and overtime.
14 Especially in the ease of layoffs and downgriulings, where

the equity of employment and earnings security 14 impor-
t ant, the internal movement dist riet , the rules governing move-

ment priorities, and the employee's bumping rights must be
viewed simultaneously in order to understand completely
the operation of the internal market. (See Slichter, lfelay,
and Livernash, op cit., pp. 157-58).
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The plant that uses straight senority for
determiaing all internal movement priorities
and the plant that recognizes ability factors
exclusively in determining such priorities con-
stitute the limits of the range of types of
movement priority systems. Most plants em-
ploy some combination of these criteria,
although the particular combination will vary
with the type of movement.

The formal use of the rules governing in.
ternal movement priorities, ae embodied in
collective bargaining agreements and unilater-
ally imposed rules of the work place, is not
new." Plans to define the order in which lay-
offs occur, the formal commitment by employers
to give first consideration to internal promo-
tions in filling job vacancies, the appearance of
seniority as an explicit criterion in determining
layoffs and promotions, and the development of
internal dispute settling mechanisms to police
the application of these rules have, however,
become more influential within the past 20
years or so. This increased influence can be
traced to the growth of colleetive bargaining
in industrial plants, to changes in management's
views of its "prerogatives," and possibly to
the decisions promulgated by the War Labor
Board during World War II."

The rules governing the priorities for
internal movement are supplemented in many
cases by additional rules defining the process
by which workers may select or accept up-

Is Internal labor markets containing jobs that were in-
sulated, tO SOW &grin!, from the external labor market an-
tedated the widespread appearance of formalized rules struf
tures. In A study by Roy W. Kelly, Miring the Worker, (New
York; The Engineering Magazine Co., 1018), only 20 percent
of the firms surveyed had any hrmal promotion plans. Only
I firm in 30 had A plan which involved seniority; the rest
relied ow a pers3nal judgment (usually A Woman's) in
selecting candidates for promotion. One firm did not replace
older workers with younger, more able people, in order to
sustain morale. (pp. 27-30) A later survey by Paul Commit
("Methods of Promoting Industrial Employees," Industrial
Management, Vol. LXVI (April 10241) of a samrle of 150
large companiea (100 or more employees), found that 141
had a policy of promotbn from within, Two of these firms
promoted the most senior worker, and 07 used seniority
when "merit" was equal among alternative employees. See
also Summer H. .",ilder, Union Poticiu and Industrie
Manaorment, (Wald gton; The Brookings Institutim, 1041),
pp. 27070, 542-4:.

"See Slichter, and Livernash, op. cit. pp. 154-55,
181-82.
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gradings, downgradings, layoffs, and trans-
fers and the way in which bumping rights can
be exercised during reductions in force. A spec-
tr um of worker choice in selecting or accepting
internal interjob transfers may be envi-
sioned with voluntary acceptance of a new
job assignment at one end and man-
datory acceptance at the other. The extreme
case whereby workers are assigned to jobs
without exercising any choice is typical of the
operation of the noncivilian sectors of the
military service. Most plants in this study, how-
ever, permitted some form of employee choice in
the movement decision.

For example, job vacancies were frequently
"posted" or opened to workers within a partice
ular promotion district or submarket. These
workers could then express their desire to be
assigned to the vacancy by filling out an appli-
cation or "bid" for the job, The employer
would then fill the vacancy from among these
bids on the basis of the criteria described above.
An alternative method required workers to
file bids in advance of job vacancies, so that
a list of applicants for any job was always
available. When no one applied for a vacancy,
some plants would expand the area of internal
selection to permit a broader group of employees
to apply. Other plants would assign the least
senior worker in the department or plant to
the job or else seek to fill the vacancy from the
external market.

During downgrading the bumping rights of
an employee also constitute a component of the
internal selection process, as those rights exert
an influence over the ordering el' employees for
internal movement. Within the district in which
a surplus employee is allowed to exercise his
bumping righth, several types of buroing pat-
terns may occur. Chain bumping, in which a
bump by one surplus employee may lead to
a number of consecutive bumps by other em-
ployees until an employee is finally laid off,
produces the greatest number of moves per
surplus employee. Alternatively, rules may
exist which curtail the number of bumps which
may occur in the plant by requiring that a
surplus employee bump directly into a low
skilled labor pan or by establishing arbitrary
seniority limits upon bumping, so that, for
example, an employee with 10 years seniority



may also bump into jobs held by employees with

5 years or less seniority. Frequently the scope

of the downgrading district is balanced by

such rules limiting bumping in order to reduce

the costs of the disruptions that accompany the

internal movement of workers.i7

IT addition to the broad chissifications of the patterns of

mternal movement within production and maintenance in.

ternal submarkers previously described, there are other in-

stitutional rules that mntribute to the structure of the internal

allocation process. Among these are provisions for transferring

employees to new facilities, interplant transfer linkages, mid

arrangements for filling temporary jol) vacanciee created by

vacation, illness, and the like. This clAssification system can

also be extended to various white-collar internal submarkets.

See for example, Theodore M. Alfred, "Checkers and Choice

in Manpower Management" working pipet. Alfred P. Sloan

School of Management, M.I.T.
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* 3. THE INTERNAL LABOR MARKET STRUCTURE

While the internal labor model repreeenta

a considerable departure from the neoclassical

view of the economy, at least one assumption

of the neoclassical model was not called into

question in any serious way during this study:
firma do seek to maximize profits; moreover,

it appears that the structure of the internal
labor market reflects the firm'sefforts to do so.

This may be viewed as one arrangement intro-
duced by the firm to minimize the total cost of

production. The internal market structure re-

flects the conventional economic constraints

within which the firm operates; those imposed

by (1) technology, (2) the product market, and

(3) the labor market. In addition to these con-

ventional constraints, however, there is a set

of institutional constraints that also operates

v_4th1n the internal market. While these institu-

tional constraints do not typically appear to

prevent the internal market structure from
reacting to changes in the economic environ-

ment, they do tend to retard its responsiveness

to these influences.

The Influences of Technology
and Work Methods

In a static internal labor market the most

important variables shaping the structure of

internal markets, excluding the influence of

noneconomic market forces such as custom, are

the technology of production and the work
methods within the plant. The plant may be
perceived as an adminietrative unit that con-
tains a set of tasks. The technology of the capi-

tal equipment and the product mix that muet be

produced on this equipment define, within

certain limits, the skill mix and the proportion

of specialized jobs in the job structure of the

plant at any point in time. Whatever flexibility

that exists in the job structure results from the

discretionary fashion in which tasks may be

combined to produce broadly or narrowly skilled

jobs (i.e., job design) and the decisions

regarding the division of the work between

internal employees and subcontractors. Within
the manning range permitted by such flexibility,

the technology of the production process estab-

lishes a matrix of jobs whose vertical dimen-

sion reflects levels of job content. The mobility

linkages between the jobs in this matrix and
between the matrix and the external labor
market are defined by the hiring, promotion,

downgrading, transfer, and termination pat-

terns described in chapter IL
If the process of filling vacancies in the job

structure of the plant, from either internal or
external sources of labor, were costless, the
employer would be indifferent about the possible

combinations of patterns of internal mobility

and locations of entry ports. However, with

every new hire there are recruiting costs, and
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with both new hires and internal reassignments
of employees there are selection costs. More-
over, with every new hire or internal reassign-
ment some training must occur as the employee
becomes acquainted with the duties of his new
job, and such training, even wan provided on
the job, as is typically the case with production
skills, has certain costs attached to it.'

These training costs, often measurable only
in terms of reduced productivity, wasted raw
materials, damaged machinery and the like,
are a direct function of (1) the content of
entry jobs and the differences in content among
the job elassifir- tions, which are grouped to-
gether for the purposes of internal movement,
and (2) the availability of particular skills in
the external labor market. Given the job struc-
ture of the plant, the profit-maximizing em-
ployer, excluding questions of equity and em-
ployee morale, will presumably attempt to estab-
lish a sequence of hiring and Internal movement
patterns that will permit him to fill vacancies
in the job structure at the lowest cost. The
process of designing jobs and of determining
hiring and internal mobility patterns provides
one of the primary mechanisms by which the
costs of entry training and internal retraining
are controlled within the plant.

Once the content of the jobs contained within
the internal labor market is established, some
jobs will typically be identified as entry ports
because of the minimal entry training associated
with them. Many of these entry jobs will neces-
sarily be low skilled, but more highly skilled
jobs may also be entry ports when there is an
expectation that workers possessing appropriate
skills will be available on the external labor
market. The remaining jobs in the internal
market will be filled through upgrading, pri-
marily because experience and training acquired
elsewhere in the internal job structure may be at
least partially transferred to these jobs. The
proportion of the jobs opened to the external
market, therefore, will be substantially in-
fluenced by the skill mix and specificity of the
internal job structure and by the relatedness

" The training function of the industrial internal labor
market and the costs assoeinted with it will be examined in
detail in chap. VI. Recruiting, hiring, selection, and training
costs are often influential in determining the outcome of
"make or buy" derisions regarding worker skills.
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of content among the jobs in that structure."
The dimensions of the patterns of move-

ment within the internal labor market also are
largely determined by job content relation-
ships within the internal job structure. For
example, when specific progression ladders de-
fining precise interjob mobility linkages are
established, there is typically a logical rela-
tionship between the job progression pattern
and the process of incremental skill develop-
ment through on-the-job training. These lines
of progression utilize prior internal training
and experience to reduce the amount of addi-
tional training that must occur following a pro-
motion. Similarly during downgrading, when
Internal rules require that an employee bump
into a job he has performed previously or that
utilizes skills previously learned on other jobs
in the plant, the amount of retraining is
minimized.

If the skill content of most jobs is low, or if
skills are similar or overlapping, narrow pat-
terns of movement do not provide significant
training economies, and the likelihood of broad
departmental or even plant-wide job groupings
for purposes of movement is high. When jobs
become more specialized and the skill relation-
ships are significantly greater between certain
jobs than between others, there is a high
probability that narrow districts for internal
movement or specific progression ladders will
be developed to utilize skill relationships
effectively and to reduce the retraining costs
associated with the upgrading of employees.
A narrow progression line such as stamper
utility manshearmanmanipulatorroller,
within the blooming mill department of a steel
plant, combined with the broad area of transfer
permitted within the low skilled labor "pan"
in steel, is a typical example of such internal
structuring forces at work. The scope of
the internal movement district, in this case,
is narrower among high skilled and skill-re-
lated jobs than among the low skilled, easily
learned jobs.

°Particular job skills are plant specific when job content
is unique to a plant in terms of the high proportion of orien-
tation training to manual skill required, the idiosyncratic
content of the job, or the difficulty encountered in adapting
work habits acquired elsewhere on similar jobs to job per-
formance in the plant.



When jobs in a plant become highly special-
ized internally, so that skills learned on one

, job are not significantly transferable to other
jobs within the plant, the internal training
sequences diminish in importance. This permits
the internal labor market considerable flex-
ibility in both the dimensions of the internal
patterns of movement and in the number and
location of the ports of entry. The extreme
example of an internal labor market, in which
a high degree of job specialization has pro-
duced a substantial erosion of internal training
sequences and has reduced the cost and earnings
incentives for establishing internal interjob
mobility linkages, is in the stitching jobs of the
men's garment manufacturing plant. Since

skills and experience acquired on any stitching
job in the plant contribute little toward re-
ducing the training time required to learn other
stitching jobs in the plant, and long training
periods are required to achieve full efficiency
on these jobs, a high production cost would be
incurred if multiple internal moves ocewred
in filling job vacancies. Moreover, temporary
earnings penalties would be placed upon the
workers since piece-rate wages are paid for
stitching. Therefore, all of the stitching and
most of the pressing jobs represent separate
internal submarkets, and are connected directly
to the external labor market rather than to
other jobs within the internal job structure of
the plant.

In the static case, a secondary determinant
of the structure of the patterns of internal
movement, related to the technology of produc-
tion, is the size of the internal market. While
some small internal market units, such as super-
markets, may be highly structured, the plant
with a small internal labor force will often have
a very informal market structure. The smallest
manufacturing plant examined in this study
employed 60 workers and exhibited an internal
structure, so it is difficult to judge, from em-
pirical observation, at what minimum employ-
ment level a formal internal market structure
is likely to develop. It is intuitively evident,
however, that such a structure becomes im-
practical when the internal labor force is small
and has highly personalized and informal work
relationships with the employer.

As the magnitude of plant employment ex-

pawls, however, the need for formal structuring
increa4es. When management is required, pos-
sibly in a decentralized and impersonal fashion,
to develop and implement decisions that affect
a large group of employees, pressures toward
formal promotion, layoff and transfer policies
appear, both to facilitate the administrative
process and to establish consistency of indus-
trial relations policies. At some point, however,
as the plant increases in size, the administrative
difficulties encountered in regulating a large
group of employees within a single plant unit
or department may encourage the fragment-
izing of such a group into more easily managed
units."

In the dynamic case, changes in the techno-
logy of production will influence the internal
market structure. Technological change may
result in increases or decreases in (1) the job
content and the proportion of specialized jobs
in the plant and (2) the employment opportuni-
ties within the plant. Only the effects on the
job structure will be considered here, the em-
ployment effects being included in the discus-
sion of the more general problem of changes in
the volume of internal employment.

When technological change creates a different
set of tasks, or produces a shift in the existing
job mix, the internal labor market has either
to acquire from the external market or to de-
velop from within the labor skills required by
the changed job structure. When the new jobs
are of a low-skilled nature Dr are closely re-
lated to the job structure of the plant prior
to the technological change, they can usually
be integrated into the existing internal market
structure without much modification of the
rules. Otherwise, adjustments in the internal
market structure must be made.

If appropriate internal training sequences
for developing the skills required by the new
technology do not exist, the plant faces two
alternatives : (1) to develop special training
programs, either formal or on-the-job, for the
new skills, or (2) to hire pretrained workers

from the external labor market. For new and

20 See Robert L. Aronson, Layoff Policies and Practices-
1?ecent Experience Under Collective Bargaining, (Princeton:
Princeton University, 1950), Research Report No, 82, pp.

15-16.
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unique types of equipment the selection of the
former mode of adjustment is frequently dic-
tated by the unavailability of suitably trained
employees on the external market.

When the employer chooses to develop the
skills for the new jobs largely through internal
training programs, a decision must also be made
regarding the selection of trainees. For ex-
ample, in the case of the introduction of numeri-
cally controlled laths into an aircraft engine
plant, operator trainees were selected, on the
basis of electronics aptitude tests, from among
highly skilled mechanical lathe operators within
the plant. Another plant, introducing com-
puterized production equipment, chose to man
this equipment with electronics technicians who
were then trained in machine operation and
maintenance, while a third company with simi-
lar equipment recruited high school graduates
with high electronic and mechanical aptitudes to
fill its operator training program. The decision
regarding the internal or external selection of
trainees seemed to be influenced, at least in
part, by the types of skills and abilities within
the internal labor force that could be brought
to the training program. Moreover, it appeared
that these training programs were destined to
be only a transitory phenomenon, to be replaced
at a later date by new on-the-job progression
lines.

If job content is altered, the selection stand-
ards applied to applicants, both internal and
external, for job vacancies in the plant may
also change. Rising job content, for example,
may result in additional specific or general
aptitude and educational hiring criteria, al-
though it appears that such criteria are often
more responsive to external labor market con-
ditions than the internal structure of skills.
More emphasis may also be applied to ability
factors when selecting employees for upgrading
or lateral transfer. One petroleum refinery, for
example, found that the changing content of its
job structure necessitated a transition from a
promotion system emphasizing seniority to one
stressing ability?'

11 See A Case Study of a Modernized Petroleum Refinery,
(Washington, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 1957), Report No. 120, pp. 7, 26. This change
apparently produced some dissatisfaction among employees.
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Product Market Factors
In the previous section dealing with the

static and dynamic influences of technology
upon the structure of the internal market, the
product mix and the level of output were as-
sumed to be constant. In a dynamic product
market environment, however, both the quali-
tative and quantitative shifts in demand will
often create internal cost and equity stresses,
which will exert equally important influences
upon the internal market structure.=

In plants that produce more than one product,
for example, changes in the product mix, with-
out any net change in the volume of internal
employment, may result in varying degrees
of expansion and contraction in different de-
partments within a plant, which may affect
the plant's job structure analogously to a change
in technology. Under these circumstances, in
some industries the desire to provide greater
employment security for employees in contract-
ing departments, to retain Certain "key" or
skilled employees within the plant, and to utilize
some transferable skills, may result in addition-
al interdepartmental transfer linkages beyond
those dictated by efficiency criteria in a static
internal market." In other industries, where the
technology of production permits, these same
objectives may encourage work sharing through
shorter hours or reduced productivity in the

" Aronson cites this as the most important determinant
of the internal market structure. (Robert L. Aronson, Lay-
off Policies and PracticesRecent Experiences Under Collec-
tive Bargaining. op. cit., p. I5).This judgment is arguable in
view of the significant influence of production technology
upon the recruiting, hiring and training costs associated
with alternative internal market structures. A more accurate
view of the balance between product market and technological
influences may be suggested, in which the technology of pro-
duction and a fixed product mix permit the determination of
a least-cost internal market structure under static internal
market conditions, while various dynamic cost considerations
associated with demand shifts, variations in external avail-
abilities of labor, and the like, encourage modifications of the
static structure.

" The job structure may also be modified as job content is
enlarged to facilitate interdepartment transfers and internal
training may be increased by making systematic temporary
assignments to broaden workers' skills. See Sumner
Slichter, James J. Healy, and E. Robert Livernash, The Impact
of Collective Bargaining Upon Management. (Washington:
The Brookings Institution, 1960), pp. 144-145, 160.



departments with temporarily declining em-
ployment and overtime, increased productivity,
the hiring of temporary help, and the like in the
departments with increased employment.24

Predictable employment fluctations in the
internal labor market arising from seasonal or
cyclical variations in demand introduce a
second dynamic product market influence upon
the internal labor market structure. For ex-
ample, a fluctuating output may encourage
broader training of employees by enlarging
the content of jobs, and perhaps by establishing
wider promotions districts, so that the internal
labor force will be more adaptable to upgrading
and downgrading. Fluctuations in employment
will also influence patterns of downward move-
ment within the internal market. Many internal
market structures contain rules that are ex-
pressly designed to limit the number of bumps
that occur during reductions in forces. The
restriction of bumping rights to low skilled
jobs and to jobs previously performed are ex-
amples of such rules. While some of the costs
of bumping are of an administrative nature,
the costs of retraining and other adjustments
associated with internal job changes are also
an important factor.25 Layoff districts may also

be broadened to provide greater employment
security for some workers.

Seasonal or cyclical fluctuations in demand
may also encourage the dichotomization of the
internal labor force into permanent and tempo-

24 A somewhat similar situation arises when a plant makes

a permanent product sF, such as from mechanical calcula-

tors to electromechanical computers, or from aircraft to
aerospace or electronics production. The internal market
structure will undergo significant modifications when the
changing job structure requires substantial retraining of the
internal work force and the acquisition of certain additional
skills from the external labor market.

25 Work sharing plans, within limits, may be developed as
an alternative to bumping and layoffs where the production

process and the method of wage payment permit.
The feasibility of limiting bumping chains may be reduced

by employee opposition to earnings reductions arising from, for
example, direct bumping from high paying jobs into low skilled

jobs with low earnings levels. This problem becomes more
serious as the earnings differentials between job grades be-
come wider. During temporary reductions in forces, some
employees facing the probability of being downgraded into
low wage jobs may receive earnings or wage rate guarantees or

may be encouraged, perhaps through liberal SUB payments,
to voluntarily accept a layoff rather than to initiate a
bumping chain.
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rary groups of workers. Typically, the p o-
manent core of production and maintenance
employees receives broader internal skill de-
velopment, is afforded greater opportunities for
movement within the internal market, and has
considerably more employment security than
the temporary employees. The size of the per-
manent internal labor force will usually be
determined by the level of work regularly per-
formed within the internal market. When out-
put, and thus employment, is increased, tem-
porary employees are hired with the specific
understanding that their internal employment
rights are only transitory, although these em-
ployees may be granted preferential opportuni-
ties for permanent job vacancies as they appear.
These temporary employees are usually rele-
gated to the jobs with low content in order to
minimize training costs. Familiar examples of
such temporary jobs are found in supermarkets,
the postal service, and department stores durirg
certain holiday periods. Frequently temporary
employees are also hired in light consumer
goods industries for special promotional pack-
ing operations, which are labor intensive, and
to supplement regularly, on a seasonal basis,
the permanent internal labor force.

Change in the employment opportunities
within the internal labor market, as a result of
secular shifts in product demand, may also
encourage a modification of the structure of the
internal market. When internal employment is
secularly declining, internal market restructur-
ing may occur to increase the job security of at
least a portion of the internal labor force. The
guarantee of employment, as in one sugar re-
finery studied, or the extension of preferential
employment rights to other plants of a multi-
plant company are examples of such restruc-
turing.

Accompanying guarantees of employment, or
as an independent internal reaction to a re-
duction in the employment and earnings oppor-
tunities within the internal market, the group-
ings of job classifications for purposes of inter-
nal movement may be expanded. When this
form of internal market restructuring occurs,
adjustments must also take place in the amount
of internal training and often in the selection
criteria for hiring or for upgrading and lateral
transfer. In one electronics plant with declining



internal employment a regular training pro-
gram was developed to enable surplus product-
ion workers with clerical aptitudes to transfer
to clerical jobs, Less dramatically, a sugar re-
finery permitted surplus employees with high
general aptitudes to transfer laterally between
production departments, Typically such trans-
fer rights and retraining opportunities are con-
ditional upon an employee's demonstration of
a strong aptitude for acquiring new job skills.

Conversely, if the product market is under-
going secular expansion, a restructuring of the
internal market may have to occur to insure
that an adequate supply of skills will be avail-
able at all levels of the job structure. A chemical
plant in this study had a policy of opening tem-
porary transfer linkages between related pro-
duction departments whenever employment
opportunities in one department were expand-
ing faster than they could statisfactorily be
filled by upgrading employees within its pro-
gression sequence. This procedure raised the
cost of training, however, since the prior on-
the-job experience of employees upgraded from
other departments was not as applicable as that
of employees upgraded within the expanding
department.

When the internal growth of job vacancies
is so rapid that the upgrading or transfer se-
quences cannot develop skills rapidly enough,
workers may be brought into the internal
market at all job levels, providing, of course,
either that suitable skills are available on the
external market, or that the employer is willing
to provide the req isite entry training. 'Under
these conditions both entry and upgrading may
operate simultaneously to fill job vacancies
throughout the job structure. In terms of the
entry port structure, "there are more ports of
entry in a period of prosperity than in a period
of depression."

Labo 1 \ilarket Factors
The characteristics of the labor market in

which a plant is situated will also provide an

N Clark Kerr, "The Balkanization of Labor Markets,"
in E. Wight Bakke, et al, Labor Mobility and Economic
Opportunity, (Cambridge: Technology Press of M.I.T.,
1954), D. 102.
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influence upon the location of the ports of entry
into the plant's job structure. When the entry
ports occur exclusively among job classifications
with low content, the external labor market
does not significantly affect the internal market
structure. However, plants which also find it
practical, in terms of training costs, to hire in-
to skilled maintenance or operating jobs will
find their ability to do so constrained by the
external availability of tiv appropriate skills
and experience. This availability is a function
of the "tightness" of the external labor market
in which the plant is located. When external
shortages of certain types of skill exist, the
entry ports for the skills will cease to function,
and the required skills typically will be devel-
oped internally." One automobile company, for
example, activates a transfer linkage between
production and maintenance departments to
provide an internal training sequence for main-
tenance craftsmen whenever such skilled work-
ers cannot be hired on the external market.
In another case an electrical equipment manu-
facturer intermittently institutes an internal
on-the-job training program for automatic
screw machine operators in response to short-
ages of this skill on the external market.

Institutional Forces
Three institutional forces also impinge upon

the operation of the internal labor market:
custom, union organization, and managerial
procedures. Because the rules have such an
important impact upon the job security and
opportunities for advancement of individuals
within the plant, union rules and plant custom
tend to inhibit attempts to change them. Simi-
larly, the efficient operation of the plant within
any given set of rules is heavily dependent
upon a skilled managerial staff capable of utili-
zing temporary transfers to provide training
opportunities for employees who will later be
promoted. Economic theory normally abstracts
from such institutional frictions, but it was
apparent in the plant visits that these forces

271)epending on the production process, it may also be
possible to subcontract some of the work performed within
the plant to alleviate internal skill shortages.



are too important in the behavior of the rules
governing labor allocation to be neglected. The
reasons for their importance are closely eon-
nected to the existence of the internal labor
market itself. In creating a stable work com-
munity in which the same individuals have
regular contacts with each other over a pro-
longer period, the internal labor market fosters
the development of custom and of union organi-
zation. Moreover, the very factors that structure
the internal labor market also imply that the
firm's present employees can be replaced only
at a cost, and so provide an incentive for the
firm to accommodate the desires of the present
work force. Similarly, the existence of the in-
ternal labor narket also implies that the plant
must perform administratively a number of
market functions and requires a series of con-
sistent procedures and a skilled staff to im-
plement them.

While these institutional forces must be
counted a major factor in the development of
the internal administrative rules, competitive
forces clearly circumscribe the extent to which
these rules can be incompatible with the eco-
nomic and technical contexts in which the firm
operates. If the divergence is too great, the
plant will be driven out of existence. Moreover,
both the literature on this subject and obser-
vations within the plants visited suggest that,
while sudden discontinuities in internal rules
are unusual, the rules can be changed gradually
to accommodate changes in the technical and
market contexts without enountering employee
resistance. Thus, there appears to be a tend-
ency, despite considerable institutional fric-
tion, for economic and technical forces to gain
expression. The institutional frictions do, how-
ever, prevent the firm from using the rules
as instruments of adjustment in the short run.



4. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXTERNAL AND
INTERNAL LABOR MARKETS

The typical manufacturing plant receives a
flow of job applicants, even when it is not hir-
ing. It is through variations in the size and
character of both this flow and the turnover
among its own employees that the plant is
made aware of changes in external labor market
conditions. When the market tightens, for ex-
ample, the flow of applicants decreases, the
average quality of applicants deteriorates, and
turnover rates may rise.

The plant's hiring activities may be divided
into two components: (I) efforts to regulate
the flow of applicants, and (2) efforts to select
employees from this flow. Regulation of the
flow occurs through changes in recruitment
procedures and in wage rates, With fixed ex-
ternal market conditions and a given level of
compensation, the firm can increase applica-
tions through a series of progressively more
elaborate, and more expensive, recruitment pro-
cedures. These range from calls to the pubic
Employment Service to newspaper advertising,
arrangements with private employment agen-
cies, rewards to present employees who recruit
friends and relatives, and efforts to attract
distant workers by paying transportation costs
and moving expenses." Alternatively, the firm
can increase the stream of applicants simply by
offering increased compensation.

The selection of employees from the flow of
applicants is effected through hiring standards
and screening procedures. The nature of the
hiring job vacancies and the jobs related to
them through upgrading sequences influence
the characteristics that workers must possess
to be hired. These characteristics relate to the
employee's ability to perform a job, to acquire
new skills and abilities, and to adaptto the social
environment of the plant. The employer estab-
lishes hiring standards based upon these charac-
teristics. Some criteria, such as the ability to
perceive color, may be absolute in terms of job
requirements while others, especially skill and
ability factors, are flexible to the degree that
the level of job performance does not fall to
zero when they are lowered. Workers differ
considerably in the speed with which they can
perform the job, the amount of materials they
waste in the process, the number of mistakes
they make, and so on. Moreover, job perfor-
mance is affected by a variety of elusive, but
nonetheless real, worker traits: honesty, relia-

II See Richard A. Lester, Hiring Practices and Labor Com-
petition, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1954),
Industrial Relations Section Research Report No. 88, pp.
37-47 and Adjustments to Labor Shortages, (Princeton: Prince-
ton University WWI 1055), Industrial Relations Section
Research Report No. 01, pp. 33-37.
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bility, abil ty to follow directions, capacity to
learn, response to supervision, and the like,
which are possessed by workers in varying
degrees, Thus, within the broad limits estab-
lished by the job, management exercises con-
siderable discretion over the kind of workers
it is willing to hire, This discretion is further
extended by the plant's training procedures.

While the concept of a hiring standard is
clear in theory, it is less so in practice. The only
true measure of a worker's effectiveness is
performance on the job. It is seldom feasible
to assess either this performance or the work-
er's personal traits until some time after he
has been employed. The plant therefore uses a
variety of screening procedures ranging from a
simple review of the worker's education and
work history, as he has reported It, to in-
creasingly elaborate (and expensive) pro-
cedures such as interviews, reference checks,
and testing. As an alternative to intensified
re ruitment and screening procedures the plant
m y attempt to reduce labor turnover through
changes in wage rates and modifications in its
internal rules, such as relaxed disciplinary pro-
cedures.

The five variableshiring standards, screen-
ng procedures, compensation, recruitment, and
training proceduresdefine the relationship be-
tween the plant and the labor market. They
constitute competing instruments of adjust-
ment to changing supply and demand conditions
in the labor market.a Together these instru-
ments supply the plant with a number of alter-
native modes of adjustment. The profit-maxi-
mizing plant should seek that combination of
instruments that, for given external market con-
ditions, internal rules, and job structure, mini-
mize adjustment costs.

The explicit recognition of these instruments
provides insights into a number of different
labor market problems. They should, for ex-
ample, aid in the understanding of the changes

s' Under certain circumstances, however, theme instmmenst
are clearly complementary. If the firm reduces hiring stan
dards progressively, for example, it will eventually he forced
to engage in additional training. In other eircumstanees.
given proredure will sem more than one purpose: incentives
to presenf employees to reeruit relatives and friends net as a
screening device, tending to insure that new hires will come
from a background similar to that of workers already within
the plant.
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in the composition of unemployment over the
business cycle and the relationship between
unemployment and wage behavior. For the
problem of technological change, however, the
instruments are of intercot in two respects: (1)
as determinants of labor costs they indicate
labor market scarcities and enter (or in theory
should enter) into decisions concerning job
design, and (2) as instruments of adjustment
they provide means through which the plant
adapts to job changes. In both respects the
variables are subject to certain limitations.

The Effect of the Internal
Labor Market

In principle the list of hiring variables
characterizes the process of Ming any plant
job. In the plants visited, however, the rules
governing internal allocation curtailedand in
some cases completely removedmanagement's
ability to change these variables when jobs
were filled internally. Rules or customs govern-
ing the posting of job vacancies, and "seniority
and ability" clauses setting standards and
screening procedures for promotion, for ex-
ample, like seniority districts themselves, are
subject only to gradual change and could sel-
dom be utilized for short-run adjustments to
market conditions.

While rules defining the internal labor market
do not directly establish hiring procedures, they
do exert considerable influence upon the con-
text in which the firm's hiring decisions are
made. For example, to make effective the pri-
orities accorded employees already within the
plant, contract or custom generally restricts
management's right to discharge workers fer
misconduct or substandard performance after
a short probationary period. Such a restriction
upon discharge raises the cost of relaxing hiring
standards and screening procedures and dis-
courages experimentation in these areas. Simi-
larly, the employment guarantees in the inter-
nal labor market make hiring standards for
entry jobs dependent upon the requirements
of the jobs to which the worker may later be
promoted and frequently of jobs that do not
yet exist.



Wage Dete
Plant Level

ination at the

Although a complete discussion of the func-
tions of the wage rate in the internal labor
market is beyond the scope of this report,
several facets of the inplant wage determination
process are crucial to the understanding of
plant adjustments to labor market conditions
and technological change.

I.) The wage rates on individual jobs within
the plant are usually set through a series of
procedures such as job evaluation plans, time-
study techniques and other less formal arranges
ments that involve studying a job as it '4s being
performed. Such procedures render it difficult
for equipment designers to estimate the wage
rates and manning requirements on a new job
before it is in operation.

2.) The wage rates for the various jobs with-
in a plant are linked together through job evalu-
ation comparisons and through custom. It is
difficult to rearrange the order of wage rates,
and even the differentials within the wage
structure can be varied only within narrow
limits. This makes it relatively expensive for
the firm to use wage rates as an instrument
of adjustment to market scarcities for, in
raising wages of those job classifications for
which labor is scarce, it runs the danger of
exerting upwa-d leverage upon the entire wage
structure. This provides an incentive to rely
more heavily upon other instruments of ad-
justment.

3.) An additional incentive to rely upon non-
wage instruments is the concern about inducing
a wage spiral in the community, as plants tend
to adjust their wage rates to each other within
a labor market.

4.) Wage rates in the plant are attached to
job classifications rather than to individuals.
"Payment-by-results" plans and merit-rate
ranges permit some wage differentiation among
workers holding the same job, but these pro-
cedures are designed primarily as work incen-
tives rather than to equalize the costs of em-
ployees of differing productivity. Hence, the
costs of training procedures and reduced hiring
standards, experienced thronh reduced pro-
ductivity, must be borne by the plant.

The Effect of Indirect Costs
The third factor affecting the usefulness of

the discretionary adjustment instrumenta and
their function as indicators of labor scarcities
is the difficulty of identifying their costs and of
allocating them to specific labor grades. The
costs of variations in hiring standards are per-
haps the most difficult to estimate, Reduced
hiring standards are reflected in lower labor
productivity, equipment downtime, repah costs,
waste of materials, high costs for superdsion,
and (to the extent that absenteeism ineraases)
a larger labor force, The costs are, in other
words, indirect and spread over a number of
variables. Estimation is complicated by many
other factors that impinge upon these variables,
making it difficult to identify the influence of
hiring standards. Experiments that might make
it possible to separate the influence of hiring
standards are inhibited by the rules and cus-
toms restricting management's freedom to dis-
charge workers once they have entered the
plant and passed probation. Cost estimation is
further complicated if consideration is given
to senority in promotion. Hiring standards will
then affect the costs not only of the job for
which the worker is hired, but also the costs
of other jobs to which be may later be promoted.
It is not impossible to estimate these costs, but
it is exceedingly difficult to do so, and no plant
in the study had any but a vague, qualitative
notion of what the effects of lowered hiring
standards would be.

An attempt to estimate the costs of train-
ing encounters similar problems. Only where
training takes place in formal classroom pro-
grams can its costs be readily identified. Much
training, however, takes place on the job, and
its costs, like those of reduced hiring standards,
are reflected indirectly in machine downtime,
wasted materials, increased supervision, and
the like. Indeed, in many respects the period
of on-the-job training can boviewed as one of
temporarily reduced hiring standards.

Unlike the cost of training procedures, the
cost of the actual screening process, of inter-
viewing, testing, and the like, is a direct cost
and in most plants appeared explicitly in the
budget of the personnel department. Screening
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procedures, hrvever, are almost never entirely
successful. Tiwy Psually rely upon surrogates
for the qualities they are trying to measure:
physical "appearance" in an interview is used
to gage honesty and reliability on the job, stand-
ard test scores to predict job performance,
eighth-grade education as presumptive evidence
of literacy, and so on.3° Because the plant relies
upon surrogate measures, there are Dositive
risks of failure. These mks aze of t. i, types
(analogous to type I and type II t".,e3 in the
testing of statistical hypotheses) : .; risk of
accepting an unqualified candidatc, id the
risk of rejecting a qualified candidate. Both
41Nowqrals.C." -.

10 Cf. National Manpowor Council, A Policy for Skilled
Manpower, (New York: Columbia Univoroity Proas 1964),
pp, 97-105.
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risks carry .costs. The costs of accepting an
unqualified candidate are those of lowered
hiring standards, and alternatively, of the in-
creased labor turnover that results when an
unsatisfactory worker must be discharged. The
costs of rejecting a qualified candidate are
those of maintaining a larger candidate group
through increased recruiting efforts and higher
compensation. Thus screening procedures have
indirect as well r -aired co.'14.

Among the instruments oz adjustment it
appears that only compensation and recruitment
are readily measurable. Even these variables,
however, present difficulties. The costs of some
nonwage compensationpensions, vacations,
and the likeand many recruiting activities
can only be estimated with a wide margin of
error.



5. THE INTERNAL JOB STRUCTURE

AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Simon Kuznets has defined an industry by
its material, process, and product.31 The Pa fac-
tors may characterize a phmt as well and they
determine the work it does. Within a plant,
work is divided into a series of tasks each of
which is assigned to equipment, to labor, or
to a combination of both. When work is assigned
to equipment, new tasks are created in connec-
tion with the operation, maintenance, and repair
of the equipment. When it is assigned to labor,
an analogous group of subsidiary tasks is cre-
ated by the need for supervision and mainten-
ance of the labor force. A job is a group of
tasks, taken from the total of those assigned
to labor, performed by an individual employee."

Understood in these terms, job generation
on the plant level is a three-part process: 1) the
selection of an industry, 2) the selection of the
equipment, and 3) the combination of the labor
tasks, defined by the industry and the equip-
ment, into jobs.0 In the plants visited for the
present study, the industry had already been
selected. This chapter concentrates, therefore,
on the process of selection of capital equipment
and design of jobs, and the responsiveness of
the process as a variable of labor market ad-
justment. Modifications in the product were
investigated in plants that produce capital

equipment since product changes in these plants
are an integral part of innovation in the equip-
ment of their customers. Relatively little mate-
rial was gathered, however, concerning the
effect of changes in product upon the plant's
own jobs.

11 Simon Ktunets, Economic Change, (Now York: W. W.
Norton and Co., 1053), p. 145. Moro conventionally, an in-
dustry is defined by the product. However, in the study of
teclmologieal change, such a definition frequently yields
Ambiguous results. It fails to distinguish, for example, between

the cotton and woolen textile industries, each of which has
had a different technological history. The addition of "raw
materials" to the definition solves this problem. "Procese
is Added to the definition to distinguish beNcen in. ,istries
like cast iron and wrought iron, which also have had divergent
teelmologieal histories but produce essentially the Saine pro-
duct with the same raw materials. The inclusion of the "pro-
Ces8" creates the danger that a technological change in the
method of production will be confused with changes in the
industry in which the plant is located. Such Ambiguity, how-
ever, is minimal in this study, which is primarily concerned
with changes in the distribution of work between labor and
equipment, and among different types of labor.

This definition of a "job" is derived, with some mediae&
tions, from Louis L. Davis and Ralph R. Carter, "Job De,
The Journal of Industrial Engineering, Vol. VI, No, 1, 1055 p. 3.

" if the geographic characteristics of jobs had not been
excluded from the study, the decisions concerning plant loca-
tion would constitute A fourth part of the process of job
generation.
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The Selection of New
Capital Equipment

Any and all parts of the process by which
capital equipment is selected can be performed
internally within the enterprise or externally
by specialized engineering firms and vendors
of capital equipment. The material in this sec-
tion pertains directly to large multiplant cor-
porations that were able to develop innovations
without external aid, Even in these firms, how-
ever, the alternative of having innovations de-
veloped externally was usually available. The
selection of capital equipment was therefore
governed by much the same set of forces,
whether it took place within the firm or out-
side of it, and the material presented in this
section constitutes a basic model of capital
equipment selection. The participation of out-
side institutions is discussed in Section III as

variant of that model.

The Search for Innovational Areas

In large corporations, the searchthat is,
the identification of points in the production
process at which innovations might be madeis
conducted largely by operating personnel at-
tached to specific manufacturing processes.

In the strictest sense, the operating personnel
include both line management and production
and maintenance employees. The interviews,
however, yielded little information about in-
novations originated by production and main-
tenance workers. Such innovations usually are
made informally, and often surreptitiously.
Frequently, innovations by production workers
are designed to increase the yield where in-
centive systems are in effect and they are not
reported to management for fear that produc-
tion standards will be revised." Innovations by
repair crews are fostered by pressure to reduce
equipment downtime. Since they involve short
cuts in standard repair procedures, they too are
hidden from management. One striking example
encountered during the visits to plants was the
repair of a food-processing machine, in viola-
tion of health standards, with adhesive tape
and rubber bands.
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Informal innovations by hourly workers
may account for a significant portion of in-
creases in productivity. It is unlikely, however,
that they are governed br the labor market.80
Indeed, they would seem to inhibit the plant's
responsiveness to market forces. Since only the
worker who developed these innovations fully
understands them, he cannot, therefore, be re-
placed without a sacrifice.

Formal innovations by hourly workers in the
plants surveyed were unusual. While nearly all
of the plants formally solicited suggestions
from hourly workers, no innovations were cred-
ited to this source during the interviews.°

Most of the innovations cited during the
interviews had been originated by personnel
classified as line management: foremen, and
other supervisors, and engineers assigned to

" See, for example, Stanley 13. Mathewson, Restriction of
Output Among Unorganized Workers, (New York: Viking
Prow, W31), pp. 110-114,

" Such minor innovations by production end maintenence
workers undoubtedly constitute one of the sources of the
"Ifernden effect." This phenomenon was named by E.
Lundberg after the Horndall iron workers in Sweden, where
the output per man-hour rose 2 percent per year over a 15-
year period in which there wail no new investment. E. Lund-
berg, Produk-Liviteloch reatahilitel, P. A. Norstodt and Senor,
1001, cited in Kenneth J, Arrow, "The Economic Implico-
tions of Learning by Doing," The Review of Bconotuk Studio,
Vol. XXIX (13), No. 80, 1002, p. 150,

Arrow attributes the Ilorndall effect to "learning by doing."
As he tise8 these terms, they appear to embrace innovations
developed by production workers under the stimulus of the
work process. Another source of the Horndall effect is learning

in the more conventional sense. It will be seen that in practice
it Is very difficult to separate training from minor innovations,
for meny of those innovations are stimulated by tho training
situation and are designed to facilitate the troining process.

" Job skills are frequently transferred by the incumbent to
his replacement orally and by demonstration on the job. In
this proms, tho job itself is °torsionally altered in ono way

or another. Sometimes these alterations arc temporary and

are dropped once the initially inexperienced replacement
becomes more adept at. , the work. But they are occasionally
permanent chonges. They represent a form of accommodation
to changes in the quality of the labor supply available. They
frequently involve no changes in theequipment, but when they
do, these aro usually developed with the knowledge of the
supervisor.

" In some plants, formal suggestions are important. Soo
George P. Schultz, "Worker Participation in Production Pro-
blems," in Frederick G. Lesieur (ed.), The Scanlon Plan,
(New York: The Technology Press of M.I.T. and John Wiley
and Sons, 1058) pp. 3440. See also Sumner H. Slichter,
James J. Healy and E. Robert Livernash, The Impact of Col-
lective Bargaining on Management, (Washington: The Brook-
ings Institution, 1000), pp, 355-301.



operating departments. For these people, the
development of modifications in produttive
techniques constitutes a part of their operating
responsibility necessary to insure the smooth
and continual operation of the manufacturing
process.1* Line management, particularly the
engineers, was also expected to produce cost-
saving ideas.n.

The personnel of a series of nonoperuting
departments located at the corporate level and,
in large plants, at the plant level as well, were
responsible for worldng out projects that the
operating personnel did not have the time or
resources to pursue. Thus they played a major
role in the design of new equipment. In the
search, however, they acted primarily as con-
sultants to the operating personnel, and did
not play an independent part.°

Two factors appear to explain the key role
that operating personnel play in the search for
innovations. First, it is easier to fix responsi-
bility in operating units, and they are thus
more easily controlled. They can be judged
directly in terms of cost performance, maldrg

11 See Charles R. Walker, Robert H. Meet, and Arthur M.
Turner, The Foreman on Me Assembly Trine, (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1956), passim, but especially pp.

106-108.
" The nature of the payment system has eome ofTect upon

the source of innovations. When there is no incentive pay-
ment system, and work effort is either enforced by a system of
measured day work, or by the pace of a moving assembly line,
the superrision assumes a greater responsibility for insuring
output. Man/ of the innovations made by production workers
to increase yields where incentive systems are in effeet are
made, where there is no incentive plan, either by the super-
visor himself or with his cooperation. The division of labor
between the supervisor and production workers is not a func-
tion solely of the payment system. Tt hi also a function of the
technology: on integrated assembly lines a change in one job

is likely to require Adjustments at neighboring work stations.
Thus, the innovations which can be made in a single operation
without the help of the supervisor Me limited. However, the
impact of the payment system upon the job of supervfoion Is
apparently grave enough 80 that several plants felt unable to

move either production workers or supervisory personnel

from one system to another. Adjustments in the production
procem which gave rise to innovation were among the ex-
planations offered.

to An exception to this generalization was found in one
corporation in uhich teams of engineers from corporate en-

gineering departments periodically toured company plants
looking for areas of innovation. This arrangement, however,
did not seem to change the basic chameter of the search; the
touring engineers spent most of their time looking at processes

to which operating personnel had called their attention.

it unnecessary to determine the exact cost-
saving of particular innovations. Nonoperating
units are more difficult to manage since the
criteria for judging their success and for de-
termining their optimal size are less obvious.
Several companies in the sample had developed
elaborate schemes for doing this, but none of
them appeared to be entirely satisfactory, even
to the companies involved.

The second factor explaining the key role
of operating personnel is the nature of manu-
facturing technology. Since this point is central
to an understanding of the whole process of
technological change, it is developed below at
some length.

Laymen tend to believe that manufacturing
technology is firmly based upon scientific theory
and engineering design. In fact, however, many
manufacturIng innovations are developed ex-
perimentally. The classic example of this phe-
nomenon is the development of coking for coal
in 18th century iron manufacture,° but in-
novations in manufacturing technology continue
to originate in this way. The fact that they do
does not necessarily mean they cannot be ex-
plained scientifically. It often indicates only
that the scientific problems involved are too
specialized or too trival to command theoret-
ical interest, or that the engineer feels that an
empirical solut;on is more expedient," As an
engineer engaged in designing an atomk power
plant commented, "If we completely designed
the plant before we constructed it, we would
never start building."

Moreover, even equipment initially built to
formal specifications is subject to a variety
of modifications, few of them formally recorded,
once it has been put into operation. Hourly em-
ployees are responsible for some of these modi-
fications. Others are developed by line super-
visors and by engineers, but are thought to be
too minor to require formal description. Such
changes accumulate over time, and the equip-

hi Cr Thornd8 5 Ashton, Iron and Steel in the 7ndusfrial
Revohdfon, (Manchester: Manchester Univereit.r, 1920,
pp. 24-50.

41 Cf. Abbott Payson Usher, A Ilistory of Mechanical In-
ventions, (New York: Alcaraw Hill, 1029), pp. 8-31, and
Trying TT. Siegel, "Scientific Discovery and the Rate of In-
vention," in National Bureau of Economic Research, The Rate
and Direction of Inventive Activity: Economie and Social FCIC
tors, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982), pp.
441-450.
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ment moves a
its original
lost.

Because manufacturing technology tends to
rest upon nn empilleai base, attempts to im-
prove it typically begin with a study of the proc-
ess in opaation on the plan floor. This appeared
to be true of both chemical and mechanical proc-
esses. One chemical engineer commented: "I
spent two weeks in the plant trying to sepa-
rate the essentials of the process from what
was basically witch craft. I know I didn't com-
pletely succeed, but I was afraid to go further.
And they told me that process was automated !"
In ano her plant, the engineers had rejected
a prop sal to move a complex piece of mechanic-
al packaging equipment 2 feet across the plant
floor because they were afraid that they would
never get it operating again at maximum speed.

In the conduct of the search, this basic em-
piricism places the operating personnel in a
pivotal position. They alone understand the pro-
cess sufficiently to evaluate its potential for
improvement. Outsiders from the nonoperating
divisions of the corporation might develop this
understanding, but only over a period of time,
and it is never clear in advance whether the
improvements they might effect would justify
this time. It is thus more economical for the
operating personnel to choose projects in which
they think innovations are possible and then
call in the nonoperating divisions if they con-
skier it warranted.

Insofar as the search is conducted by the
operating personnel, it appears to be largely
independent of labor market forces. Many in-
novations are designed to overcome specific
operating difficulties : an equipment breakdown,
a deterioration in the quality of the product,
changes in the quality of raw material inputs,
labor relations problems, and the like. Operating
difficulties are subject to a number of random
influences, but they seem to cluster around both
very old and very new equipment. Old equip-
ment breaks down frequently, while new equip-
ment often has mechanical difficulties until
the " bugs " Pre worked out. New equipment
tends also ft (Aisrupt processes that are physic-
ally related to it. In the plants studied, this last
effect was a particularly important stimulus to
technological change. A number of innovations

considerable distance away from
detsign. Frequently that design is
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were designed specifically to improve the speed
and accuracy of processes that fed material
into new machines or received output from
them,4'

The labor market was responsible for only
one class of operating difficulties: those created
by workers who could not readily acquire re-
quisite operating or maintenance skills. Most
plant personnel reported, however, that they
rarely tried to solve these difficulties by techno-
logical innovations or other forms of job re-
design. Innovations were attempted only as a
last resort, after the personnel department had
made an effort to solve the problem by changing
hiring standards or screening procedures as de-
scribed previously.

In addition to developing innovations de-
signed specifically to overcome operating
difficulties, the line management, especially
engineering personnel, was expected to develop
ideas for reducing production costs. The engi-
neers, at least, did so. They spent what several
called their "spare time"time not devoted to
operating problemsinvestigating other areas
for potential innovations. These appeared to
have been selected in two ways. First, the engi-
neers simply spotted points in the productive
process where innovation seemed possible while
moving around the plant on other business. This
suggests that innovations are most likely to
occur in areas where there are operating
difficulties, for the engineers will spend enough
time observing them to gage their potentialities
for improvement. Thus, even innovations not
directly stimulated by operating difficulties tend
to take place in physical proximity to them, and
to be governed by their distribution.

The second source of ideas for potential
innovation is the background of line manage-
ment. All of the engineers and, increasingly,
line supervisors as well, are college graduates.
Since they are usually assigned to an operating
division at the beginning of their careers, in

41 Koznets notes this effect in explaining the rate of tech-
nological advance within an inthMry. "Technically, a branch
of production is a series of fieparato operations that lead to
an invariable sequence from the raw material to the finished
product. Once an important process in this chain is revolu-
tionized by an invention, pressure is exerted upon other links
of the chain to become more efficient. Any disparity in per-
formance at the different stages precludes full exploitation of
the innovation made." Kuznets, op. cit., p. 267.



preparation for higher posts in nonoperating
divisions, their educational background is re-
gently acquired and hence tends to include the
most advanced technical training. Their formal
education is supplemented by an empirical
understanding of technology gained during
work in the operating divisions, Companies
make deliberate efforts to broaden this under-
standing. The desire to do so is one of the
reasons for frequent transfers of managerial
personnel. Some large corporations also orga-.
nize interplant tours for departmental foremen
and engineers, and in certain industries (the
automobile industry is an example) interflrm
visits are common." In addition, plants encour-
age line engineers to meet with the sales
representatives of equipment vendors and to
attend equipment exhibitions and trade fairs.
Finally, the engineers themselves make it a
point to keep abreast of developments in their
field by reading trade magazines, equipment
catalogs, and, infrequently, theoretical litera-
ture.

These media through which the engineers'
technical background is developed and main-
tained constitute the major links between the
plant and the technology that prevails in society
at large. They serve to direct the search for
innovations toward areas in the plant where
principles and techniques embodied in new
equipment developed elsewhere might be ex-
ploited. This, in turn, creates a tendency for
technology throughout the economy to cluster
around related technical principles. Moreover,
though the media do not directly strengthen
the influence of the labor market over the
selection of areas for innovation, they tend
to spread whatever influence the labor market
does exert, whether over the search or over the
design and installatior of new equipment.

The fact that scholarly journals are of second-
ary importance among the media used by
engineers is also suggestive of the forces that
govern technological change. Although trade
magazines were much in evidence in engineer-
ing offices, scholarly journals were seldom seen.
Several of the engineers who did have such
journals on their bookshelves were characteri-
zed as slightly peculiar by their colleagues, and

44 James R. Bright, Automation anti Management, (Boston:
Harvard Business School, Division of Research, 1058), p.

themselves tended to discuss their interest in
the journals as if it were an avocation rather
than an adjunct to their profession.

This attitude springs in part from the domi-
nance of the empirical approach in engineering,
which was discussed above. Engineers men-
tioned two additional factors. First, feasibility
is of major importance in the selection of areas
for innovation. Because they report technol-
ogies that are in operation, trade magazines,
salesmen, and the like, provide an assurance of
feasibility, which more abstract, theoretical
literature often does not. Second, innovations
derived from existing technology are more
economical to buil,: in that standard, mass-
produced components whose technical problems
have already been worked out can be used.
When respondents were asked during the inter-
views why innovations currently being de-
veloped or introduced had not been attempted
earlier, their most frequent reply was that the
standard components used in their construc-
tion had not been available earlier. In some
cases they said that the innovation had been
technically feasible for some time.

These comments suggest that the clustering
of technology is produced, fundamentelly, by
economies of scale in the design and production
of capital equipment. They also suggest that the
dynamic element governing the pace of techno-
logical change in any particular industry is not
the cost of labor but of capital." Rising labor
costs in the society as a whole may partially
determine the level of technology at which the
economies of scale are realized (and at which
the clustering takes place). But an increase in
labor costs in a single plant or industry will
have relatively little influence. If this is true,
individual labor markets and wage structures
will also exert relatively little influence upon
the pace and direction of technological change,
and the likelihood of structural bottlenecks will
be 1ncreased.44

41See W. E. G. Salter, Productivity anti Technoingkal
Change. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Prem. MM.
p. 44 and Paul A. Samuelson, "A Theory of Induced Innova-

tion Along Kennedy-Weisacker Lines," The Ret.kw of Econom-

ia tild &Alike. Vol. XLVII, No. 4, November 1955, p. 355.
41 This suggests ulso that, except where specific technical

alternatives have already been developed, there iq little in-
centive for any particular union to moderate its wage de-
mands in the expectation that it will thereby stave off labor-

displacing technology.
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To exert even a generalized influence, how-
ever, labor costs must at some point enter into
technological decisions. As we have seen, they
are given little weight in the search for in-
novations. It will become apparent in the next
section that they play a greater role in the
design of equipment. Before turning to that
problem, however, it is necessary to explore
one final influence upon search activities, the
cost controls imposed upon production depart-
ments by corporate management. All the plants
studied operated under some system of cost
control. T. light of the several hypotheses about
the impact, of relative factor costs upon the
direction of innovative activity, these systems
were discussed at length during interviews. The
interviews yielded two kinds of information
useful in evaluating the influence of cost con-
trols: information about the mechanical prop-
erties of the systems in focusing attention upon
certain specific areas of the plant and the
engineers' assessments of the effect of the
systems upon their 'ovvn behavior.

The basic approach to cost control in the
plants studied was to divide total production
cost into a series of components and then com-
pare each component to a standard or "bogey,"
Higher management investigates a component
when it exceeds its standard.

In assessing mechanical properties of the
controls, three features are of interest:1) the
components into which total costs are divided,
2) the standards to which costs were compared,
and 3) management's reaction where costs ex-
ceed the standard.

In general, total cost was divided first by
department, frequently divided again by sub-
department, and finally divided by factor input.
The broad input definitions of economic theory
were not employed. Material costs were broken
down according to type of material, and labor
costs separated into production, maintenance,
and supervision, occasionally with finer divi-
sions.

The bogeys to which actual costs were com-
pared were derived from either engineering
standards or historical data. A number of plants
also built a cost reduction target into them.
These targets were derived in a variety of ways.
Two plants based them upon historical trends:
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in the first, the trend rate of cost reduction for
the plant as a whole was applied to the bogey
for each cost component; in the second plant,
figures were derived for each component sepa-
rately from the component's own trend rate,
Another firm appeared to base its target upon
the savings in costs required if the plant Was to
maintain its competitivA position. In a fourth
plant, top management constructed a plant-
wide target based on its competitive position,
but negotiated adjustments with the depart.
mental engineers when applying the overall
target to set departmental standards. Several
other plants used analogous forms of negoti-
ation between various levels of management.

Management's reaction when costs exceeded
standards did not fall into a readily discernible
pattern. When asked whether a wage increase
would increase the pressure to reduce labor
costs, some respondents replied, "Yes, defi-
nitely," while others foresaw no effect at all. In
several plants, answers to this question were
inconsistent. And even when particular wage
increases were discussed, the inconsistencies
remained. Confronted with them, one respond-
ent suggested that top management was simply
capricious.

The cost controls were clearly administered
with a considerable degree of flexibility, and
management's application of them appeared to
depend upon the profit position of the plant and
the reputation of the person who was respon-
sible for the component in question.

The diversity of cost control systems makes
it difficult to generalize about their mechanical
properties. A thorough analysis would require
detailed investigation of the cost structure of
each plant, as revealed by its own cost control
system, and this was not feasible in the present
study. Such analysis as the material permits
suggests that the weight of a given input in
total cost does not iofluence the character of the
search for innovations. Where each cost com-
ponent is compared to its own standard, the
weight of an input in total cost is not identified.
On the other hand, where the cost control sys-
tem calls for application of a single cost reduc-
tion target to all components, differential rates
of change in factor costs, arising either from
differences in the rate of price changes or from



savings resulting from previous innovations,
may have some influence. In plants employing
this procedure, however, it was reported that
higher management generally accepted price
changes as an adequate explanation for failure
to meet the target reduction.

The other material gathered in the interviews
suggested that the mechanical properties of the
systems are of decidedly secondary importance.
In all plants, the engineers reported that the
systems had very little impact on their own
search activity. They exerted a generalized pres-
sure for cost reduction, but had little influence

upon the direction in which the reduction was
sought. Several features of the systems tend
to confirm these reports. The procedure in
several companies of setting cost reduction
targets in the light of the plant's competitive
position suggests that it is general cost re-
ductions rather than specific innovations that
are being sought. The diversity of procedures
used in the plants visited would seem to imply
that management is unsure how best to conduct
the search. That cost controls do not shape the
character of the search is further indicated by
the willingness of some managements to
negotiate cost targets with the engineers. Of
course, the search is seldom a blind expedition
into the technological unknown, and operating
personnel have very definite ideas as to the
direction in which it is likely to be most fruit-
ful, while higher management, removed from
the specific context in which the improvements
must take place, does not. The best that cor-
porate management can do, therefore, is to put
pressure on the operating personnel to act on
their ideas.

In summary, the search for avas of potential
innovat an appears to be conducted largely by
personnel attached to specific manufacturing
processes and is directed first toward the solu-

tion of operating difficulties. Other areas for
innovation are spotted by the operating per-
sonnel in their travels on the plant floor or
suggested by exhibitions of equipment, trade
magazines, and other media, which provide
information about processes that are techni-
cally feasible and about technologies that have
been introduced elsewhere. These media tend
to extend whatever influence the labor market
exerts over the innovation process. But except

when certain labor scarcities result in operating
difficulties, the search for innovation is appar-
ently independent of direct labor market in-
fluence,

A more deliberate pressure for innovation
is exerted from outside the operating divisions
of the plant by corporate cost control systems
that are various and far from uniform in their
impact, It appears that their major effect is to
increase the pressure upon operating personnel
to search for costsaving innovations. They
seem to have little effect on the direction in
which that search takes place.

The Design Process

There was not always a clear dividing line
between the selection of areas for potential
innovation and the actual design and instal-
lation of the innovation in these areas. In the
case of minor modifications, recognition of the
possibility of change was often synonymous
with its realization. The innovation was de-
signed and constructed on the floor by the
operating personnel to whom it first occurred,
often by the operator himself. In such cases,
the design proeess took place within the head
of the innovator. If choices were made between
alternative designs, they were made intuitively,
often subconsciously. To the innovator, and
certainly to the observer, the design process
appeared to be purely technical, allowing little
scope for relative wage rates or other indi-
cators of market scarcity to exert an influence.

However, when the search indicated a need
for innovations, the exact nature of which was
not immediately clear, or when radical depart-
ures from existing technology seemed to be
needed, a separate, identifiable designing pro-
cess took place. The operating personnel who
selected a production problem for solution con-
sulted with the plant or corporate engineering
staffs, turning the whole problem over to them

if the project was large or complex. Once the
project fell within the province of the non-
operating engineering departments, it was
typically subject to a preliminary feasibility
study to determine whether an innovation was
technically possible and, if possible, whether
the returns were likely to warrant the costs of
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design and construction, Two or three additional
comprehensive and formal reviews were con-
ducted before a design was approved for con-
struction. The level of management at which
these reviews occurred varied with the magni-
tude of the project. Approval of the board of
directors was often required for very large
projects."

The corporate engineering departments
typically included product engineering, manu-
facturing (or process) engineering, and in-
dustrial engineering. Allocation among these
departments of responsibility for particular
projects depended upon the nature of the
project, Innovations in manufacturing equip-
ment were assigned to manufacturing engi-
neers; innovations in the arrangement of the
equipment on the floor, and in its manning
requirements. to industrial engineers. Designs
were usually sent to other departments for
periodic review, however, so that they could
assess the effects upon their areas of com-
petent. Very large innovations involving major
changes in each of the engineering areas were
often designed by teams whose members were
drawn from all three departments. 41

Because the designs had to be carefully coated
and presented for approval, it was usually
possible to identify the various decisions made
in the course of design development and the
factors that affected these decisions. In fact,
since the engineers frequently worked
in teams and prepared to justify their work
to each other, they were often able to identify
and explain decisions which involved no explicit
cost calculation. On the whole, respondents were
far more articulate about and interested in
equipment design procedures than any other
area explored in the interviews. They spoke
freely and frequently covered material not
directly solicited by questions. Their comments
suggested that the influence of the labor
market upon design decisions should be ex-
amined on three levels : 1) the weight of econo-
mic variables relative to purely technical con-
siderations, 2) the consideration of substitu-
tions between labor and other factors of pro-

47 These procedures generally followed those described by
Walter W. Heller, "The Anatomy of investments Decisions,"
Harvard Business Revkw, Vol. XXIV No. 2 (1051) p. 99.
See also Bright, op. cit., pp. 88-106.

41 See Bright op. cit., pp. 88-106.
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duction, and 3) the consideration of substitu-
tions between different types of labor.

Technical versus economic considerations in
design. The specific aspect of the design problem
that most intrigued engineers was the role of
economic factors relative to the purely techni-
cal aspects of design, It was extremely difficult
to direct their attention away from this question
to others relating to the role of the labor
market, All of the engineers interviewed were
greatly concerned about what they regarded
as the mistaken tendency of their profession
to give technical virtuosity priority over eco-
nomic efficiency. They maintained that it was a
constant struggle to try to overcome this ten-
dency. Each felt that he had succeeded, but
made unflattering comments about engineers
in other countries (particularly Germany),
other industries, and occasionally other cor-
porations.in his own industry and departments
within his own corporation.

The system of rewards and incentives for
engineers certainly should serve to curb the
tendency to give priority to technical perfec-
tion. An engineer's career within the corpora-
tion depends upon the economic contribution his
projects make to the enterprise. In most cor-
porations, a system of bonuses based upon cost
savings ties the engineer's immediate income to
his projects as well. Moreover, +he engineer's
professional pride, which is the basis of his
interest in technical perfection, also generates
a desire to see his designs constructed and oper-
ating, and design approval is heavily dependent
on cost minimization. These incentives, how-
ever, tend to be discrete rather than continuous.
When the cost savings are already large and
project approval has been assured, the engineer
has more leeway to strive for technical perfec-
tion. Moreover, cost pressures upon product
engineers are probably less than those upon
manufacturing and industrial engineers. The
financinl contribution of product improvements
is more difficult to assess in advance than is the
contribution of improvements in equipment,
since they do not usually generate cost savings.
Their success depends upon the reaction of
consumers and the behavior of the plant's
competitors. It is frequently possible to argue
that improvements in the quality of the pro-
duct will increase its market, and such quality



improvements are generally synonymous with
the engineer's realization of his concept of
technical perfection. Thus, while economic con-
siderations do play a very important role in
engineering design, the engineers probably tend-
ed to exaggerate their influence.

Substitutions between labor and other factors
of production. In moving from costs in general
to those specifically imposed by the labor
market, a clear distinction in practice emerged
between the cost of labor taken as a homo-
geneous factor and the cost of various grades
or types of labor. The concept of substituting
capital equipment or raw material wastage for
labor factors proved to be a very meaingful one
to the engineers. In evaluating projects, they
costed out the labor input not only for the
total project but also for alternative designs,
unless the relative cost advantage was obvious.
But in doing so, they tended to neglect the
distinctions between skill levels of labor and
to treat it as a homogeneous factor of pro-
duction.

The costing procedure was based upon a three-
part calculus: an estimate of the annual oper-
ating cost of the design ; an estimate of its
annual output (or productivity) ; and an esti-
mate of its capital cost. The labor input affects
both the estimated operating cost and the
estimated annual output.

The operating costs of the design were gener-
ally computed on the basis of a figure for
average unit labor cost. The figure appeared to
be a convention used throughout the engineering
departments, but its source was surprisingly
difficult to trace. In only one plant was the
source identified, and there the figure had been
developed by the personnel department using the
wage and fringe benefit costs for production and
maintenance labor, corrected by the addition of
the budget of the personnel department so that
the costs of hiring, training, and labor turnover
would be included. (The indirect costs of these
variables were not introduced by the correction.
They were reflected to some extent, however,
in the estimated annual output.) The personnel
department revised the figure after each wage
increase, but did not do so in direct response
to variations in labor market conditions. No
allowance was made for future wage changes.

It must be emphasized that a detailed ex-

amination of the estimated unit labor cost
used in evaluating designs was possible in only
one plant. Elsewhere the estimate seemed to
include the costs of wages and fringe benefits,
but engineers did not know whether it reflected
other components of labor costs. Irregular
variations in the figure suggested that it was
responsive to scheduled wage changes. The one
firm in the sample that did customer engineering
used a wage estimate derived directly from the
customer.

In the remainder of the firms, product engi-
neers used the same estimated labor cost for all
projects; they were of the opinion that the fig-
ure was probably an average for all customer
plants. All of the engineers thought that the
labor cost figure with which they were working
made no allowance for future wage changes.

In general, there seemed to be a very defi-
nite bias in favor of the substitution of capital
for labor whatever the results of the cost cal-
culation. As one engineer put it, "If we were
close, I would mechanize the operation anyway."
Curiously enough, this bias arose not from
anticipation of increases in labor costs, but
rather from the firm conviction, expressed in
every case independently of questioning, that
labor was less reliable and therefore more costly
than machinery. Engineers justified this con-
viction on two grounds. First, they pointed out
that machinery is not subject to the human
failings of variability and error. It works at a
constant speed through the day and produces
a product of uniform quality. Second, the engi-
neers were all critical of the work ethic
of hourly labor. They thought that the
hourly worker generally tried to avoid
work and to create obstacles to efficiency.

Most engineers had some operating ex-
perience and referred to it to buttress their
conviction. A general distrust and annoyance
with hourly labor pervaded all levels of man-
agement in the plants studied. Thus, the bias of
the engineers clearly struck a responsive cord
and was apparently considered a valid criterion
for decisions concerning designs at the higher
levels where these decisions were reviewed. In
the nonengineering departments, however, this
distrust was generally expressed less vehe-
mently and it was usually explained in terms of
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specific work rules or the threat of strikes."
The engineer's bias in favor of labor-saving

innovations is apparently a static factor invol-
ving, in effect, the addition of a fixed percentage
to the labor cost figure used in their calcul-
ations. However, it may undergo changes if a
union enters the plant, for example, or the union
leadership becomes more intransigent. The
engineers' bias may increase as the labor
market tightens, for part of their stated ob-
jections to labor involve worker traits that be-
come more prevalent when hiring standards
are reduced and the plant hires either less
experienced or inherently less qualified workers.
To the extent that this occurs, labor market
conditions exert an influence, although a delayed
one, upon technological design. The bias is
apparently acquired in the operating divisions
of the corporation, and it takes some time for
engineers in these divisions to move into the
nonoperating engineering departments where
designs are costed out, The labor-saving bias
of many engineers interviewed during this
study was still colored by their experience with
the reduced hiring standards that prevailed
during World War Ir and the Korean War.

In addition to its impact upon operating costs,
the labor input exerts an Influence over equip-
ment design through its impact upon productiv-
ity. The procedures used to estimate productiv-
ity were even more difficult to fathom than
those used to estimate unit labor costs. Insofar
as productivity depended upon the worker, it
was estimated by the industrial engineer
apparently on the basis of standard time and
motion studies. Where it was included at all,
allowance for a learning period was estimated
by reference to standard learning curves for
similar jobs. There was no evidence that
productivity estimates were altered to take into
account the particular hiring standards prevail-
ing at the time or likely to prevail in the future.

4. See Thorstein Veblen's distinction between the industrial
and pecuniary employment (or aptitude) and among those
in industrial employment between the Mtitudes of workmen
and engineers in The Theory of the Leisure rkuts, (New York:
B. W. nuebseh, 1012), pp. 229-234; and The Engineers and
the Price System, (New York: B. W. Iluebsch, 1021), pp-
52-82. Also set Perlman's discussion of the economic philos-
ophies of manual lailorers and businessmen in Selig Perlman.
A Theory of the Labor Movement, (New York: Augustus M,
Kelly, 1040), pp. 237-245.
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Consequently, while some of the indirect costs
of training labor influenced the design, the in-
direct costs of variations in hiring standards
and in screening and training procedures did
not appear to do so.

It is conceivable that alterations in hiring
standards received little or no attention because,
at the time of the interviews (October 1964 -
November 1965), labor markets were relatively
loose, and the plants were able to hire workers
capable of producing at rates very close to
engineering standards, However, maintenance
skills were in short supply in a number of plants
and plants exhibited no more care in estimating
maintenance requirements than in estimating
the requirements for other types of labor. In
fact, the cost of maintenance personnel was
frequently neglected altogether, and main-
tenance requirements were introduced into the
evaluation of new design only through estimates
of the amount of output that would be lost
because of machine downtime. Such estimates
were based on the length of time it would take
a skilled craftsman familiar with the machine
to repair it. They did not allow for the less
efficient performance of the relatively inex-
perienced workmen many plants were using
at the time.

Substitutions between different types of
labor. In examination of the specific problem
of structural balance in the labor market, sub-
stitutions of capital for labor are of less in-
terest than substitutions among different types
or classes of labor. The engineers interviewed
clearly considered the former ; it was less
apparent that they gave explicit consideration
to the latter. In about half of the
plants studied," a simple average of hourly
wage rates was used in calculating labor costs
throughout the designing process ; specific jobs
were never individually costed out. In the
remaining plants jobs were costed individually

" In several plants conflicting replies were received to
questions designed to elicit this information. The conflicts
were attributed in the interviews to differences in the size of
the project, but they also appeared to be related to the time
available for making est imat es, and to differenres in t he degree
of confidence which higher management placed either in the
individual engineer or in the project he was working on.
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only relatively late in the design process, The
comments of the engineers gave the distinct
impression, which several engineers expli-
citly confirmed, that detailed costing for specific
grades of labor input was not done until the
project proposal was being prepared for final
approval, and that it did not play a role in
the actual designing process,

There were several apparent exceptions to
this generalization but on closer examination
they proved to be consistent with it. Two cor-
porations were in the process of moving plants
to new locations at the time they were visited,
and both had attempted to forecast the costs
of training the new labor force they would need.
Only one, however, had broken down these costs
by individual job categories, and its personnel
department, which was responsible for carrying
out the training program, was developing a new
program without reference to the engineer's
training plans. Another case where the cost
of a specific type of labor appeared to exert a
direct influence in the selection of technology
was the substitution of solid state for electronic
controls in numericailly controlled machine tools.
Several informants in trade associations attri-
13..4ted this substitution to the scarcity of re-
pair craftsmen trained in electronics. Engi-
neers, however, always discussed the substitu-
tion in terms of machine downtime, suggesting
that it was primarily a capital saving innova-
tion. The cost of maintenance craftsmen did not
appear to enter into calculations.

There appear to be two explanations for the
engineers' disregard of the possibilities for sub-
stitution among labor grades. The explanation
they gave most often was that the savings
gained from alternative manning arrangements
were so small relative to the rates of return
upon investment required for project approval
that attention to them was unlikely to affect the
fate of the project. 'Under these circumstances,
then, time was better spent on other aspects of
the design.

Because this explanation rests upon a tech-
nical engineering judgment, it is impossible to
evaluate it completely. But it does have a cer-
tain plausibility. The rates of return on invest-
ment required for project approval were
extremely high, generally falling within a range
of 80 to 50 percent, and even higher rates

were not uncommon.° At the same time, the
cost differentials between different labor grades
introduced by the wage structure were nar-
rowed in a number of plants by certain fringe
benefit costs which are the same for each em-
ployee regardless of his labor grade, Differen-
tials were further reduced by the costs of
supervision and of recruitment, screening, and
training. These costs, it is true, varied some.,
what with the type of labor, but they were
largely indirect and hence extremely difficult
to isolate. Although personnel departments
had a rough idea of their magnitude, no plant
made quantitative estimates of the cost differen-
tials by labor grade.

The trouble with the explanation that the
balance between cost clean up and the required
rate of return does not warrant extensive con-
sideration of the possibilities for substitution
mnong labor grades is that it appears to be
inconsistent with the firm's interest in minimiz-
ing cost. The high rates of return firms de-
mand are generally attributed by economic
analysts either to the risks associated with
innovation or to a corporate aversion to outside
financing which necessitates a strict rationing
of internal funds." Both explanations imply
that neglect of the possible savings to be gained
through alternative manning arrangements is
an unlooked-for side effect of an internal pricing
system that has been developed for other rea-
sons. One would expect the corporation to seek
to counteract this effect. It could easily do so
by insisting that the personnel department
attempt more precise estimates of cost differen-

" All of the firms in the sample used a payout period ap-
proach to evaluate investment proposals. The required payout
period varied with the nature of the project, but fell usually
between 2 and 3 years, implying an annual rate of return up )n
invested capital of 30 to 50 percent. Ilecluise the payout period
neglects returns in later years, the effective rate on some of
the projects may have been considerably greater. See Joel
Dean, capital Budgeting, (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1051) pp. 26=27. These rates are generally in line with
those reported in the 1963 McGraw 11111 Survey: McGraw
Hill Publishing Company, Sixteenth Annual Survey of Plana
for New Plant and Equipment, (New York: McGraw Hill,
1063) Table XII.

" See, for example, Dean, op. cit., pp. 26-27; 'TIMM S.
Duesenberry, Business cycles and Econmnie Growth, (New
York: McGraw Hill, 1958), pp. 49-112; Walter W. Heller,
"The Anatomy of Investment Deeisions," Harvard Business
1?eview, Vol. XXXIX, No. 2, March 1951, p. 101.
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tials and by requiring that the engineering
departments take such estimates into account.
These considerations suggest that the neglect
of alternative manning arrangements is indi-
cative of costs to the firm as well as to the
engineer. The more plausible explanation, there-
fore, for the neglect of the possibilities for
substitution among labor grades is the second
onethat precise estimates of manning costs
are too expensive and subject to too many
errors to warrant the effort which they would
require. This explanation was, in fact, offered
by several of the persons interviewed.

It is extremely difficult to define jobs on new
equipment before it is actually on the plant
floor. The equipment itself merely determines
the set of tasks which must be performed. The
jobs into which the tasks are combined will
depend upon the relationship of the equipment
to other tasks in the plant. It is also difficult
to forecast the number of different tasks an
individual operator can peliorm, in many
cases, manning is set experimentally once the
equipment is in operation. Thus even the total
number of men required is often no more than
a rough estimate, and any definition of specific
jobs on an equipment design would lend a false
precision to the calculationr.

The problem of forecasting precise labor
costs is further compounded by the difficulty of
estimating wage rates for newly created
jobs. Specific wage rates are set through
elaborate job evaluation and time study pro-
cedures which involve careful observation of
the job as it is performed on the plant floor,
and this is not possible in the case of new
equipment until it is constructed and installed.
Moreover, in organized plants, rates for new
jobsand often the job design as wellare
subject to union approval." Rate concessions
are often required to smooth the process of
transition to new technology, and their
character will depend on the nature of the
management ,employee relations prevailing at
the time of introduction. Finally, it is hard
to set the minimum requirements for jobs con-
nected with new technology since, when it is

See, for example, Pike and Fischer, Inc., Stedworkera
Handbook of Arbitration Decisions, (Pittsburgh: United Steel.
workers, 1080), pp. 63-113, 200-207.
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first introduced, only engineers who presumably
possess far more qualifications than are needed
have had any experience operating and main-
taining it,

It is notable, in this regard, that the one
industry studied in which plants consistently
costed out specific jobs on new pieces of equip-
ment was the shoe industry. They could do so,
it appeared, only because they purchased all
equipment from vendors who gave them a pre-
purchase trial period of as much as 2 months,
which the plants used to experiment with man-
ning. One plant actually negotiated labor grades
and production standards for new jobs with the
union before making the decision to purchase
the equipment.

The barriers to consideration of alternative
manning inherent in the process of job design
and job pricing are compounded by the nature
of the equipment design process. The industrial
engineer cannot man a piece of equipment until
it is designed. Similarly, the manufacturing
engineer cannot design equipment until the pro-
duct design is complete. Thus, the design
process follows a necessary sequence from the
product engineer at the beginning tO the indus-
trial engineer at the end. This does not mean
that manning considerations cannot influence
the design of the product or the equipment. The
industrial engineer can suggest changes in de-
signs which will facilitate his task, and in the
typical design process the design is passed
back and forth among the various engineers
along the sequence. Communication among the
engineers is expedited when they work in teams.
Eventually, however, the design must be frozen
if the project is to be completed. Since the
freezing begins with the product design and
progresses to the equipment, it is the industrial
engineer who is invariably left with the least
degree of freedom.

While possibilities of substitution among
various labor grades are not considered In for-
mal costing procedures, they may influence the
design indirectly. Even before they begin to
cost out a project, for example, engineers may
reject designs which call for types of labor that
are in short supply or give rise to labor relations
problems. It is extremely difficult to uncover
informal influences of this kind. However, one
way in which the problem can be approached



is to examine the environment in which engi-
neering decisions are made and the factors
which that environment is likely to bring to the
engineer's attention or remove from his pur-
view, In large corporations this environment is
carefully defined by the departmental structure.
Three aspects of this structure appear to
weaken the influence of the labor market: (1)
the separation of operating and nonoperating
divisions, (2) the gap between personnel and
industrial relations departments and the engi-
neering departments, and the low esteem in
which the former are held by the latter, and (3)
the division of the engineers into product engi-
neers, manufacturing engineers, and industrial
engineers.

The personnel and industrial relations de-
partments have the most detailed knowledge
about supplies of labor, both outside and inside
the plant.'4 Production departments are also
made aware of supply conditions to the extent
that the personnel and industrial relations de-
partments cannot fill their needs for labor. The
engineers who design the equipment, however,
are isolated from these other departments by the
administrative structure of the corporation
and, consequently, from market conditions as
well.

The separation between the engineering and
operating departments of the plant is not abso-
lute: it is bridged by engineers who are on
permanent operating assignments. Moreover,
it is not necessarily irrational from the cor-
porate point of view. Several managers com-
mented that the engineering departments must
be shielded so that operating problems do not
interrupt the process of equipment design.

The gap between the engineering divisions
and the personnel and industrial relations
departments is both much wider and much less
justified. This gap was painfully apparent when
the personnel departments were making the
arrangements for the access to engineering
departments needed for this study. The per-
sonnel managers almost never seemed to be
on intimate terms with any of the engineers,
and in several cases did not even know the

14 The personnel and industrial relations functions are often
separated in the plant, but the two apartments usually
work closely together.

names of the heads of nonoperating engineering
divisions, Moreover, the engineers appeared to
hold the personnel department in very low
esteem, a feeling which was reflected in that
department's own highly defensive view of it-
self. In those few instances when personnel
departments had direct contact with engineers,
it was through an engineer who had been
"retired" to personnel.

Within the engineering section, there is a
similar hierarchy. Product engineering was the
most prestigious of the three departments, and
industrial engineering the least. Since the
design process involves a certain amount of
bargaining among the engineers, this hierarchy
weakens the role of labor considerations, for
these considerations enter the design process
through the industrial engineer.

It is beyond the scope of the present study
to explore in detail the causes for this social
structure within the corporation. It seems to
depend heavily on the competitive environ-
ment in which the corporation operates. In
industries where the success of the corporation
is highly dependent on technical characteristics
of the product, the prestige of the product
engineers is especially high. In such industries
power is added to prestige by the fact that
higher management positions are filled by pro-
duct engineers. When company survival de-
pends primarily on sales and advertising, how-
ever, sales representatives dominate the cor-
porate hierarchy, and sales personnel have the
greatest influence. In none of the plants visited
was the labor market considered crucial to
company survival. Indeed, in any list of factors
important to the company's success, it was near
the bottom. This helps to account for the posi-
tion of the industrial engineering and personnel
departments. A second factor is probably the
lower educational attainment of industrial
engineers relative to their counterparts in pro-
duct manufacturing engineering and of person-
nel and industrial relations officers relative to
engineers as a group.

In summary, the design and installation of
new equipment in large corporationl where the
innovative process is largely internalized are
responsive to the cost of labor relative to that
of other factors of production, but they do not
seem to respond to the relative costs of differ-
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ent types of labor or to other labor market
indicators which should theoretically work to
prevent structural bottlenecks. The various
factors adduced to explain the engineers' neg-
lect of relative labor costs are largely technical
and institutional. The neglect of relative labor
costs appears, then, to be built into the basic
procedures for capital equipment selection, It
can be argued that these procedures developed
in this way largely because major structural
bottlenecks have not occurred. The labor market
for all of the plants in the study was relatively
loose during the period in which interviews Took
place and had been loose, in most areas, for the
preceding 7 years. During a period of tighter
labor markets, when structural bottlenecks be-
came more apparent, cost differentials among
various types of labor widened, and new equip-
ment actually stood idle for want of labor,
design procedures might conceivably change. On
the other hand, when the plants were visited,
certain types of maintenance skills, particularly
those of electronic repairmen, were in extremely
short supply. Yet, although this problem was
much discussed, it did not inhibit the engineers
from designing and installing new equipment
which required these skills. Moreover, because
design procedures are not set up to anticipate
labor shortages and because the neglect of
relative labor costs is technical and institutional
rather than economic, changes in response to
labor market bottlenecks are apt to take place
only over a long period and after shortages
have persisted for some time. The fact that the
neglect of relative labor costs has been insti-
tutionalized suggests that serious bottlenecks
and wide cost differentials probably have not
been encountered for a very long time.

This inference is supported, in the main, by
a similar study of technological change on the
plant level conducted by Martin Segal during
the Korean War, a period when labor markets
were considerably tighter. Segal describes pro-
cedures for estimating labor costs on new
pieces of equipment very similar to those en-
counteret in the present study. He does report
that formal cost control procedures played a

0 Indeed, the process of coW-g out new equipment designs
with an average wage rate ull understate the labor costs
when skilled labor is being used. This will lead to an overu-
tilization of skilled labor.
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greater role in the search for innovations but
suggests that labor market variables only rarely
influenced the selection of areas in which tech-
nological change was sought. Designing pro-
cedures appeared, if anything, less responsive
to labor market influences in the earlier period
than in that of the present study. In the plants
Segal studied, management approved many
projects without obtaining cost estimates for
them.40

Job Design Given
Capital Equipment

As was suggested earlier, the plant's prod-
ucts and its capital equipment determine the
set of tasks which must be performed by labor.
Job design is the process of combining these
tasks into jobs. The primary responsibility for
job design rests with the industrial engineer,
but it is exercised in cooperation with the line
supervisors and the personnel and industrial
relations departments. In unionized plants,
job design is also subject to the conditions im-
posed by the collective bargaining agreement.

Technically, the industrial engineer has a
certain amount of latitude in that a given job
can be composed of a larger or smaller number

Martin &gal, Sonic Economic Aspects of Adjustment to
rechnotogicat Change, unpublished doctoral dimertation,
Harvard University, April 1053, pp. 30=01.

It is possible that the differences between the procedures
reported by Segal and those found in the plants visited for
the present study arifie from differences in the types of man-
agement official., who were interviewed. Segal, who was more
interested in thr, adjustment process than in design, did not
interview mandacturing engineers. He reported that while
higher management approved a number of projects without
formal cost estimates, they did believe that estimates of the
costs of alternative designs had been made by the engineers
proposing the projects (p. 59).

The differences in the reported roles of formal cost sys-
tems may also arise from differences in the officials inter-
viewed. In the plants included in the present study, many of
the engineers in the operating divisions, and some of tho en-
gineers in nonoperating sections of the corporation, had formal
responsibility for cost control, but most of their time was
spent in activities not directly related to cost control proce-
dures. Other officials in the corporation, however, frequently
identified them by their responsibility for formal cost control
and they preferred to discuss the cost control procedures in the
interviews rather than to try and articulate activities to which
they had given little conscious thought.



of tasks and a group of tasks may require a
greater or lesser variety of skills. For example,
a machine operator may be responsible for
picking up his materials and delivering his
outputs, or the tasks of pickup and delivery may
be separate jobs performed by other workers.
Similarly, the repair and maintenance of the
equipment may be assigned wholly to the main-
tenance department, or in part to the operator.
Again, the operator may set up his own ma-
chine, or there may be a separate set-up man,

The basic skills and attributes required for
production, however, cannot be changed
through the process of job design since they
are defined by the equipment and the product.
The industrial engineer participates in the
processes of equipment and product design with
the primary goal of simplifying the labor tasks
and minimizing the time and motion required
to perform them, Once the equipment and pro-
duct designs are completed, however, the in-
dustrial engineer must accept the tasks they
involve and attempt to discover the optimal
combination of these tasks into jobs, His only
freedom is control over the arrangement of
equipment on the plant iloorx

It was extremely difficult during the inter-
views to determine what actually governed the
process of job design. Almost without excep-
tion, industrial engineers spoke as if it were
a purely technical process that involved minimi-
zation of the number of jobs in the plant with-
out reference to the relative costs of different
types of labor or the availability of required
skills. Their comments gave the impression
that two engineers working independently with
the same product and equipment and under the
same union and management constraints would
produce the same manning schedule.68 When
pressed, however, they admitted that there were
exceptions. One engineer mentioned that the
duties of one man in an American plant had
been distributed among six men in an identical
Japanese plant in order to compensate for

It Nor is this an insignificant factor. It often enables the
industrial engineer to vary the span of operations assigned

to a given job.
Si Cf. Louis E. Davis, Ralph It. Canter, and John Hoffman,

"Current Job Design Criteria," The Journal of Industrial
Engineering, Vol. VI/No. 2,1055, pp. 5-8.

deficiencies in skills. He was, nevertheless, very
skeptical about the manning pattern in the
Japanese plant and referred to it in a dis-
paraging manlier. He had not visited the plant,

-but refused to believe that the arrangement had
worked out,

In another interview, the manager of a shoe
factory admitted that under tight labor con-
ditions he might assign pick-up and delivery
tasks to separate jobs so that highly skilled
machine operators who usually perform these
tasks for themselves could devote their free time
to production, The manager was preoccupied

with this hypothetical situation throughout the
interview, returning to it several times. He
finally concluded that he definitely would not
make the substitution.

It is possible that if they were pressed by
events, these respondents would make substitu-
tions after all. But the comments made during
the interviews certainly support the conclusion
that none of the varying labor market condi-
tions the engineers interviewed had encountered
had warranted adjustments through job re-
design. Even though the range of conditions
encompassed war periods for some engineers,
and even though they were willing to admit
the job changes during those periods had
facilitated the use of inexperienced and poorly
trained labor, the engineers were unwilling
to attribute the job changes to conditions in

the labor market."
The weakness of labor market influences in

job design, as in equipment design, was attri-
buted partially to the minor effect that alter-
native manning has upon costs. As noted earlier,

fixed employment costs narrow the cost

differentials created by the wage structure.
Moreover, the number of workers in the plant
is in itself a cost factor in that, as the number

of workers increases, the tasks of managing
them and coordinating production become more
complex. In addition, people take up space, and

11 They attributed them instead to long runs of standarizod

products. This effect is also noted by Melvin W. Roder in

"Wage Differentials, Theory and Measurement," National

Bureau of Economic Research, Aspects of Labor Econoinka,

(Princeton: Princeton University Was, 1062), p. 270.
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this Wa8 a constant preoccupation of manage-
ment even in the newest plants."

Once the tasks have been 'fixed by the equip-
ment design, job evaluation systems also have
the effect of narrowing the cost savings to be
obtained by substitutions among labor grades.
In most job evaluation plans, the rating which
a job receives in a given category tends to be
dominated by the highest rated task. consider,
for example, a two-part job in a shoe plant,
consisting of an operating task evaluated at
fifty points for skill, and a pick-up and delivery
task with a twenty point skill rating. When
these are combined into a single job, it receives
a fifty point skill rating. If they are split into
two jobs, however, the plant will be paying for
fifty skill points on the first and for an addition-
al twenty skill points on the second. This ex-
ample is hypothetical. Most evaluation plans
would give additional points for the second,
lower rated task (although often on the basis
of some other evaluation category [e.g. "range
of dui.' .31), but jobs are seldom fully credited
with tne combined points of all tasks. Hence,
there is an incentive to minimize the number of
jobs, to the exclusion of alternative patterns
of substitution.

The weak influence of the labor market may
also be attributed to other technical factors
which were not explicitly mentioned by the
engineers but which became apparent during
the interviews. Job design is constrained by a
number of factors in addition to the equipment.
Among these are managerial techniques, the
payment system, customary law, the collective
bargaining contract, safety and health stand-
ards, and plant work rules. In addition, indus-
trial engineering is imelf dominated by a set
of principles. The cardinal one is that a job
must be made as simple and repetitive as
possible. Although these principles may have
more or less objective validity, the engineers

" The "nightmare" of operating his plant with a large labor
force was ono of the factors upsetting the shoe plant manager.

ol A much wider disagreement is present in the scholarly
literature about the optimal job design than was evident in
the comments of industrial engineers in the visited plants.
See, for example, Eaton II. Conant and Maurice D. Kil-
bridge, "An Interdisciplinary Analysis of Job Enlargement:
Technology, Costs and Behavioral Implications," Industrial
and Labor Relations Review, Vol. XVIII, No. 3,1965 pp. 377
395.
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believe them to be valid.°1 In many cases, it
appeared that these technical limitations com-
pletely determined job designm

It was apparent during the visits to the
plants that formal design is only one facet
of the process of job generation when new
equipment is constructed. A second facet is
experimentation with job designs and manning
schedules after the equipment is in operation
on the plant floor. A number of examples of
such "experimental" job design were observed
during the visits. Indeed, the typical manning
procedure for new equipment was to overman
initially, and then to modify the original pat-
tern by redistributing tasks and combining jobs.
The guiding principle in this process, as in
formal job design, appeared to be minimization
of the number of workers. But availability of
skills probably enters the process indirectly.
In experimental job design, the manning
schedule ultimately adopted will depend upon
the capabilities of the workers who participate
in the experiment. Jobs, in ,Aher words, are
tailored to the employees initially assigned to
them, and job requirements are hence adjusted
automatically to their skills and other attri-
butes. Some adjustment of this kind takes
place on old jobs as well ; as the operators
assigned to them change in accordance with
operators' capabilities. A number of adjust-
ments of this type are examined in the next
chapter.

Experimental job design is, however, a very
complex process. It is to the advantage of the
production worker to minimize the number of
tasks assigned to a single job since this minimi-
zes the amount of work each employee has to
do and maximizes the total employment oppor-
tunities availabl3 for all workers. Thus there
is a conflict between the engineers and the
moduction worker. Initially, the engineers have
the advantage in this conflict, for they designed
the equipment. Once the equipment is in
operation, however, the advantage begins to

n See, for example, William Grant Ireson and Eugene L.
Grant (eds.), Handbook of Indstrial Engineering, (Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), particularly the articles
by Dale Yoder (pp. 173-282), Marvin E. Mundel (pp. 283
392), and William Gono (pp. 1121-1184) for the constraints
imposed by manageriat techniques, engineering principles,
and trade unions, respectively.



shift to the production worker. Through ex-
perience on the job he aequires an intimate
knowledge of the equipment, develops speed
in performing the work and devises shortcuts
which revise the original tasks, all of which he
has an incentive to bide from the engineers.
In a sense, then, the experimental process of
job design is a constant one, but only in the
early stages is it effectively captured by the
engineer's formal manning specifications. Older
equipment in the plant is probably overmanned,
both in terms of absolute numbers of workers
and in terms of formal skill requirements.

Experimental job design is only possible,
however, when management is free to change
the manning pattern after the equipment is
on the floor. Management retained this freedom
in all of the plants observed, but in some in-
dustries union rules severely restricted it. In
the basic steel industry, for example, the col-
lective bargaining agreement sets very strin-
gent limitations upon job changes," and much
greater emphasis seems to be placed on "theoret-
ical" job design before the equipment is on
the floor. The engineers apparently try to err
in the direction of undermanning.44

In conclusion, study of job design in the plants
visited suggested that once capital equipment
is installed, jobs are adjusted to the character-
istics of the available labor force. Although
the engineers claimed that labor market vari-
ables did not influence formal job design, many
job designs were developed experimentally, and
when this is the case, jobs are automatically
adjusted to the characteristics of their incum-
bents. Moreover, since operators are able to
hide actual manning requirements from the
engineer and since equipment conseauently is
overrnanned, there is slack for adjustment to
a tightening labor market.

The Role of Outside
Institutions

The process of innovation aescribed in the

" See Pike and Fisher, op. cit., pp. 26-105, 101-104, 207-212

223-224.
k This point was made in conversation with an executive of

a major steel company which was not included among the
firms visited for this study.

preceding sections prevails only where inno-
vation is completely internalized. Complete
internalization is characteristic only of plants
which are attached to large, multiplant cor-
porations or which produce highly specialized
products and even these plants frequently call
upon outside sources for a large number of
innovations. On another level, however, the
completely internalized process can serve as
a basic model or ideal type of the innovative
process generally. At this level the participation
of external institutions can be viewed as a
substitution for all or part of the internal pro-
cess.

In practice, the combinations of external and
internal participation are infinite. The plant
may hire engineering consulting firms to con-
duct the search for innovations. Manufacturers
of specialized equipment may be used to design
and construct the innovation once the area to
which it applies has been selected. These manu-
facturers may also construct projects which
were designed internally, or design projects
for internal construction. Outsiders can work
either in cooperation with the firm's own
engineering staff or independently of them."

So long as the firm's own engineering staff
maintains some control over the process, the
points at which the influence of the labor mar-
ket is felt are very much the same as when
the innovative process is completely internal-
ized. The influence of the labor market may
be weaker, however, for there is a greater
separation between the innovator and the
personnel, industrial relations, and operating
units. In one situationwhen a firm purchases
standard equipment from vendors of mass-
produced equipment modelsinnovation
achieved through the participation of outside
sources does appear to differ substantially from
the wholly internalized innovation process. This
pattern of innovation is therefore examined
separately. Although the process which will

" See Bright, op. cit. pp. 107-122. Also, Paul W. Cherington,
Morton Peck, and Frederic M. Scherer, "Organization and
Research and Development Decision Making Within a
Government Department," and Robert S. Merrill, "Some
Society-Wide Research and Development Institutions," in
National Bureau of Economic Research, The Rale and Direc-
tion of Inventive Activity, (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1962), pp. 395-408 and pp. 409-434 respectively.
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be described here is approximated in practice,
it is, in a sense, another ideal type. Almost
every firm makes at least minor alterations in
the standard equipment models it purchases.
Firms with specialized needs are frequently
able to persuade the vendor to make alter-
ations for them and even to design these
alterations.

When tlr. firm introducing the innovation
into the manufacturing process purchases it
ready-made from a vendor, the three stages
of the innovative processsearch, design of
equipment and job designare actually re-
peated twice, first within the firm of the vendor
and then within the plant of the customer. It
is convenient to discuss the process within the
customer's plant first.

The customer's search consisted primarily
of a review of standard equipment models al-
ready designed and constructed by the vendor.
Although the search was often sparked by
specific problems encountered in production,
more frequently the customer first learned about
the new equipment and then investigated his
own process to determine whether there were
areas in which it might prove useful. The
customer's search, then, depended largely on
the periodic visits of salesmen, and upon ex-
hibitions, magazines, and other literature in
which new equipment is advertised.

In large plants, the search continued to be
conducted by the operating personnel. The
standard vendor models were treated as com-
petitive with internal designs, and the end
product of the search was typically a list of
standardized models and internally designed
alternatives to them.

In smaller plants and in plants belonging to
relatively small corporations, the plant manager
played the major role in the search. Lower
level managerial personnel, who were closer to
the operating situations, generally had a weak
technical background and could not evaluate
the literature and other channels of information.
They could not, moreover, be as easily spared
from other duties to talk with salesmen, nor
could the company afford to send them to
trade fairs.64 In the small plants and corpora-
tions, as in larger ones, the end product of the
search was a list of various models, often pro-
duced by several vendors, of a standard type
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of equipment, but these lists did not contain
internally designed alternatives,

When the plant manager rather than line
management conducts the search, the labor
market probably has a smaller influence because
the level at which the decision is made is not
the operating level at which the impact of
changing market conditions is felt more keenly.
The significance of this should not be ex-
aggerated, however. Several of the plants in
which the manager conducted the search were
smaller than the unit supervised by a depart-
mental foreman in the largest plant in the
sample.

The sample did not include any very small
concerns, but other studies of investment
decisions in these enterprises indicate that the
search is very limited, the firm often evalu-
ating only tr;i1 model and accepting or rejecting
the innovatken on that basis. The model is often
suggested by a salesman, who in this case
plays a role equivalent to that of the plant
manager or the operating personnel in the
search of larger firms. The manager (who is
often the owner as well) does not have time
to tap other channels o2 information and
frequently lacks the technical competence to
do sox

The customer's search is followed by an
analysis of the relative costs of different models,
which is the equivalent of the design stage in
the internal innovation process. Although the
.=xma711MONOMI

u The difference between the technical background and the
responsibilities of lino management in the small and largo
plants is curious. One explanation for this difference is that
the large plants simply have more "fat" in the budget and
can therefore afford to have a bettor educated and more re-
laxed supervisory force. But another explanation is that
larger plants and corporations hire college graduates for lower
level managerial positions because the extensive managerial
structure offers promotion opportunities not available in small
firms. Promotion opportunities provide an incentive for col-
lege graduates to accept lower level jobs, and these lower level
jobs provide a kind of on-the-job training, which is useful and
possibly even critical in higher positions. Once lower level
management is filled with college graduates, it may then be
more profitable to reduce their supervisory functions and en-
courage them to engage in innovative activity.

67 Martin 13. Solomon, Jr., Invethnent Decigons in Small
Bwiness, (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 11i33),

pp. 05-101. See also George Terborgh, Investment Pol:cy
A challenge to American Management, (Washington: Mach-
inery and Allied Products Institute and Council for Techno-
logical Advance, 1964), pp. 12-14.



costing process was far from uniform, the
labor market appeared to have more influence
than it had in the internal design process, In
shoe plantsthe only plants in the study that
were almost wholly dependent upon stand-

ardized equipmentalternative medels were
actually tested on the plant floor before they
were purchased. The plant could therefore base
its decision upon exact information about the
manning requirement of the equipment. This
procedure ni .y be peculiar to the shoe industry
and is possibly an outgrowth of the earlier
practice of renting capital equipment from the
United Shoe Machinery Corporation. Such de-

.
tailed experimentation and costing was not ob-
served in other plants purchasing standard
equipment from vendors, but more attention
did seem to be given to labor requirements,
if only because these were more readily
defined in relation to standardized equip-

ment. The kind of experimentation with
equipment and manning patterns noted in
the shoe industry, however, is not possible
in very small job shops where there is

only one unit of the equipment on the
floor. Nor can it occur in integrated assembly-
line production, where every operation on the
line must be synchronized with the operations
which precede and follow it.

Once the standard models had been pur-
chased, the procedures used in the design of
jobs did not differ greatly from those followed
in the internal innovation process. Standard
models were almost always accompanied by
manning recommendations, but customers gen-
erally eimerimented with alternative manning
arrangements, using the vendors' recommenda-
tions as little more than t standard of compari-
son. Several respondents maintained that labor
requirements were invariably underestimated
in the vendor's recommendations. One vendor
admitted that this was probably the case, ex-
plaining that the manning schedules were based
on ideal engineering standards.

The fact that the customer is not bound by the
vendor's recommendations would appear to
permit conditions in the customer's labor mar-
ket to influence job design. However, as was
the e .c4e when plants built their own equipment,
labor market var!ebles were not of immediate
concern.

An innovative process also takes place in the
vendor firm which is complementary to the
customer's innovative process. From the view-
point of society it is here that the innovation
actually originates, and the three stages
search, equipment design and construction, and
job designfollow in sequence, just as they do
when innovation is internalized. In the inter-
nalized process, the search wa$ seen to be a
joint product of production, dependent upon the
intimate knowledge of equipment acquired
through operating experience and upon the
stimulus provided by an operating environment.
Although this allience between production and
innovation appears to be impossible when the
vendor originates innovations, in practice the
relationship between the vendor and the custo-
mer is far more complex than the termin-

ology suggests. The vendor usually installs new
equipment on the cudomer's premises and fre-
quently trains the customer's personnel to oper-

ate it. Many vendors also offer a variety of
specialized services on a permanent basin. The
United Shoe Machinery Corporation, for exam-
ple, sells not only equipment but also engi-

neering consulting services, repair and mainte-

nance service, and operator and craft train-
ing. Vendors of machine tools and business
machines supply a similar range of services.
In addition, the relationship between the ven-
dor and his customers is extended on an in-

formal basis. The salesmen often assumes the

role of engineering consulant, discussing opera-
ting problems with the plant departmental
manager during his visits and often spending
time on the plant floor viewing the problems

directly and talking with foremen and produc-

tion and maintenance workers. Such visits can
last as long as a day or two.

This extended contact with the customer's
production problems enables the vendor to
utili7e the customer's operating experience in

the search. Vendor salesmen and customer serv-
ices departments, through which the contacts

take place, then play the role of line manage-
ment in the search stage of internally originated

innovations.
In the design and construction of vendor-

originated innovations, the product engineers
play a role analogous to that of the manufactur-
ing engineers in the internal innovations pro-
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cess. The product engineering department also
develops manning recommendations.

The labor market seemed to exert a weaker
influence upon vendor innovations than upon
internal innovations. As noted earlier, the pro-
duct engineering departments in the sample
appeared to be generally less inhibited by
economic constraints than were other engineer-
ing departments and freer to concentrate on
technical perfection. The physical separation
between the customer and the vendor insulates
the product engineer from knowledge of labor
market conditions more completely than do
the administrative divisions within a single
plant or corporation. Moreover, because the
vendor is developing a standardized product
to be sold to a number of different plants, fre-
quently in a variety of industries, and in-
variably in different geographical labor markets,
the problem of selecting a meaningful cost of
labor figure is more difficult. Even when as-
sessing overall labor requirements, the product
engineers were more concerned with numbers of
people than with labor costs and seldom broke
down requirements into types of labor.

Looking at this process of innovation as a
whole, the labor market appears to have more
influence on customer decisions and less on
vendor decisions than it has when the innovation
process is completely internalized. However, the
fact that vendors are relatively unconcerned
about labor market factors suggests that the
labor market must play a minimal role even in
customer decisions. If this were not the case
one would expect competitive pressures to force
the vendor to give them greater weight.

That the labor market plays a minimal role
in the customer-vendor innovative proems is
suggested by another consideration. Given
geographic and industrial differences in labor
market conditions and wage structures, one
would expect vendors to specialize in slightly
different products adapted to one labor market
or another, and customers to rely primarily
on one or a few vendors. The number of vendors
studied which produce similar equipment was
too small to permit investigation of the vendor's
side of this question. It was possible to ex-
amine customer behavior in this regard, None
of the plants in the sample, all of which were
customers for some types of standard equip-
ment, exhibited a tendency to rely exclusively
or even primarily on one vendor rather than
another. Indeed, any such tendency was denied
in the interviews, and the denials were con-
firmed by the variety of brands found on the
plant floor. Variety prevailed despite the fact
that use of one or a very few brands simplifies
maintenance problems and facilitates transfers
of workers within the plant.

Another piece of evidence which supports the
conclusion that labor market considerations play
a minimal role in equipment design was pro-
vided by the experience of one shoe corporation
which has plants throughout the country and
which made more careful and elaborate esti-
mates of labor requirements before new equip-
ment was introduced than any other plant
studied. Mechanization of this corporation's
operations had proceeded more rapidly in south-
ern plants where labor costs were lowest and the
specialized skills required by the new techno-
logy in shortest supply.
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6. LABOR FORCE ADJUSTMENT THROUGH TRAINING

In the preceding chapter it was shown that
the process of technological innovation and job
design, one of the equilibrating mechanisms
assumed in neoclassical economic theory, is
relatively insergitive to labor market conditions.
The weakness of this mechanism implies that
technological change is as likely to create struc-
tural bottlenecks in the labor market as not,
and that any compatability between the job
structure and the structure of the labor force
is purely fortuitous.

The historical record on this point is a matter
of some controversy. In periods of high unem-
ployment and rapid technological change, at
least as the matter is measured by the rate of
increase in productivity, theories of structural
unemployment have achieved a certain eur-
rency.68 But the difficulties of separating the
structural component of unemployment from
the inadequacy of aggregate demand have made
it impossible to substantiate such theories
empirically.'" Nonetheless, the recent reduc-
tions in unemployment under the impact of
strong govermental stimulus to demand, al-
though far from conclusive in this respect, seem
to undermine the explanation of the unemploy-
ment rates of the late 1950's and early 1960's
based on structural theories. Moreover, at the
time the interviews for the study were con-
ducted, this procedure did not show a tendency
toward increasing labor market orientation that

one would have expected had the market been
experiencing serious structural imbalances and
the plants been unable to obtain the labor force
they required. And, historically, the labor
market has remained far closer to equilibrium
than one would expect if no coordinating mocha-

gs The recent literature is reviewed in Barbara It. Bergmann
and David E. Kaun, "Structural Unemployment in the United
States," (Washington: Brookings Institution, 1965), chap.
IL Unpublished numuseript.

The literature of the Industrial Revolution and of the 1920's
and 1030'8 is reviewed in detail in Lewis L. Lorwin and John
M. Blair, Technology in Our Economy, Washington( Temporm
National Economic Committee, 1040), Monograph 22, pp.
3-83. This volume is also illustrative of the concerns of the
1930's 88 are the other monographs in this series and the
studiett of the Works Progress Administration, National Re-
search Project.

The major product of the concern in the 1020's is: Com-
mittee on Recent Economic Changes of the President's
Conference on Unemployment (the Hoover Committee),
Recent Economic changes in the United Stales, 2 vol.. (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1020). In this period see also Harry
Jerome, Mechanization of Industry. (New York: National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1034).

The TNEC and the Hoover Committee reports are earlier
analogues of Technology and the American Economy, (Wash-
ington: National Commission on Technology, Automation,
and Economic Progress (The Automation Commission] 1966),
Vol. I.

See Richard G. Lipsey, "Structural and Deficient-
Demand Unemployment Reconsidered," in Ross (ed.),
Employment Policy and the Labor ifarket, (Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 1065), pp. 210-255.
See also Bergmann and Kaun, op. cit., chap. 2.
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nism were operative. This suggests that there
may be other mechanisms, not incorporated in

neoclassical theory, operating to reconcile the
structure of the labor force with the structure
of jobs.

Training

Training in the Plant on the Job
In the plants included in the study, much of

the adjustment in jobs and worker characteris-
tics required by changes in technology appeared
to take place through in-plant training. Because
of their importance in the adjustment Twocess,
in-plant training procedures are explored in
some detail:°

Although surprisingly little is known about
the processes by which job skills are acquired
in the American economy, it is apparent from
the data that are available that In-plant train-
ing plays a predominant role, particularly for
blue-collar production and maintenance crafts
in manufacturing. (See table 2.)"

In itself this may only indicate that the locus
of training has shifted. Neoclassical theory
tends to view the educational system as a sep-
arate industry and the removal of training to
the plant as a form of vertical integration. The
integration may affect the distribution of

'°Some of the material in this seetion was presented in
abbreviated form in Peter B. Doeringer and Michael J.
Piore, "Lalmr Market Adjustment aml Internal Training,"
Industrial Relations Research Aswwiation, Proceedings of Me

Eighteenth itnnual Winter Meeting, (Madis9n, Wisconsin:

1065).
71 More Mailed data are available in the monograph from

which this table is derived: U.S. Department of Labor,
Pormal Occupational Training of Adult nrkers, (Manpower/
Automation Research Monograph No. 2, Deeember 1064),
Table 11, p. 43-15. Similar results are reported in a more
intensive Canadian study of manufaeturing craftsmen. in
which the training of native craftsmen is compared to that
of European immigrants in the RAMO trades. Formal training
wa8 considerably more important for the Europeans. Depart-
ment of Labour, Canada, Acpdsition of Sags, Research
Program on the 'Mining )f Skilled Manpower, Reimrt No. 4
(Ottawa: Queen's Printer an(l Cont roller of St M lottery, 1060),

The training of construction craftsmen is often equally in-
formal; see fleorge Strauss, "Apprentice: An Evaluation of
the Need," in Ross, op cit., pp. 299432. See also National
Manpower Council, op. cit., pp. 268433.
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training costs between the employer and the
employees, but need not change the essence of
the training process:': Judging from the plants
ncluded in this study, however, the internali-
zation of training changes the training tech-
nique as well. In-plant training in these plants
took a variety of forms, and any single job was
taught differently at different times in the
same plant. But the predominant patternand
the one which appears to be most critical in
adjustment to changing technologywas a
process of informal training on the job in the
process of production. The typical worker in
the manufacturing sector just "picks up" his
skills by what one observer has termed a pro-
cess of "obmosis." m

For relatively simple operating jobs new
workers receive a brief job demonstration and
are then placed directly on the machine. As
they begin to produce on their own, they are
corrected by the foreman or by neighboring
operators and, in this way, acquire speed and
accuracy. On complex jobs, particularly in main-
tenance and repair, the novice may serve as
an assistant to an experienced employee whom
he eventually replaces. Sometimes the position
of assistant is a regular job, part of the normal
staffing pattern. In other cases, it is a trainee
position, not otherwise filled. In still other
cases, training takes place along a promotion
ladder: work on lower level jobs on this ladder
develops skills which are a prequisite for learn-
ing the more complex skills required on the
jobs higher up the ladder. Alternatively, work-
ers in a department frequently learn other jobs
by observing their neighbors and by practicing
on, or "playing around with" the equipment
during their lunch hour" so that, although the
jobs within the department are not skill related,
the ability to perform a given job is related to
the length of time the worker remains in the
department. Job skills are also acquired during
temporary work assignments: an inexperienced

" See Clary Becker, or. cit., pp. 7=37.
" Melvin W. Reder, "Wage Differentials: Theory and

Measurement" in National Bureau of Economic Research,
Aspects of Labor Economies, (Princeton: Princeton (rnivemity
Press, 1062), p. 271.

74 This type of training is also common in some construc-
tion crafts. For example, Carth L. Mangum, The Operating
Engineers. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1064), p.
276.



TABLE 2, REPORTS BY WORKERS ON LEARNING OF CURRENT (OR LAST) JOB
SELECTED MANUFACTURING JOBS

Worsens 22 to 04 years old in civilian labor force who completed lew than three years of college. Percent distribution)

Current or Int job

Ways in Which Job Was Learned'

Formals
On
the
jobs

Canals
No

training
needed

Not
avail-
able

Technicians, electrical and electron
lc, and other engineering and
physical sciencos 54.2 83.5 30.2 4.7

Other technicians (notls 54.4 73.5 23.5 2.2

Foremen, manufacturing 32,6 85.9 33.8 1.3

Machinists 60.1 70.9 30.0 .5
Mechanica and repairmen ...... 43.4 60.0 52.4 2.5 .5
Toolmakers, and die makers and

netters 64,0 65.2 I 32.6 I 4.4 .... .....
Ail other craftsmen and kindred

workers 34.2 09.7 41.3 1.4 1.4

Assemblers ILO 81.2 28.4 0.9 .3
Checkers, examiners, and Inspec-

tors, manufacturing 15.8 85.8 32.1 4.5 .9
Filers, grinders, and polishers, metal. 13.3 06.1 30.4 7.9

Packers and wrappers 4.8 60.2 41.6 13.0 1.1

Sewers and sachem, manufacturing. 12.4 00.2 40.3 3.2 1.5

Welders and plane cutters 41.3 02.4 34.9 4.2

Other operatives 17.6 71.4 30,6 5.1 1.9

Munufacturing operatives and kin.
drnd workers (nec)........ 10.8 73,8 34,5 0.4 .0

Laborers (no), manqfacturing 5.1 47.3 44.6 18.4 3.1

Most Helpful Way Job Wna Learned

19.8 34.4 6.1 0.2 6.1 4.7 23.6

25.7 30.8 5.0 1.5 8.0 2.2 10.9

9,2 25,0 5.3 23.4 14.4 22.1

31.4 28.8 4.7 2.0 10.9 21.0

15.3 25.4 5.0 2.1 30.3 2.5 18.9

41,4 17.1 2.8 I 4.4 13.8 4.4 10.0

12.7 35.7 3.3 0.0 21.7 1.4 18.7

3.2 63.9 3.8 .5 14.9 0.9 0.7

8.1 55.3 5.7 2.6 9.1 4.5 14.7

3.0 49.1 1.8 1.8 26.7 7.9 9.7

.5 41.0 2.0 1.1 25.0 13.6 10.3

6.4 47.3 5.3 .7 318 3.2 6,3

18.7 30.7 7.7 2.1 22.3 4.2 14.3

0,8 43.0 0.0 4.0 20.0 0.1 14,4

3.4 54.2 2.8 2.0 20.1 6.4 10.3

1.9 32.1 1.1 2.2 31.1 18.4 13.1

I Because workem learned Jobs In mom than ono wahthe 1UM may ex-
ceed 100.0 percent,

s Includes edieole, apprentioeship, and armed forces.
%eludes on-the-Job, company training, worked way up by promotion,

Includes "relative or friend," "just picked it up," and "others."

man may, for example, stand in for the regular
incumbent when the latter is temporarily forced
to leave his station, and for more extended
periods, when the incumbent is late, sick or on
vacation.

Despite such diversity, all of these training
patterns have three common features which
make it useful to analyze them as a group: 1)
the training takes place on the job; 2) it occurs
in the process of production; and 3) it is highly
informal. The informality of the training pro-
cedures in the plants visited was particularly
striking. Job skills were communicated orally
and through demonstration, and were learned
by practice and repetition. The larger plants in

Not elsewhere classified,
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Formal Oceupalf ()nal Troinko of

Adult Workers, Manpower/Automation Research Monograph No. 2,
Deeembar 1901, Table 11, p. 43-IL

the sample bad written job descriptions, but
these were designed for use in wage admini-
stration and in recruitment and screening. They
were seldom, if ever, referred to in the actual
training. And even in wage administration and
hiring they appeared to serve only as guide-
posts. During the interviews managers con-
tinually paused to reinterpret them, adding
phrases, interpolating words, and so on. An
uninitiated worker, reading the description
without ever having seen the job performed,
would find little to help him actually do the job.

Instruction manuals were also conspicuously
absent. In those plants where they existed, they
were used as maintenance guides, apparently
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designed for those already familiar with similar
pieces of equipment and the specialized vocab-
ullry associated with them,

In short, the jobs exist only as work per-
formed on the plant floor; continuity of
job activity, from one generation of employees
to another, is achieved through a process of
direct transmission, orally and by example, from
the incumbent to his successor. Thus the in-
cumbent serves as teacher and his eventual
replacement as student?'

However, the concept of a teacher-student
relationship must not be understood too literally.
The analogy can be misleading in several re-
spects. First, many facets of manufacturing
jobs are self-taught. This is particularly true
for relatively simple operating jobs on an
assembly line, where the critical "skills" are
speed and accuracy. These jobs call for certain
habitual manual movements, learned by rote
through continual practice and repetition. In-
deed, plants generally define training for these
jobs in terms of a learning curve showing the
rise in the worker's productivity over time:
the "trained" worker is one whose learning
curve has levelled off outside of this learning
curve, "training" and "skills" have little mean-
ing.

The learning curve also characterizes "skill"
components of a number of jobs to which it is
not generally applied. Even for maintenance
crafts, which require considerable ingenuity
and improvisation, the speed with which diffi-
culties can be diagnosed and repaired is critical,
and this speed is frequently dependent upon the
number of situations the craftsman has memo-
rized. A partially trained craftsman is familiar
enough with the equipment so that the mental
process and experimentation he goes through
to diagnose trouble and correct it are relatively
brief. The fully trained craftsman knows
immediately how to proceed. Here, as for simple
assembly jobs, a good part of the learning pro-
cess consists of practice and repetition.

A second characteristic of the teaching func-

7$ The necessity of having the incumbent train his replace-
ment can present major industrial relations problems if the
incumbent desires to retain the job and refuses to provide the
training. See, for example, John T. Dunlop and James S.
Healy, Collective Bargaining: Principles and Cases, (Home-
wood, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1053), p. 281.
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tion in on-the-job training is that many job
skills which weed not be self taught can be, A
novice can learn to do a job by trial and error,
but a "teacher" can shortcut this process by
timely advice and assistance. His presence not
only saves the labor and machine time involved
in learning by trial and error, but also helps to
avoid the machine damage and material wastage
which such trial and error learning frequently
entails, One type of work in which trial and
error learning is possible but expensive is
machine repair: here an inexperienced man
may eventually be able to repair a machine
simply with the aid of an instruction manual,
but he can do so more efficiently under the
supervision of a craftsman already familiar
with the equipment. Similarly, on almost any
production job, unusual emergencies can arise
and one of the important "skills" of the ex-
perienced operator is to know what to do, even
if this knowledge involves nothing more than
the ability to call for help in a way which
obtains it quickly. The novice will learn how
to do this after one or two emergencies, but
the emergencies will be less catastrophic if
either a supervisor or an experienced operator
is nearby to direct him.

This leads to the third characteristic of
teaching on the job. Very frequently, training
is merely a matter of demonstration. The
student absorbs the job skills by watching the
experienced operator perform, and little or no
instruction in the conventional sense is re-
quired.

Together, these aspects of the teaching func-
tion in on-the-job training imply that there
is considerable elasticity in the amount of
teaching time and the intensity of teaching
effort which need to be devoted to individual
students. If a firm is forced to do a lot of
training by unusually high rates of attrition,
an expansion in productive capacity, or a change
in technology, the amount of individual atten-
tion can be reduced. A variety of adjustments
of this kind was encountered in this study. For
example, the number of assistants working
under a given maintenance craftsman fre-
quently varied with the plant's training re-
quirements. A supervisor who normally would
have one or two trainees in his department
might find himself with a large group of inen-



perienced hands. An operator who usually
trained a single replacement might be assigned
to supervise and train several new employees
at once. Similar examples can be given for
every type of on-the-job training situation.

Bemuse training takes place in the process
of production, both the "student" and the
"teacher" perform roles in the manufacture
of the product coincident with (and, in fact,
as part of) their roles in the training process.
Adjustments in the student-teacher relation-
ship therefore involve a substitution of low-
skilled for high-skilled labor in the process of
production. The teacher's role is generally to
demonstrate tasks that the trainee cannot do
himself and to overcome difficulties that the
trainee works himself into. In effect, this means
that the trainee is assigned the lesser skilled
elements of the job while the teacher confines
his duties to the more complex tasks and to
emergencies. This is especially apparent when a
journeyman craftsman is assigned an assistant,
for in this case it is easily possible to eifferen-
tate high- from low-skilled tasks. The same
situation occurs, however, on simpler produc-
tion jobs when the supervisor or a neighboring
operator absorbs duties normally attached to
the job which the trainee is learning.

A second effect that occasionally occurs in
production as adjustments are made in the
number of students assigned a given teacher
is the temporary curtailment of certain highly
skilled tasks that the "teacher" normally per-
forms. For example, one of the tasks of the
supervisor on an assembly line is to expedite
production. He does this in a variety of ways,
ranging from developing minor innovations in
the productive process to investigating delays
in other departments whose inputs are critical
to his own. When the number of inexperienced
workers in his department increases, he is
forced to devote more time to supervising their
work. His expediting activities are inevitably
curtailed.76 It is to be noted in this particular
case that the tasks curtailed are essentially
"hidden" aspects of the productive process.
Technically, production is not supposed to re-

71 Seo, for example, Charles IL Walker, Robert H. Guest,
and Arthur H. Turner, The Poreman on the Assembly Line,
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1050, passim.

quire expedition, and the tasks of expedition are
seldom explicitly defined or even clearly under-
stood. In fact, management may not be aware
that they have been curtailed. They do affect
plant productivity, however, and when they
are curtailed, productivity declines. Thus, in
addition to the reduction in productivity repre-
sented by the learning curve of the operator-
trainee, the training process will involve other
reductions in productivity resulting from the
diversion of experienced personnel to training.

Thus training adjustments may be viewed
either as an adjustment in the teacher-student
ratio or as an adjustment in the process of
production through job modification. This dual
view is of more than semantic interest. It
means, among other things, that while adjust-
ment to a shortage of experienced labor appears,
at first, to be accomplished through a reduction
in demand, this is only the transitory effect of
an adjustment process that in the long-run
relieves the shortage tIrrough an increase in
the supply. This has important implications for
assessment of the impact of technological
change and the process of adjustment to it.

It is easier to characterize on-the-job training
than to explain its predominance in the develop-
ment of production and maintenance skills. It
appears to be essential to the learning process
for some "skills." The ability to anticipate and
diagnose trouble on a piece of operating equip-
ment, for example, requires close association
with that particular equipment over a prolonged
period of time. It cannot be acquired in a
formal classroom or in an environment that
attempts to simulate the production process
with analogous equipment off the plant
floor. Similarly, the muscular coordina-
tion involved in rapid, efficient assembly re-
quires practice on the equipment itself. It might
be possible to teach certain muscular move-
ments off the plant floor, but to do so it would
probably be necessary to simulate the operating
situation so closely that the trainee might as
well be producing the product at the same time.
Under these circumstances, in other words, the
finished product may be viewed as a free by-
product of training captured by conducting the
training on the job. Another free byproduct is
the scraps of teacher and student time not
devoted to the educational process.
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In other situations, training appears to be
a free byproduct of production. This is the case,
for example, when inexperienced operators
learn jobs in the department by "playing
around" with idle machines during their lunch
hour and other production breaks: here, the
machine time, the student's time and the time
of the experienced operator who stays around
to show the novice how the equipment works,
carry no cost to the plant. Similarly, the auto-
matic learning that occurs along ladders of pro-
motion, or when an operator learns his neigh-
bor's job by watching him perform it, are
largely free.

Even when it is not essential ard not free,
on-the-job training Inay nonetheless be more
economical than alternative types of training.
It has certain technical characteristics that are
difficult and expensive to reproduce outside the
plant. First, instruction on the job is individual,
tailored automatically to the learning capa-
bilities and peculiarities of the trainee. Second,
the relevance of the instruction to the job is
immediately apparent. This tends to make the
trainee a more attentive student and add weight
and interest to what he is learning so that it
is less easily forgotten. Third, the informality
of the teaching process, its highly personal
character, and the fact that much of the teach-
ing takes place through demonstration rather
than verbal communication allow persons in-
capable of teaching in a classroom to serve as
instructors.

Additional economies may accrue from the
fact that the on-the-job training program is
derived from the job itself ; it is confined to
the specific set of skills required for the job
and therefore involves no excess training. On
the other hand, the narrowness of the training
may in the long run prove to be a drawback
in adapting the labor force to the changing
job requirements of a dynamic economy. The
skills it excludes may be more difficult to teach
at some later date, either because the employees
who must learn them are older, or because the
learning environment in which they are most
readily absorbed cannot be readily reconstruct-
ed, or because it may be difficult to teach a
new way of performing an operation to workers
used to another way.

Finally, on-the-job training may be more
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economical than formal classroom teaching be-
cause of the small number of trainees required
at any given time and the short training periods
needed for many jobs. If the first were a
major factor in explaining training on the job,
however, one would expect to find a shift toward
formal classroom training as the number of
trainees increased. Such shifts were indeed
encountered in several of the plants when sharp
increases in the number of new employees
occurred. In these cases, however, the manage-
ments explained that there simply had not been
enough experienced employees to communicate
the desired information in any other way, and
the plants invariably resorted to more informal
teaching techniques even before the number of
trainees fell to the level at which on-the-job
training was usually conducted.

While all of these factors appear to play a
role in explaining the predominance of on-the-
job training, that phenomenon can be over-
rationalized. The dual view of the training
process as one of substitution in production is
germane here. In a number of situations, train-
ing was clearly an incidental byproduct of what
were essentially substitution patterns intro-
duced ad hoc in an attempt to meet immediate
production targets. In theory, variations in
product prices should eliminate bottlenecks in
supply, and the plant should never find itself
unable to meet demand. In fact, however, prod-
uct prices are sufficiently inflexible, even in
an upward direction, that the plant occasionally
finds demand pressing against the technical
limits of productive capacity. Management is
nonetheless reluctant to turn away customers
for fear of losing their demand in some future
slack period. Some of this unusually large de-
mand is, therefore, reflected in raised produc-
tion targets for various plant departments
which are expected to attempt to meet them by
any feasible means. The attempt typically in-
volves a series of ad hoc changes in staffing
patterns and substitutions of inexperienced for
experienced labor. A number of unplanned
learning situations are created in this way.

To a certain extent, on-the-job training it-
self reinforces this pattern. Its informality
obscures the adjustments in labor utilization
which take place as supplies of trained labor
vary relative to plant demand ; thus it becomes



difficult to plan tight production schedules in
advance. Higher management, knowing that
adjustments can be made but unable to predict
in advance what these adjustments are or how
far they can go toward overcoming constraints
that appear to limit production, deliberately
builds pressures into its production targets. It
simply hopes that the pressures will be suffi-
cient to bring forth the needed adjustments
but not so great as to be unmanageable. The
difficulties of foreseeing what adjustments are
needed are very similar to those of attempting
to predict the manning requirements of new
equipment. Indeed, production pressures pro-
duced ad hoc training adjustments occasionally
derived from this latter source as well.

In fact, on-the-job training is related not
only to the process of design of new equipment,
but also to a number of other features of
the manufacturing plant discussed in previous
chapters: The strength of the internal labor
market; the practice of promotion from within,
along defined ladders of promotion; custo-
mary law; and the empirical base of

technology. To the extent, for example,
that the supply of labor for most jobs
is confined to labor already within the plant,
the number of students for any given job is
small and formal classroom training is dis-
couraged. Similarly, if the firm is forced by
institutional pressures to define and adhere to
seniority districts, it has an incentive to attempt
to construct these districts so that the training
needed to facilitate movement within them
is as inexpensive as possible. On the other hand,
on-the-job training, to the extent that it is
necessary and economical, reinforces the in-
ternal labor market and the practice of pro-
motion along defined ladders. In other words,
on-the-job training appears to interact with
procedures of internal promotion it operates
to strengthen these procedures and is, in turn,
reinforced by them. An analogous interaction
occurs between on-the-job training and the
empirical base of technology. To the exteizt
that the techniques are unwritten and exist
only in operation on the plant floor, the in-
stitution of training programs off the job will
involve special efforts to study the job and
abstract the technique, and therefore will be
discouraged. On the other hand, so long as

training takes place on-the-job through the
direct transmission of technique from the in-
cumbent to his replacement, the incentive to
record changes in techniques as they take place
is reduced and the empirical evolution of tech-
nology is encouraged. These examples of inter-
action between on-the-job training and other
features of the plant's operation suggest that
the whole complex of features characterizing
the manuacturing plant can best be understood
together, a point which will be explored further
in the next section, in an evaluation of the
process of adjustment to technological change.

Adjustment to Technological Changen

The plant labor force adapts to minor inno-
vations in much the same way that new workers
adapt to the technology prevailing when they
enter the plant. The engineer or supervisor
who develops an innovation demonstrates the
new techniques to the incumbent operator who
then perfects the skills required while per-
forming the job. As noted earlier, many of the
minor innovations are made by the operator
himself. Men this occurs, the process of de-
veloping the innovation and of perfecting the
new skills are virtually synonymous. The fact
that jobs are learned by rote and performed
without reference to written job descriptions
facilitates such minor changes, and gives to
both the job and the training program much
of the flexibility of customary law. The worker,
in adopting an innovation, forgets the old way
of doing the job. When he or his supervisor
subsequently begins to train his replacement,
the training program is automatically adjusted
to any changes which have occurred since the
last time the job was taught, because it is
based directly on how the job is currently done.

Major innovations in technology cannot be
accommodated in this way. It is the essence of
major innovations that they create discon-
tinuities in the transfer of job skills which can
be overcome only through a revision of normal
training patterns. Two types of innovations can
be distinguished : 1) Those which redistribute
employment opportunities among existing jobs,

" See supra, ehap. 3, pp. 34-70,
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and 2) those which create new types of jobs.
In the former woe, there, are at least some
employees who are experienced in the txrimding
job categories and who can serve as "teachers,"
In the latter case, no "teachers" are available,

This distinction is admittedly somewhat
artificial. Technological innovation will always
create some changes in existing jobs." On the
other hand, changes in technology seldom
create jobs which do not require any of the
skills needed for the jobs predating the change.
While the distinction between the two types of
change is difficult to apply in practice, there-
fore, it is nonetheless useful for analys:-. of the
training adjustments which take place within
the plant.

Adjustments to change in the distribution of
employment. Where the effect of the change in
technology is primarily a change in the dis-
tribution of employment among existing jobs,
the basic adjustment patterns are essentially
the same as those which occur whenever demand
for a given type of labor increases relative to the
normal source of supply. They thus resemble
patterns of adjustment to a plant expansion,
an unusual increase in labor turnover, or a
tightening of the external labor market. They
rely heavily upon the elasticity of the on-the-
job training procedures discussed in the pre-
vious section. Two forms of adjustment appear
to predominate: changes in the teaching and
learning patterns and changes in promotion
patterns.

Little needs to be added to the preceding
description of changes in teaching and learning
patterns. The amount of assistance received by
an individual worker in the expanding job
category decreases, but since the number of
inexperienced workers has increased, the super-
visors and experienced workers who provide
this assistance are increasingly diverted from
their normal tasks. These adjustments reduce
the efficiency of the plant's operation and are
reflected in almost every component of cost
(labor productivity, material wastage, machine
downtime, and so on).

78 Even in the extreme ease, when the impart of an innova-
tion is apparently confined to the destruction of jobs, the
modifications of equipment required to absorb the tasks of the
destroyed jobs will involve some adjustment in maintenance

The changes in promotion patterns involve
increases in the rate of promotion along ladders
that have traditionally led to the expanding
job categories and rearrangement of promotion
lines to draw upon supplies of skills which are
useful on the expanding jobs but which have
not previously been tapped." The effect of these
adjustments depends very much on the struc-
ture of the preexisting promotion ladders.

Because workers often pick up automatically
the shills required on higher level jobs that are
technically or geographically related to their
own, they may become ready for promotion be-
fore the opportunity for it materializes. When
this is the case, there is an excess supply of
skilled labor along promotion ladders, and the
plant may be able to fill the jobs created by the
change in technology at no cost. The likelihood
of this happening depends not only on how
automatically training takes place along the
promotion ladder, but also upon its shape. In
general, the more "pyramidal" the structure of
employment, the larger will be the supply of
workers on the promotion ladder.

When no excess supply of workers exists, the
rate of promotion along existing job ladders
may still increase. Even though they are not
fully trained, workers along these ladders often
constitute the most qualified supply of labor.
Under such circumstances, however, the em-
ployees on the jobs created by technological
change will be less efficient than employees in
that job category before the change occurred.
Moreover, there may be a decrease in efficiency
in the lower jobs on the promotion ladder, for
these also may have to draw upon less than
fully trained labor to replace the workers pro-
moted to the newly created jobs.

When traditional promotion ladders cannot
supply the required number of workers, plants
attempt to draw on previously untapped sources
of skills in other seniority districts. The effects
of the adjustment process upon labor produc-
tivity and other costs of production may then
be distributed quite widely throughout the plant.

A change in the plants' hiring standards for

711 The latter adjustments are constricted by customary law,
but if the number of new jobs opened up is so vast, that tradi-
tional promotion ladders cannot supply the required workers.
deviations from them are generally permitted.



entry jobs is the analogue of the change in

promo' a patterns within the plant. The in-

creased rate of promotion occasioned by techno-

logical change may produce changes in hiring
standards even though the entry jobs are not

themselves affected by the innovation.
Because changes in promotion patterns fre-

quently involve an increase in the amount of
"learning" required on the expanding jobs,

they are often accompanied by changes in the
student-teacher relationship."

The complexity of these adjustments helps
explain why it is difficult for engineers to fore-
cast the costs of labor used in a new technology.
Cost estimates are particularly problematic
where adjustments involve a change in promo-
tion patterns. Part of the cost of manning the
new equipment is then borne by the divisions of
the plant from which the labor supply is trans-
ferred. These divisions are often quite remote
from those in which the new technology is
introduced.

Moreover, the engineer may be unable to
foresee the adjustment patterns, let alone
estimate their costs, In several cases discussed
during the interviews the new sources of labor
supply had been suggested, after the technology
had been introduced, by line supervisors, The
latter benefited from the immediate stimulus
provided by the skill shortage and utilized
operating experience to which the engineers
themselves did not have access. The engineers'
difficulty in predicting the sources of labor
supply may be overcome in the future by the
use of computers to analyze and construct
optimal promotion ladders. Several plants were
experimenting with this technique. On the other
hand, one plant was using the computer to
search its entire employee records for workers
with skills needed on jobs for which trained
labor was in short supply. This caused the
adverse effect upon productivity of drawing
experienced operators from their usual jobs
to be even more widly spread throughout the

$o Changes in promotion patterns, however, will not always

involve a change in this relationship. The employees on a
promotion ladder frequently acquire technical capabilities
required by higher level jobs and simply lack the practice
that, makes for speed and efficiency. When this is the (14901 no

"teacher" is required.

plant and increased the difficulty of predicting
the cost of adjustment.

The complexity of the processes through
which the plant adjusts to new jobs suggests

that one should be cautious in drawing conclu-

sions about a technological innovation from the

initial operating experience. The adjustment
process will color virtually every variable used

to characterize the technology. The process of
on-the-job training and the adaptations in the
teaching function will distort the labor require-
ments of the technology. In general, both the
total labor force and the ratio of unskilled to
skilled workers will be greater than that which
will prevail in the longrun, The training
period will also involve unusual rates of

materials consumption and machine downtime.
Changing promotion patterns may reinforce

these effects if the newly promoted workers

are inherently less capable than the workers
originally employed in the expanding job cate-
gories and are therefore never able to achieve
the same level of efficiency:31 Since it should

be possible to find more capable workers when

individual vacancies occur, efficiency will

normally rise as the original employees are
replaced. In most plants, however, workers
can be replaced only when they voluntarily
leave the job. Consequently, a change in pro-
motion patterns will generally have longer

lasting effects than will training procedures.
On the other hand, it would also be misleading

to judge the longrun impact of new techno-
logical change on the basis of previous experi-

ence with similar technologies. Some of the
modifications in the student-teacher relation-
ship and in the sources of supply which accom-
pany the introduction of new technology will

be required permanently to maintain the higher
levels of employment in the expanding job

categories.
Adjustment to new jobs. When technological

change creates new jobs, there is no reservoir
of experienced operators to serve as teachers.
It would therefore appear that on-the-job
training is impossible. This does not seem to

be the case. The processes of design, experimen-

11 This effect of changes in promotion patterns may he

strong if the plant is obligated to retain employees diotaccd

by the change.
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tation, construction, installation, start-up, and
debugging substitute for the production process
as learning situations. Operators and mainten-
ance personnel are withdrawn from production
to participate in one or all of these phases of
the innovative process, Their participation is
not contrived solely for 4'Lle purpose of skill
development, but is necessary to the innovative
process. When the plant's own operators and
maintenance personnel are not available for the
work it must be performed by someone else.
The term "on-the-job training" can therefore
be applied as appropriately to learning in the
process of innovation as it is to learning in the
process of production, and the former has the
characteristics ascribed to the latter in the pre-
ceding section.

The process of innovation and installation ha,
one advantage over the process of production
for the development of skillsa wide range of
operating problems and difficulties is encoun-
tered in a very short space of time. When the
equipment is in regular operation, the same
range of problems might be en. 2ntered only
over a period of years, or perhaps not at all.
For this reason, plants often find it advan-
tageous to have relatively inexperienced em-
ployees participate in the installation and
debugging of equipment, even wheii other
employees, experienced with similar models,
are available to do the job or when a vendor
has his own crew for these purposes. Thus,
training in the process of installation is not
necessarily confined to new equipment.

On-the-job training in the process of inno-
vation is closely linked to what was termed, in
the preceding section, "the empirical base of
manufacturing technology." To facilitate ex-
perimentation, engineers frequently attempt to
simulate operating situations in their workshop.
Occasionally they actually develop the inno-
vation on the plant floor. The approximation to
reality is furthered by the borrowing of hourly
employees from the operating and maintenance
departments to operate and repair the equip-
ment during the developmental phase. This, in
turn, extends the opportunities for these em-
ployees to learn their new jobs. James R.
Bright's studies in fact suggest that a realistic
simulation of operating conditions is so critical
to the process of innovation that, when it is
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neglected, new equipment requires extensive
rebuilding in the course of installation and
start-up." This implies that traiLing oppor-
tunities curtailed by a failure to use operating
employees in the developmental stages of new
technology would be automatically balanced
by an extension of training opportunities when
the technology is installed."

Despite mechanisms of this sort, the develop-
ment of new job skills becomes more complex
when the job incumbents do not participate
directly in the innovative process. Their
participation appears tc be limited most fre-
quently in two situations: when the major part
of the development and construction of the new
technology occurs at a location geographically
remote from the plantin a vendor's establish-
ment, for exampleand when the innovations
constitute a radical bveak with existing tech-
nologies.

When the development of the new technology
occurs far away, direct participation of the
plant's own employees is inhibited by their
reluctance to move temporarily to the place
where the innovation is being produced and
by the cost of transporting and maintaining
them there. In most of the plants involved in this
study, participation was further constrained by
the rules or customs requiring that hourly
employees who went out of town on company
business be paid their regular hourly rateand
sometimes premium rates--for all hours away
from home.

However, much of the work performed by
hourly employees in the design and construction
of equipment is essential it must get done. And
those who do it learn the new jobs in the pro-
cess. They then become the first generation of
incumbents on the new jobs, passing on the
new skills to regular operators and maintenance
craftsmen on the job. Very frequently, this
first generation consists of a vendor's crafts-
men, who work with the plant engineer in the
developmental stage. When they install the
equipment on the customer's premises, they

83 James R. Bright, Aroomation and ilfanagement, (Boston:
Harvard Business School, Division of Research, 1058), pp.
123-131.

83 As argued earlier, the direction of causality between the
on-the-job training and the empirical base of technology also
runs the other way.



also act as "teachers" to the customer's em-
ployees. Most of the firms in the study insisted
that their contracts with vendors require that
the vendor retain responsibility for the new
equipment until it is operating satisfactorily.
This tended to insure that the transmission of
skills from the vendor's to the customer's em-
ployees would take place. If the customer's
employees did not acquire full competence be-
fore the vendor's employees left the premises,
arrangements were generally made for the
customer to recall the vendor in emetwgencies.

During the transition period responsibility
is often shared between customer and vendor.
In one case, for example, the customer's em-
ployees were not fully trained but could handle
the equipment when backstopped by the ven-
dor's representatives. When trouble developed,
the customer communicated the problem to the
vendor over the phone: the vendor gave verbal
instructions which the customer's employees
carried out. Here, as in on-the-job training for
older jobs, there is a temporary pattern of
substitutionthe substitution of low-skilled
employees of the customer and capital equip-
ment (the telephone) for the more highly
trained employees of the vendorwhich also
serves as a learning situation in which the low-
skilled employees are eventually transformed
into high-skilled labor.

The transmission of skills between vendor
and customer need never be completed.
Frequently the vendor maintains the customer's
equipment on contract, When this is the cas ,
the separation of vendor and customer is not
a hindrance to the development of new skills
,Ance the vendor alone requirep these skills.

The extreme pattern in the development of
a new job family occurs when the engineer
serves as the first generation of workers,
passing on the required skills to both operators
and maintenance men only after the innovation
is virtually complete. This pattern usually pre-
vails when the technology requires radical
departures from existing techniques as did, for
examplo, computer technologies, numerically
controlled machine tools, and automated equip-
ment. Because it is in such eases that labor
supply bottlenecks allegedly develop, the pattern
deservel examination.

There is a large discrepancy in educational

background between the engineer and those who
ultimately work with the new equipment he
is developing. Consequently, when the engineer
serves as the first generation on a new job, it
is extremely misi ;Wing to draw conclusions
about the actual requirements for performing
the job from the early operating experience.
Such a mistake is not likely when the decline
in formal qualifications takes place wholly or
largely between the first and second generation
of incumbents. The decline may, however, be
prolonged over several generations,

A prolonged decline can occur because the
plant has very little idea of what skills are
actually required to perform a new job that
is radically different from any that preceded
it. The engineer who designs and builds the
equipment 13 clearly qualified to do the job.
Presumbly something short of a complete
engineering education will suffice to equip a
man to perform the work. But it is very diffi-
eel', to know the minimum requirements pre-
cisely.

The problem of identifying the minimum
requirements is made more difficult by in-
complete understanding of the relationship be-
tween job performance and the individual com-
ponents 0 a formal educational curriculum.
Thus, even if the requirements for a job were
to consist of certain components of the
engineer's own education, the task of identi-
fying them would not be an easy one.

Moreover, in the course of transferring the
job, two additional changes take place that make
the engineer's own education a very poor guide.
First, the methods of performing the job
change, and they change in a rather unpredict-
able way. Many manufacturing processes are
monitored by the sound, smell, or feel of the
operating equipment. The operator, for instance,
can tell by the "feel" of the equipment whether
it is running smoothly and, if not, where the
.iwouble is. In chemical processes, he sometimes
tastes the product. Such "skills" are developed
over time through continual association with
a process. The designing engineer, in contrast,
generally monitors a process throw gh a more
formal procedure involving blueprints, designs,
and special instruments, The technique of
monitoring by "instinct" is not necessarily
inferior to the formal procedures of the engi-
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neer. It may even prove more efficient, since
it enables the operator to anticipate trouble
and diagnose the source quickly. This alter.,
native, "instinctual" technique takes time to
develop, however. Indeed, it may develop over
several generations, The engineer, because be
is accustomed to operating in a more formal
manner, may be unable to foresee any alter-
native way of doing the job.

Secondly, changes often take place in
educational technology which give people with
much less educational achievement than the
engineer access to critical job skills. These
changes, like those in job technique also occur
in Pn informal and unpredicable way. It is
easy to find examples of such changes in the
formal educational curriculum: the discovery
that set theory can be taught in grade school
has led to the new mathematics. Similarly, in
the Second World War it was found that
illiterate recruits could be trained as truck
drivers by shortcutting the usual literacy re-
quirements and training the men to "read"
only these words and symbols encountered on
the specific routes to which they would be
assigned." Inform: examples of such inno-
vations in educational technique are more
difficult to come by. But in trying to communi-
cate complex ideas to less broadly trained
technicians, the engineer will inevitably find
methods of circumventing gaps in his students'
formal background, jest as the economist linds
it possible to teach sophisticated economic
theory without calculus. The development of
these new techniques may span several gener-
ations of job incumbents. Major gaps in formal
educational achievement which the engineer
cannot overcome may be bridged by less sophis-
ticated workers who learn the job from him.
Thus, for example, a technician trained by an
engineer may be able to train a grade school
graduate.

Changes in the way of doing the job and in
the ways of acquiring the necessary skills can
take place without a change in the design of the
equipment. However, the equipment itself is
often modified to facilitate these changes, Many

" This information was provided by Mr. Andrew Brest
who developed several such programs r Army during
the war.
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of the minor innovations developed by the
operator and his supervisor arise for this pur-
pose. Like the slowly changing techniques of
education and job performance, these minor
modifications in the equipment evolve over
time. They are stimulated by actual operating
situations and possess a dynamic of their own in
which one modification creates the environment
which stimulates the development of anothert'
It is thus difficult to foresee the kinds of changes
which will be most desirable, and this is parti-
cularly so for the engineer. Having his own
way of performing the work, he often cannot
conceivein the abstractof any need for
change.

In situations where all three types of change
take place simultaneously, it, of course, becomes
extremely difficult to find realistic examples
that illustrate each type individeally. Taken
together, however, the changes are responsible
for what is rapidly becoming the paradigm of
an unforeseeable decline in educational quali
fications for new technologies: the jobs associ-
ated with the computer. The requirements for
these jobs, which originally included sophisti-
cated mathematical skills, have now been sub-
stantially reduced through a combination of
adjustments in the productive technology, the
development of simple program languages like
Fortran, and changes in the methods of teach-
ing these languages. These changes were cited
in all of the plants visited which used computer
technologies.

To summarize, the predominant method for
developing labor force skills in the plants sur-
veyed was internal training on the job in the
process of production. Although technological
change disrupted normal training procedures,
it was accommodated through a similar process
of on-the-job training. When the effect of the
change was primarily a redistribution of work-
ers among existing jobs, training continued to
take place in the process of production, but
promotion procedures and teacher-student re-
latioriships were modified. When the change
created jobs not previously known, the skills
.==1=11=1.C,=

" This appeam to he part of what Arrow means by "learn-
ing by doing." See Kenneth 3. Arrow, "The Economic Im-
plications of Learning by Doing," The Rcukte of Economic
Studies, Vol. XXIX No. RO, July 1562, pp. 155-168.



required by the new jobs were developed in the
process of innovation, When the employees who
normally would man the new technology did not
participate in the process of innovation, the job
was initially performed by personnel who did
participate and who then, in the process of
production, trained the workers who ultimately
manned the equipment. When the requirements
of the new jobs were radically different from
those of preexisting jobs, equilibrium require-
ments were reached only after several genera-
tions of successively less skilled incumbents had
been trained on the job. The decline in the
job requirements was made possible by changes
in the technique of "teaching" the job, by
changes in the way the job was performed, and
by minor modifications in equipment, all of
which were stimulated by the training process.

To the extent that skills required by new
technologies are developed in the process of
innovation and production, absolute bottlenecks
(workers unemployed but unqualified for vacant
jobs) will be avoided. Any imbalance between
the skills of the labor force and the skills needed
for the jobs will be felt in an increase in pro-
duction costs caused by the use of inexperienced
labor. These increased costs present a problem
to the plant because they are indirect and there-
fore difficult both to forecast and to control.
That they can also present certain social prob-
lems will be discussed in the next section. But
these problems are short-run in character,
symptomatic of an adjustmeat process which is
taking place, and consequently are of much less
importance than those created by absolute
structural bottlenecks.

Although on-the-job training was the pre-
dominant technique in the plants visited, it was
not the only method used to develop the skills
of the labor force. In addition, the plants con-
ducted a number of formal training programs
and hired workers trained in other institutions.
These trening processes may produce struc-
tural bottlenecks. Formal training off the job
may leave jobs vacant while the labor force is
being trained. Additional problems are created
by the necessity of coordinating the training
with the needs of the plant. It is therefore
necessary to explore formal training procedures
in some detail.

Formal Education

Formal education within the plant. Many of
the training programs in the plants surveyed
proved, upon investigation, to be merely form-
alized on-the-job training, giving the trainee
exposure to the variety of situations he was
likely to encounter when working on his own.
The programs did not change the basic
character of the training process. In one plant,
for example, trainees learning machine repair
were rotated through various departments of
the plant. In another plant which had a plant-
uide maintenance department, the maintenance
foreman tried to assign trainees in compliance
with a formal training schedule which listed
the various operations to which the trainee was
to be exposed in an order determined by the
skills involved. A$ noted earlier, seniority dis-
Wets and promotion ladders often performed
the same function.

A variety of formal classroom programs was
also encountered in the study. These ranged
from simple orientation programs to training
in verbal and mathematical literacy. At the
extreme were several plants which gave instruc-
tion in higher mathematics and electronics. The
programs that were examined in detail followed
a set pattern. A typieal one, conducted by a
vendor for his customer's personnel, consisted
of a 2-week course of instruction in higher
mathematics and electronics. The material was
oriented towards the vendor's equipment, but
a good part of it is normally covered in college

or even graduate classrooms. The vendor
recognized that much of the material was above
his students, but he expected them to emerge
from the course with enough vocabulary so
that they could describe equipment difficulties
to his employees and receive verbal repair in-
structions over the phone. A large part of the
material which the students did not understand
initially would become clear on the job. At that
point the program's graduates would have
reached a level of sophistication approaching
that of the curriculum, and would then be able
to train their own replacements. This program
involved a special set of problems that are not
likely to arise when the plant originates its own
programs. The vendor was compelled to accept
any students his customer sent, which meant
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that he was unable to screen students in advance
and consequently had an exceedingly hetero-
geneous student body. The basic features of
the program, howevera sophisticated cur-
riculum taught in a brief period and designed
to supply a framework for further training on
the jobwere common to in-plant classroom
programs as well.

In general, there was much less formal class-
room training than one might expect. It
appeared to be the preferred training tech-
nique only for the orientation of new employees
to plant rules and procedures. The orientation
was normally conducted by the employees' fore-
man, but was arranged for a large group when
the number of new employees was large. In-
structioil in specific jobs, even in periods of
rapidly expanding employment, Ms given on
the job wherever possibleand the companies
in this study went to great lengths to insure
that it was possible. When four old plants were
consolidated into a single plant at a new loca-
tion, the company offered extremely attractive
inducements to persuade employees to move
with the plant so that they could later train new
employees on the job. And the skills initially
underrepresented among the transferred em-
ployees were taught to them on the job before
they moved. Other companies managed to
accomplish much the same thing through tem-
porary transfers of experienced personnel to
new plants. Companies which are too small to
find these procedures feasible were under-
represented in the sample, but the few small
companies which were studied paid special
attention to the availability of experienced labor
in selecting plant locations. The importance
of an initial supply of skilled labor to train new
employees is underscored by the problems of
one small company which opened a new plant in
a small town. The company had extracted a
promise from the local community that its
plant would be the only one of its kind in town,
and this promise had been the deciding factor
in the choice of the location. But the community
reneged, and another plant in the same industry
opened two months before the company NVEIS
scheduled begin its new operation. The
opening was consequently delayed, and took
place only :Frer the planned wage level had
been revised u apward substantially to enable
the company to hire an initial complement of
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skilled workers. In this crisis the plant did not
consider alternatives to on-the-job training by
experienced operators. These examples and
other comments made during the interviews
support the point made earlierfor many jobs,
the required skills exist only as an oral tradi-
tion, passed from one generation of operators
to another. And the cost of abstracting these
skills so that they can be taught more formally
is so great that it is not even considered.

Formal education outside the plant.14 In the
firms included in this study, the role of formal
education in the development of skills was
obscured by the use of formal educational
achievement as a screening device in the em-
ployment of new personnel and, to a lesser
extent, in promotion. Firms imposed educational
qualifications for employment because they be-
lieved that these qualifications would select a
group of candklates who would perform well
on the job. They knew surprisingly little, how-
ever, about the relationships between the formal
educational curriculum and job performance.
At best, the hiring standards were derived from
crude and unusually intuitive or "horseback"
correlations between educational attainment
and performance. One large firm was beginning
to make these correlations more formally with
the aid of a computer. It was apparent that in
many cases educational attainment served as
a proxy for such traits as reliability and learn-
ing potential. When candidates possessing the
preferred educational qualifications were not
available, the plants used more elaborate (and
more expensive) screening devices to select
candidates from lower educational groups."

During the interviews, a sharp contrast
emerged between the plant attitudes toward
education in basic industrial habits and skills,
on the one hand, and vocational preparation, on

min relation to the material developed in this section, fief
National Manpower Council, hnproving the Work Skilr,
of the Nation, Proceedings of a Conference on Skilled ifanpowels
(New York: Columbht University Press, 1055), etTecially
pp. 5S=82,130 144, and 179-102. These pages report the con-
ference discussion. Many of the participants were industrial-
ists and their comments porallel those made by the respon-
dents in the present studv. They are particularly interesting
as they relate to an earlier perind of tighter labor markets.
See also, National Manpower Ceuncil, .1 Policy for Skilkd
Manpower, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1954),
pp. 91-114.

67 Thi4 point emerges clearly in Natiotutl Manpower
Council, A Policy for Skillcd Manpower, pp. 95=105.



the other. Plant personnel evinced very little
interest in the specific content of the general
educational curriculum." Management's pre-
occupation with the length of time that candi-
dates have spent in school is symptomatic of
this, This is not to say that they are unaware of
differences in the content of the curriculum,
They were particularly sensitive to differences
in the quality of the same number of years of
education in the North and South. But they
tended to measure quality by such indicators Its
teachers' salaries and the physical plant of the
school system. The debates about the content of
education which have shaken the educational
establishment in recent years (the new mathe-
matics, the content of college education courses)
were not of interest.

One cannot attribute this apparent lack of
interest, however, to any lack of involvement
in the educational process, for the plants did
provide training in general mathematical and
verbal skills when this was required and un-
available outside the plant. One company gave
instruction In basic literacy to the entire labor
force of one of its plants in order to facilitate
the introduction of a new, automated technology.
In several other plants advanced algebra and
calculus were being taught to facilitate training
in electronic maintenance. It has already been
suggested that these programs did not simply
reproduce the basic school curriculum but
abridged it in a variety of ways. If the formal
educational curriculum is viewed as standard,
this represents a substantial amount of innova-
tion in educational technique, much of it on an
ad hoc babis.

The fact that general education programs are
conducted in the plant suggests two conclusions:
First, absolute supply bottlenecks are not a
meaningful conceptat the most, the bottle-
necks are economic. Second, the school cur-
riculum is a poor guide to the minimal cost and
time necessary to provide scarce skills. Both
conclusions are supported by the experience in
overcoming shortages of skilled labor during
World War II and the more recent European
experience with poorly educated immigrant
labor.

This is not to imply that the general educa-
tion provided by the school system makes no

s

contribution to the development of rnanuff4ctur-
ing, production, and maintenance skills. It
develops literacy, industrial skills, and what
were called earlier nonskill traits (i.e. habits
of behavior and thought such as reliability,
honesty, and punctuality), The very existence
of plant training programs indicates that formal
educational qualifications are more than a
screening devicethe plant can apparently
compensate for a lack of formal education, but
it must assume an additional cost burden in
doing so. Moreover, in-plant instruction, even
in "general" skills such as reading, writing,
and mathmatics, is far narrower than formal
schooling; it can be so narrow that the worker
is unable to "read" anything but the instruc-
tions, or do any but those calculations needed
in his job. Adjustments in the labor force may
be less costly overall and less painful for indivi-
dual workers if they receive broad training in
these skills at school.*

It is important to recognize, however, that
formal education is not the only process outside
the plant through which productive attributes
are acquired. The habits of behavior and
thought, and the general skills important in
manufacturing work, which the school appears
to teach are central to the whole operation of
the industrial culture of which both the school
and the manufacturing plant are a part. They
are carried on and developed by a number of
other social institutions and situations besides
those of the school system. And, particularly
with regard to what were called earlier "non-
skill" traits, it is debatable whether the school
actually teaches them or simply depends upon
them. Certainly it is easier for the student to
remain in school if he possesses these traits."

On the role of formal education in skill development, see
Getting Hired, Gelling Trained, (Washing(on: National Com-
mittee on Employment of Youth, 1005), pp. 19-44. Also
National Manpower Council, A Policy for Skilled Manpower,
pp. 130=158.

0° It seems reasonable to credit the school system with some
role in developing even the more amorphous habits of behavior
and thought. The Deutsch experiments with the early educa-
tion of children from underprivileged homeswhieh, in this
ease, means homes farthest removed from the mainstream of
tlw culture and from the habits it teacheswhich provided
the foundations for "Projeet Head Start" indicate I hat such
habits can be taught in school. See Charles E. Silberman,
Crisis in Black and While, (New York: Random House, 1004),
p. 280.
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Among the various facets of the general
cultural environment, patterns of consumption
may be particularly important in enabling the
labor force to maintain pace with the skill
requirements of evolving productive technology.
To a very large extent consumption and pro-
duction share the same technology. In a variety
of subtle ways, the consumption goods with
which people grow up and live facilitate the
absorption of production skills. This relation-
ship between consumption goods and produc-
tive skills is particularly apparent in the case
of do-it-yourself consumption projects and in
the development of basic mechanical and
electrical skills through the home repair of
consumer durables like automobiles and tele-
vision sets (although several plants expressed
disappointment with the "gadgeteers" whom
they had hired as trainees for maintenance
jobs). But a number of "skills," unrecognized
as such precisely because they are so basic to
daily life, are also acquired by consumption :
the appreciation of the relationship between the
light switch and the light, or between a dial
and a machine speed, or the steering wheel and
the direction of the car; the focusing of a TV
picture ; the acquired ability to sense when con-
sumer durables are about to break down; the
dangers of electricity; what it means to blow a
fuse; what materials are highly flammable.
Bach of these "skills" contributes in one way or
another to the absorption of productive tech-
nology.

The relative disinterest of the plants in the
general education provided by the school system
contrasts sharply with their attitude toward
specific vocational preparation. Respondents
from a number of plants mentioned programs
conducted through the school system which
were designed to meet the special skill require-
ments of technological change. In one case in-
volving basic training for literacy the program
was clearly a short-run one designed to over-
come the immediate shortage. But the remain-
ing programs were permanent, instituted to
create a regular supply of graduates possessing
the required skills. They took a variety of forms.
Two of them, designed to supply craftsmen
skilled in electronic maintenance, were revisions
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of the high school vocational program. They
supplanted a training program which had
previously been conducted in the plant. In
several other cases, programs were developed
in local community colleges to train technicians
in the plant's somewhat specialized technology.

One pattern was common to these situations:
the initial generation of personnel required by
the new technology was trained in the plant,
and in-plant training programs continued to
meet personnel requirements for several sub-
sequent generations. After the skill require-
ments and the methods of teaching them had
been worked out in the early operation of the
technology, the programs were moved out of
the plant and into the schools. In this sense,
they represent a longrun pattern of accommo-
dation.

It is also characteristic of all these programs
that they had been initiated by the plant, and
were dependent upon it in so many respects
that they appeared to be an extension of its
internal training activities. Occasionally the
plant supplied the specialized equipment re-
quired as well as the necessary teachers. It
developed the curriculum. Frequently the
student body was drawn from among its own
employees. In return, the school system provided
classroom space and faculty compensation. To
speak only of direct contributions, however, is
to understate the degree to which the plants
absorbed the cost of theee programs. They pro-
vided indirect support through tax payments
in the case of the public school system, and
through voluntary contributions in the ease of
community colleges. Direct cooperation between
the school and plant was further buttressed by
the presence of some of the plant's managerial
personnel on the local school boards and on the
boards of trustees of nongovernmental educa-
tional institutions.

The responsiveness of the schools to the
plants' needs is augmented by the competition
of States and local communities for industrial
establishments, a competition whose principal
weapons are tax concessions and social services.
The companies in the survey reported that the
"attitude" of the local community on these is-
sues was a factor in their decisions concerning



plant location, and one company had made a
commitment to one locality conditioned upon
revisions in the public educational program.%

These relationships between plant and school
suggest that there are decentralized institu-
tional mechanisms, in many respects analogous
to a competitive market, operating to coordinate
the specialized vocational training provided in
schools with the skill requirements of plants,

These mechanisms do not produce complete
coordination between skill requi-ernents and
educational programs, although coordination is
no doubt greater in some communities than
in others. One might hypothesize that in large
cities, where the school system is far larger
than any single plant and where its very size
reduces its flexibility to accommodate individual
plant needs, little adaptation of this kind takes
place; the schools, at best, respond only to very
broad trends in industkial requirements. Never-
theless, the plants with the closest relationship
to local educational Institutions were located in
a midwestern city of 500,000 people.

The schools provide one channel linked
directly to the firm through which adjustment
to changing skill requirements take place.
Another direct linkage is that between the
customer plant and the vendor of equipment.%

The complex of training programs conducted
by the plant, the vendor, and the schools recalls
Gary Becker's distinction between general and
specific training," originally developed to ex-
plain the distribution of training costs. Becker
hypothesized that the cost of general training
would be transferred by the firm to the worker
who received the training, but that the cost of
specific training would be borne, in part at least,
by the lirm. This distinction was not very help-
ful in understanding the process of adjustment
within the plants studied. The distribution of
costs was not an explicit factor in deciding

On a much lower Administrative level, school resronsive-

ness is reinforeed by the tendency to judge the performance
of individual schools and some school adrniniM rators by their

success in placing students After graduation, a 811ccesti which

is largely dependent upon the attractiveness of the students
to the local plants.

*2 See supra, pp. 122425.
s Gary S. Becker, !hum rapital: Thcordkal and Ern-

pirkal Analysis with Special Reference to Education, (New
York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1064), pp.

7-28.

whether training was to be undertaken or where
it was to be conducted. In most eases, plant
programs were developed in direct response to
pressing skill shortages, and little attention was
given to costs at all. The degree to which costs
could be deliberately shifted, moreover, was
limited by the difficulties of identifying what
they were. The problems in identifying the
costs of on-the-job training have already been
noted. The cost of vendor programs was fre-
quently buried in the cost of capital equipment.
The costs of school programs financed by the
plant were generally paid either through local
taxes or from a "community relations" budget.
The local tax bill was treated in all companies as
a fixed cost of the plant. Community relations
budgets were usually established on the corpor-
ate level ; on the plant level, they were treated
as "surplus funds," used to finance projects
directly useful to the plant if these would be
justified as generating community good will
but otherwise contributed to charity.%

" The interview material suggested several other points not
directly relevant to the problem of this study, but of interest
in evaluating the distinction between general and specific
training and the hypotheses relating to it:

1. Most general ediwation conducted in the plants studied
was temporary, designed to overcome short-run shortages in
a tight labor market or created by the introduction of a new
technology. The degree to which these costs could be shifted
through wage differentiation was limited by the fact that the
rules governing wage payment required that workers holding
the same or similar jobs be paid the Eiftme basic wage because
workers receiving general education in temporary plant pro-
grams often worked on jobs similar to those held by workers
who received their general training outside the plant.

2. In the short run, in fact, it appeared that the cost of
specific education was more likely to be transferred through
wage differentiation, for such training is more likely to occur
on the job, and in on-the-job training, incentive payments
systems (if they exist) automatically reduce earnings during
the learning period.

3. The cost burden of training programs which are A normal

part of plant operations may, however, be distributed between
the firm and the worker in accord with the Becker hypothesis.
When training programs are permanent, workers holding
similar jobs are all likely to have been trained in the same
manner. Moreover, in the long run, the plant has a greater
opportunity to design the payment system to affect the de-
sired distribution of costs. Several managers expressed con-

cern during interviews about labor turnover among specifically
trained workers and indicated that it was a factor in wage
setting and promotion.

4. The distinction between general and specific training
does not appear to explain the locatbn of training. (Becker, it
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The Role of the Market in the Devel.
opment and Distribution of Job Skills

Thus far, exclusive emphasis has been pllced
upon adjustments of labor force skills which
take place either within the plant or within
institutions directly linked to the plant which
respond to the plant's initiative. Little has been
said about adjustments which occur outside, in
an indirect response to plant requirements, as
these requirements are indicated by market
parameters. The emphasis has been deliberate.
Internal adjustments and adjustments in direct
response to the plant's needs appeared to be the
predominant mode of adaptation to technolo-
gical change. They were the chief means of
overcoming incompatabilities between the at-
tributes of the labor force and job requirements
which developed for other reasons (e.g. a tight
labor market during the upswing of the business
cycle) as well.

There were, however, a few jobs in which
internal adjustments were apparently not
feasible, and interfirm transfers through the
market appeared to be essential to skill develop-
ment. Two job categories for which this seems
to be the case were encountered in this study:
Operating jobs in an ethylene cracking plant,
and machine tool set-up and repair 4obs in an
automotive parts plant. Both categories share
a common set of characteristics. They require
broad training in a given technology to enable
the employee to handle situations which occur
rarely but which are likely to involve substan-
tial costs if handled incorrectly. Neither of the
two plants was able to give this broad training
internally. Both produced long runs of stand-
ard products, and the equipment was seldom
modified (in the ethylene plant, under normal
operating conditions, equipment was never
modified). There was, therefore, little oppor-

(Footnote 04 continued)
should be added, did not USO the (list inction for this purpose).
Plants and vendors conducted some very general training
programs; some training in technology specific to a single plant
was conducted in the school system.

5. The distinction may nonetheless explain the distribu-
tion of training costs, if not between the plant and the worker,
at least between the plant and the community at large. Direct
contributions by the plants to schools for specific education
appeared to be far greater titan direct contributions for
general education.
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tunity to take the equipment apart and teach
the employee how it worked. Instead, the plants
hired trained people who had acquired the
relevant understanding in other plants where
a greater variety of experience was available.
Ethylene cracking operators were drawn from
multipurpose cracking plants, automotive
machine tool repairmen from metal working
job shops.96

These two cases are of some interest. When
plants cannot train internally and the tradi-
tional pattern of skill transfer is disrupted
because of a disproportionate expansion of the
industry receiving the skills relative to the
industry producing them, for example, or a
technological change in the producing in-
dustryabsolute structural bottlenecks may
arise. A disruption of this kind appeared to
have occurred in the ethylene industry, but
ethylene plants seemed to be using untrained or
inadequately experienced operators and accept-
ing the risk. Although a potential source of
bottlenecks, interfirm transfers did not appear
to be a serious problem at the time of the study.
And the small number of jobs in the sample
which required such transfers suggests that
serious bottlenecks arising from this source are
unlikely.96

An alternative pattern which has been suggested but not
encountered in this study is the transfer of trained labor from
large firms, which can afford to support unproductive trainees,
to smitli firms of only a few employees, where the cost, of a
trainee is an intolerable burden. Although the possibility
or such patterns existing cannot be denied, they become less
plausible when one recognizes that traineea pick up more com-
plex skills while performing lesser skilled produetive work.
In job shops, for example, there may be a number of individual
positions which can be learned relatively easily, and so long
as there are at least four or five other workers, the unskilled
trainee can be occupied productively while he absorbs the
skills needed for other machines.

H As a practical matter, t he patterns of skill transfer through
the market may have their most interesting implications for
wage setting. In a tightening labor market, for example, wage
pressure may emanate from small firms who are attempting
to hold their trained labor and who are unencumbered by
the elaborate internal wage structure and the fears of the
leverages individual wage increases will have upon it
which inhibit wage adjustments in large plants. Large firms
may then be forced to respond in order to off set the flow
of trained labor which the small plants stimulate. On the other
hand, the multipurpose cracking plants were often as large
as the ethylene cracking plants to which they supplied
trained labor.



Other Equilibrating
Mechanisms

The adjustments through training outlined
in the previous section will not by themselves
insure a smooth adjustment to the changes in
job content occasioned by technological innova-
tion. Some innovations may generate jobs which
either impose intolerable training adjustments
upon the firm or which the existing labor force
cannot be trained to till. Conceptually, the
problem may be viewed in terms of a spectrum
on which the costs of training labor are
measured ranging from zero on the left, where
the jobs on the new technology do not differ
from those on the old, to infinity on the right,
where the new jobs differ so radically that
labor for them cannot be trained at all. If, as
appears to be the case, the cost of training is
not a factor in the decision to select a technol-
ogy, then nciw jobs should be randomly dis-
tributed over this spectrum, in which event
structural bottlenecks would be as likely to
arise as not. The fact that such bottlenecks do
not occur indicates that there are other
mechanisms, inherent in the process of technol-
ogical change, which skew the distribution of
new jobs toward the left. Several such mechan-
isms have been alluded to earlier and are
briefly recapitulated in this section.

The Continuity of Technological Change

The process through which technological in-
novations are developed tends to produce a
gradual evolution of technology and to inhibit
radical, discontinuous jumps. The fact that
direct observation of current techniques is an
important source of innovations, and that many
of these innovations involve only direct modi-
fications of existing equipment often designed
and instituted by the operator or his super-
visor, tends to produce evolutionary rather than
radical change. The empirical bsse of technol-
ogy has a similar effect. It forces the engineer to
go directly to existing processes when seeking
innovations, and new ideas, therefore, tend to
be developed within the context of the pre-
vailing technology. The importance of ex-

perimentation in elesign and development also
means that new developments are more likely
to derive from current technology than from
some point at the forefront of scientific under-
standing. A degree of continuity is also imposed
by the requirement that manufacturing technol-
ogy "work," for the closer a new idea is to the
technology already in operation, the more faith
the engineer should have in its feasibility. The
risk of failure inherent in radical departures
from existing technology may be overshadowed
by the prospect of substantial gain, but unless
the latter consistently balances the former, new
technologies will tend to be related to those
which already exist.

The continuity of technology does not insure
continuity of job skills. One technological
change observed relatively often in the study
was increase in the speed of packaging equip-

ment. Plants apparently expected this equip-
ment to run increasingly fast throughout its
life, and the theoretical maximum speed was
almost continually being overcome by one
modification or another. As the speed increased,
however, operating jobs were eliminated,
largely because individual operators could no
longer keep up with the machine. They were
replaced either by mechanical gadgets or by
electronic monitoring equipment. Even in this
case, however, there was a certain continuity of
skills. Skills needed to repair the mechanical
gadgets, although not the electronic monitoring
equipment, resembled traditional skills. More-
over, part of the requisite repair skills involved
simple adjustments, often no more than a
realignment of a package which had fallen out
of line, which the old operators could perform.
It appears, therefore, that the continuity of
technology will at least skew the distribution
of new jobs toward those already in existence
even if it does not prevent the creation of some
jobs which require major adjustments in the
labor force.

Moreover, several of the factors which foster
continuity of technology also directly foster
continuity of job skills. Innovations developed
by the supervisor and the operator will usually

be tailored automatically to the abilities of

current employees, as will innovations developed
through experiments in which line operators
and maintenance personnel participate.
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The Tendency for Technology to Cluster

Two factors inherent in the process of
technological change suggest that technologies
are likely to "cluster" in the economy. The
first of these is the standardization of parts.
A number of relatively diverse technologies
encountered in the study were built with
standard, mass-produced parts. The technologies
had frequently been designed to take advantage
of the existence of these parts and, in fact,
were often not economically viable without
them. In one extreme case, an engineer reported
that the automated assembly equipment which
he was building at the time of the interviews
bad been technically feasible fifteen years
earlier, but had become economical only ill the
last three years when the parts of which it
was composed began to be mass produced.

A second factor in the clustering of technol-
ogy is the network of communications through
which new ideas are disseminated: trade mag-
azines, vendor salesmen, trade shows, and the
direct observations of engineers as they move
through their own plants or 'other plants in the
economy. This network of communication
directly creates clustering, for engineers at-
tempt to imitate innovations developed else-
where. It also produces clustering indirectly,
because the knowledge that a given technology
works encourages engineers to pursue lines of
research closely connected with it.

By itself, the clustering of technology does
not insure a similarity of skills between old and
new jobs, but if continuity of technology skews
the distribution of new technologies toward
those already in existence, clustering will re-
inforce the pattern.

Clustering also smooths labor force adjust-
ment to technological change, for it increases
the number of situations in which workers have
an opportunity to absorb new skills through
"osmosis," while working on other jobs in the
plant and in other sectors of the economy.
Moreover, many of the factors which produce
clustering of manufacturing technologies un-
doubtedly produce a degree of harmony between
trends in manufacturing technology and trends
in consumption technology and in the technol-
ogy of producers' goods in the service industry
with which consumers come in frequent eon-
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tact. Thus, to the extent that workers absorb
part of their productive skills through con-
sumption, the clustering of technologies insures
that they will continue to do so.

Checks Upon the Rate of
Technological Change

Finally, there are several mechanisms which
serve to check the rate of technological change
itself and thus to limit the amount of adjust-
ment the plant must make at any one time.

Of these mechanisms, the most important
encountered during the study was the role of
engineers in the training of blue-collar workers.
The engineer's withdrawal from the innovative
process to train blue collar workers in the
operation and maintenance of equipment he has
designed effectively slows, and can even halt,
further technological change. The strength and
duration of this effect, moreover, varies
directly with the degree of difficulty workers
encounter in adjusting to new jobs.97

This effect caused some concern in several of
the plants visited. In one plant where equipment
was designed and constructed close to the plant
floor, the effect continued even after regular
maintenance crews had learned to repair the
new equipment because the engineers were
still able to repair it faster and were therefore
continually being diverted from their design
activities. Management felt that the sacrifice
in further technological development was not
justified by the reduced downtime, and was
instituting strict disciplinary procedures at the

.7 A similar effect is evident in the comments of a corporate
executive reported by Heller:

Perfecting a layout involves a minimum amount of
managerial and technical work that you can't escape.
You have to handle expansion projects in series because
you simply don't have the necessary number of men
of the required caliber around to keep up a double-up
pace. If we had gone ahead too fast, we would not have
been able to get either proper supervision or the technical
brains required to get the bugs out. Also, we have to keep
production up during the change-overs as long as markets
are strong or we will be losing part of our market. So
it's the scarcity and costliness of brains that slows down
our rate of investment.

Walter W. Heller, "The Anatomy of Investment Decisions,"
Harvard Buaineas Review, Vol. XXIX No. 2, March 1951, p.
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time of the interviews to insulate the engineer.
ing staff from production problems.

In the longrun, of course, any single plant can
expand the size of its engineering staff to
compensate for diversions of this kind, but be-
cause technology tends to be both specialized
and empirical, this is not always easy to do.
The new engineer himself requires a period of
on-the-job training before he can begin to im-
prove upon unfamiliar technology. One plant
found the rate at which new equipment was
introduced to be entirely dependent upon the

rate at which the few plant engineers who
were skilled in the specialized technology could
construct it.

Other checks upon the pace of change are
undoubtedly present in mechanisms which lie
beyond the purview of this study. Given the
relative rigidity of wage rates and the fact
that most adjustments to technology take place
through changes in labor force skills, the short-
run fixity of capital equipment will prove to
be an equilibrating force. The rationing of
investment funds within the plant will have
the same effect.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The central theme of the present study AJ
that differences between the skills and abilities
of the labor force and the requirements of
blue-collar jobs in manufacturing are recon-
ciled through a series of instruments over which
the employer exercises discretionary control.
These instrumentsrecruitment procedures,
training, compensation, and the likeexist be-
cause a number of functons conventionally
identified with the market are internalized
within the manufacturing plant. They consti-
tute the alternative modes of adjustment to
changes in both production techniques and labor
market conditions.

Given these instruments and the apparent
willingness of employees to effect labor market
adjustment through them, persistent structural
skill imbalances in the manufacturing sector
appear unlikely. Indeed, this study suggests
that the concern over the contribution of
changing technology to the structural compo-
nents of unemployment during the late 1950's
and early 1960's has been largely unwarranted.
The process of overcoming imbalances through
these instruments, however, imposes certain
costs upon the plant, which may in turn be
translated into price increases. Such inflationary
pressure appears particularly likely when the
average quality of the externally available
labor force deteriorates, as in the case of a
tightening labor market, and is probably one

of the factors responsible for the apparent
trade-off between unemployment and price
stability.

There is a similar inflationary potential in
the process of adjustment to technological
change. Two types of labor force adjustment
are associated with such change: (1) the adap-
tation of workers to jobs created or changed
by the new technology and (2) the adaptation
of workers displaced by technological change to
new employment. The costs of this adjustment
should, in principle, be included in the calcula-
tion of the total investment expenditure,
amortized over the life of the investment, and
reimbursed by the savings it generates. When
these costs are borne by the innovating em-
ployer, there is an incentive to treat them in this
way. The innovating employer almost always
bears the costs of labor force adjustment to new
or changed jobs.0 When the technological
change displaces workers from the plant, how-
ever, he is able to transfer a portion of the
total adjustment costs elsewhere in the economy.
In such situations, part of the adjustment cost
is absorbed by employers who are unable to
anticipate them and who do not share in the
savings generated by the technological change.

Is The employee too encounters costs, both direct and in-
direct, but these do not typically contribute to inflationary

pressures.
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Even for the innovating employer the costs of
adjustment are hard to forecast, Many of the
adjustment instruments create indirect costs
which are difficult to identify and control, These
difficulties, when re!nforeed by the uncertain-
ties surrounding manpower requirements for
new technologies, seldom allow the employer to
fully anticipate adjustment costs.

Since, in a dynamic economy, technological
change is continually taking place, a certain
allowance for adjustment to it is built into the
cost structure of the economy. Thus, in prin-
ciple, technological change should increase
costs only when the requisite rate of ad-
justment is greater than that required by the
innovations of the immediate past. In practice,
however, prices appear to be less responsive
to cost decreases than to cost increases. Shifts
in the distribution of costs among firms will
therefore tend to produce inflationary pressures
even if the total adjustment cost imposed by the
technological innovations remains constant.

These considerations suggest several areas
for further research. They indicate, first, the
need for :(lentifying the relationship between
cost? and prices to assess the impact of labor
market adjustments upon national economic
goals. Second, they underscore the importance
of the distribution of changes in technology and
the distribution of the adjustment costs among
various seMors of the economy, a subject about
which relatively little is known. Third,
additional information should be developed on
the nature of the interdependence between
short run and long run instruments of adjust-
ment and their contributions toward long run
adjustment efficiencies. Fourth, research should
he directed at the relationship between the dis-
placement effect of technological change and the
expansion of employment opportunities in the
innovating plant, since the rules of the internal
labor market frequently impoee upon manage-
ment the obligation to provide employment for
workers displaced by technological change if
jobs are available internally. Hence, the incen-
tive to anticipate the labor force adjustments
necessitated by their own innovations should
be greatest in plants where innovation coincides
with expanding employment opportunities.

While further research is needed in these
areas, *he present study permits some con-
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elusions about the efficacy of the current labor
market programs.

Federally Sponsored
Training Programs

In analyzing federally sponsored training
programs a distinction should be made among
1) general training in verbal and mathematical
skills, 2) training in occupational skills specific
to a single plant or industry, and 3) training
in occupational skills common to many plants.
Economic efficiency dictates that training should
be provided by the plants which utilize it unless
there are external economies or diseconomies
associated with the training process. For train-
ing that is general to the economy or to a num-
ber of plante, both types of external effects may
occur. First, there may be significant economies
of scale in training which must be realized
through mass training programs. Such pro-
grams are only within the training capability
of very large plants or multi-plant associations.
Second, if general training is provided by an
ind:lfidual employer, labor turnover may trans-
fer the skills to another employer who has not
contributed to their financing. For training
that is plant specific, however, these external
effects are negligible.

The case for Governmental programs to pro-
vide general verbal and mathematical training
is strong. The usefulness of this training is
not limited to certain industries, and it readily
lends itself to identifiable programs which

effectively utilize large scale instruction
methods. Moreover, such general training hag
traditionally been supported by public funds.
While plants do appear willing to supply some
general training when such skills are unavail-
able on the external market, it is often ex-
cessively narrow. Employees, for example, may
learn to read only those symbols and to perform
only those calculations required by their present
jobs. It does not, therefore, enhance lr.bor force
adjustment beyond the immediate confines of
the plant and may even hamper fuether
adjustment, should the narrow training en-
courage learning habits which later impede a



worker's ability to acquire additional training.
The provision of training for Oafs and abilities
which are plant-specific, however, should rest
with the plant. The structure of the internal
labor market makes it difficult for workers
outside the plant to gain direct access to many
jobs utilizing these skills even if trained to
perform them. A more important consideration,
as argued in the text, is that training on the
job is probably the most efficient method of
instruction for most plant-specific skills. Where
in-plant training is less efficient, institutional-
ized procedures already exist for transferring
such training to equipment vendors or to the
local schools.

Considerations of economic efficiency suggest
that the plant should not only control the pro-
cess of training in plant-specific skills, but
should pay for it as well. Specific training
yields, by definition, few external economies,
and hence its costs should properly be absorbed
in the plant where they will serve as an in-
centive to economize the scarce resources in-
volved. If the inflationary consequences of
plant financed training are significant, however,
and the government can absorb the costs in a
less inflationary manner, these economic con-
siderations may be outweighted..9 To reduce
inflationary pressures of adjustment cost and
to encourage the use of adjustment instruments
which minimize the conflict with price stability,
the government could support plant-specific
training through a systim of subsidies to em-
ployers. Such subsidization would have the
advantage of preserving the existing efficiencies
of employer control over training. The major
obstacle to such a system is administrative, the
training costs being largely indirect and diffi-
cult to quantify. They are probably not any
more difficult to compute than depreciation
allowances for capital equipment, however.

Training in more general occupational skills
maintenance mechanics, highly skilled machine
operations, and the likepresents an inter-

00 The additional problem of disturbing eompetitive eost
rehttionships among firms which are eruieal to
of the economy should 11140 be recognized. In highly competi-
t ive indust ries, where labor costs are a high proportim of total
emits, the subsidization of training expenses, for example,
mignt provide new plants wit h a eritieal eompetitive advan-
tage over established plants.

mediate situation between that of general
literacy training and specific training, Like
literacy training, when given in the plant it
tends to be excessively narrow and may, there-
fore, yield unnecessarily high adjustment costs
in the long run. On the other hand, like plant-
specific training, it can be acquired on the job,
and jobs utilizing such training may not be
directly accessible from the external labor
market. Given these hybrid characteristics, a
system of Federal subsidization similar to that
for plant-specific training, but designed to en-
courage broader training programs as well as
to absorb training costs, would be most
appropriate. If further research revealed that
certain aspects of these skills could be more
efficiently provided through formal out-plant
programs, the subsidies might be combined with
programs for direct training by the Govern-
ment

Recruitment and Screening
Programs

The same logic applied to the evaluation of
governmental training programs can be ex-
tended to governmental manpower policies in
the field of recruitment and screening. The
Government should screen and recruit workers
with characteristics of general interest to em-
ployers, while the cost of recruiting and
screening for relatively plant-specific character-
istics ought, unless there are significant econo-
mies of scale, to be left to private employers.

Again, however, other considerations may
favor more extenive governmental recruitment
and screening. For example, a number of
eurrently disadvantaged groups may lack equal
employment opportunity, not because they can-
not perform the available work, but because
they are difficult and expensive to sc-een. It
has been suggested, for example, that a major
contribution of the Manpower Development and
Training Act training programs has been to
screen groups of workers not possessing suit-
able formal educational qualifications, in order
to identify a subgroup possessing such qualities
as reliability and trainability which employers
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are actually using formal educational require-
ments to uncover. While this evaluation no
doubt understates the contribution of govern-
mental training programs, the programs prob-
ably make part of their contribution in this
way. To the extent that they do so, a Federal
screening program would be a less expensive
substitute,

Coordination of Public and
Private Programs

In developing Federal programs to facilitate
labor market adjustment, care must be taken
to establish suitable mechanisms for coordin-
ating private and public activities. When train-
ing, recruitment, and screening take place either
within the plant or under its direct auspices,
the requisite coordination between the plant's
needs and the adjustment process occurs auto-
matically. When, however, some of the ad-
justment is provided by public institutions
separate from the plant, the coordination be-
tween private needs and public activities may
be less perfect. The inherent danger again is
not one of persistent structural imbalances but
of higher costs.

Many of the plants in this study developed
contacts with local training institutions to en-
courage such coordination, These contacts in-
volved the company deeply in the development
of training curricula, especially in areas where
it hat a recruiting interest. If the Federal
Government is to become more heavily commit-
ted to subsidizing adjustment, particularly if
it undertakes to do so through programs con-
ducted outside the plant, it should recognize
the importance of decentralized control. The
decision making power should reside with local
authorities and, where appropriate, with
individual employers so that the programs can
remaisi sensitive to local market conditions.

Manpower Planning and
Labor Force Adjustment

Finally, whatever types of manpower pro-
grams it selects, the Government must also
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Identify those sectors toward which they should
be directed. To do so, it must both appraise
current manpower developments and forecast
future trends, The internal labor market and
the character of the adjustment process which
occurs within it pose serious obstacles to this
task,

Manpower data are currently collected in
a series of categories that divide the numbers
of the labor force into groups on the basis of
socio-economic characteristics (e.g. occupation,
educational attainment, industrial attachment,
etc.). Manpower problems are then largely
identified with imbalances between job re-
quirements and the labor force structure as
revealed by the distribution of workers among
these categories.

The adjustment process, however, is con-
tinually modifying the distinctions among jobs
and among workers which are implied by these
categories, Required worker characteristics are
changed through variations in hiring standards
and screening procedures; the on-the-job
training process involves both the transfor-
illation of the work force, and, in the short run
at least, the redesign of jobs. The shifts in job
design and required worker characteristics are
so continuous as to defy any system of analysis
dependent upon discrete categories. Moreover,
in the case of technological change, the adjust-
ment process involves innovations in these in-
strumente which are virtually synonymous with
discovery and hence are extremely difficult to
predict. Present techniques of manpower plan-
ning therefore will, at least for blue-collar
manufacturing jobs, inevitably underestimate
the capacity of the private sector to effect
adjustment.

One approach to manpower planning which
circumvents these problems is to utilize indi-
cative planning techniques analogous to those
developed in France. Under this approach,
manpower forecasts would be constructed by
committies of personnel executives and in-
dustrial engineers joined by Govermental
representatives, and perhaps representatives of
educational institutions. The committies could
be organized on the local, State, and Federal
level to parallel the existing Governmental
structure, but both industrial and geographical



groupings are required, One advantage of this
approach is that the participants in the plan-
ning exercise, because they are knowledgeable
about current and prospective adjustmnts, can
make allowances for them in developing and
interpreting th5 data. Moreover, an important
feature of French indicative planning is that
It also works fts a policy instrument in imple-
menting the plan itself. A similar contribution
may be made by indicative manpower plan-
ning, to

We have argued that a major Governmental
concern with present adjustment processes
should be the reduction of their costs. Incentives
to minimize adjustment costs are already pre-
sent in the plant's desire for profit and in the
decentralized mechanisms coordinating plant
skill needs and training curricula in public
schools. What appears to be lacking are sources
of information about alternative modes of ad-
justment,
4.11=7MIMICt

no Because so much of the French economic policy iv con-
ducted informally and through implicit threats, the nature of
the planning process is subject to several different interpre-
tations. The proposal in the text was Mimulated by Andrew
Shonaeld's discussion in Modern Capitalism, (London; Oxford
University Press, 1005L pp. 121-175. But see John and Anne-
Marie Hackett, Economic Planning in France, (Cambridge:
Harvard Univerwity Press, 1003), and John Sheahan. Pro-
motion and Control of Industry in Postwar Prance, (Cambridge:
Harvard Vniversity Press, 1003). The Hacketts present a much
more thorough discussion of the formal structure of the French
planning process than does nonacid. Sheahan places greater
emphasis on the financial inducements to conform to the
plan provided by the government.

Under present arrangements, each plant
tends to discover, on its own, the changes
in job design, promotion patterns, training
techniques, hiring standards, and the like,
through which labor force adjustment is
effected, Experimentation to hasten the dis-
covery process is inhibited within the plant by
the difficulties of changing procedures once the
labor force becomes accustomed to them and of
identifying and controlling adjustment costs.
Some sharing of experience among plants
occurs through local organizations of personnel
managers, various other community institu-
tions, and through industry trade associations.
But although the problems are in many re-
spects analogous to those encountered in selec-
ting new equipment, the channels for communi-
cating information about labor force adjust-
ments are in no way comparable to the trade
magazines, exhibitions, and vendors which
disseminate information about new equipment.
Hence a pooling of information about adjust-
ment techniques through the planning process
may be sufficient to hasten the adjustment pro-
cess and to reduce its costs. Once such systems
for pooling information have been developed,
the most effective deployment of the relatively
small budget which the Federal Government
now appears willing to commit to training
efforts may well lie in expanding, through the
subsidization of experimental programs, the
fund of experience with adjustment techniques.
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